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FOREWORD

The Department of Technical Cooperation and the Department of Nuclear
Energy and Safety provide a wide range of advice and assistance to the Member
States of the IAEA on the peaceful uses of nuclear energy, including nuclear power.
This advice and assistance constitutes a form of transfer of technology and know-how,
of which a major component is, and should be, training. It is increasingly recognized
that the key to safe, reliable and economic nuclear power is the quality of human
performance. Thus, training to achieve the required qualifications and competence is
the primary means by which professionalism and excellence in performance is
achieved and maintained.

The Seminar on the Role and Responsibilities of Management in Nuclear
Power Plant Personnel Training and Competence was organized in connection with
the Agency's Model Project on Strengthening Training for Operational Safety at the
Paks Nuclear Power Plant. A Model Project represents a special category of
Technical Cooperation Project responding directly to the important needs of a
Member State, and is supported strongly by the Member State. In the case of
Hungary, the Model Project is intended to have a major impact on the operational
safety and reliability of the Paks Nuclear Power Plant (NPP), which produces nearly
fifty percent of Hungarian electricity.

At this Seminar it was emphasized that a broadly scoped, integrated, systematic
approach to training (SAT) now represents the international best practice for the
training of NPP personnel, and includes training for both technical and human
performance knowledge and skills. SAT can and should be adapted to the special
needs and conditions of individual countries and plants. Moreover, SAT is a
management tool for achieving quality assurance objectives, quality assurance of
training programmes and competence of NPP personnel.

The main aim and result of this seminar was imparting knowledge to various
levels of Paks NPP management on then* special tasks and responsibilities to achieve
personnel competence, which include: meeting relevant regulatory and other
requirements; defining the qualifications for NPP personnel jobs; training using SAT
to attain the required level of qualification and competence of all NPP personnel,
which includes management, operations, maintenance and technical support personnel
and others; recruiting and retaining qualified personnel, including career
development; supporting the training of all personnel on their responsibilities for
introducing, maintaining and improving safety.
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REPORT OF THE SEMINAR
ON THE ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF MANAGEMENT

FOR NPP PERSONNEL TRAINING

F. Mautner Markhof
IAEA

The seminar at Paks on the Role and Responsibilities of Management in NPP
Personnel Training and Competence was the first activity to implement the
Hungarian Model Project on Strengthening Training for Operational Safety at Paks
NPP. This seminar was also the first seminar on this -subject organized by the IAEA,
and was regarded by all involved to have been successful. A visit took place on 23
and 24 March 1994 to prepare this seminar together with the Paks Project Team. At
that time the programme and other aspects of the seminar were finalized.

The participants comprised 63 senior and middle-level management of Paks
NPP as well as senior staff from six other organizations in Hungary which will
cooperate with Paks NPP on the implementation of the Hungarian Model Project.

Lectures on the topics of the seminar were provided by experts from six
Member States. Presentations were also made by the General Manager of the Paks
Advisory, the Director of the Institute of Nuclear Techniques of the Technical
University of Hungary, the Institute of Electric Power Research (VEIKI), the Institute
of Ergonomics of the Technical University of Budapest, and the Atomic Energy
Research Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. The programme of the
seminar and the list of participants are attached to this report.

The seminar was also the start of the implementation of one of the main parts
and objectives of the project, namely, the introduction on an overall basis of a
systematic approach to the training of all Paks NPP personnel. The other two parts
of the project are: setting up and equipping a maintenance training center (MTC),
and the introduction of safety culture. It was pointed out at the seminar that these
parts are interconnected. In particular, the training provided at the MTC is to be
based on a systematic approach to training (SAT); SAT is also necessary for the
effective and efficient inculcation of safety into job performance.

The programme of the Seminar focussed on the following main areas:

Overview of NPP personnel training in some key countries with NPPs.
Role of Paks NPP and other Hungarian organizations in the
implementation of the model project.
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Introduction of the systematic approach to training (SAT): need for and
effectiveness of SAT. SAT methodology: training program design,
development, implementation and evaluation.
Role and responsibilities of management in: defining the qualifications
needed for the jobs for which training is provided; training using SAT to
attain the required level of qualification and competence of NPP
personnel; recruiting and retaining qualified NPP personnel, including
career development; supporting the training of all NPP personnel on
their responsibilities for introducing, maintaining and improving safety
culture.
Training to enhance safety, reliability and economics of NPPs. Technical
and human performance knowledge and skills needed for NPP
personnel.
Role of the regulator in NPP personnel training. Fostering quality,
competence and public acceptance through the use of SAT. Use of
SAT in close connection with the development of normal and abnormal
operations and emergency operating procedures.
SAT and the use of simulators for training.
Special requirements for the training and qualification of maintenance
personnel.
Training of trainers.

RESULTS OF THE SEMINAR

The main results of the seminar are:

Management has an essential role and a range of important
responsibilities to ensure the qualification and competence of all NPP
personnel. These responsibilities include meeting relevant regulatory
and other requirements; defining qualifications for NPP personnel jobs;
competence of NPP personnel; QA of training programmes;
recruitment, retention and career development of NPP personnel;
inculcating safety culture through training and management practices.
SAT is recognized as the current best international practice for the
training of NPP personnel, and meets the requirements and needs of
Paks NPP for strengthening training.
SAT is a management tool for achieving NPP quality assurance
objectives, QA of training programmes and competence of NPP
personnel.



In view of the high level of Paks NPP performance, it is clear that a
significant part of the existing training capabilities, facilities and
equipment can and should be incorporated into a training programme
using SAT. That is, many elements of SAT are already in place at
Paks.
SAT can and should be adapted to the special needs and conditions of
the individual NPPs/countries.
Some form of analysis of jobs and tasks is required. This need not
involve excessive amounts of time and resources. It is not necessary to
perform task analysis to the maximum amount of detail; task analysis
must also identify the human performance knowledge and skills needed
for each job.
Up to very recently, the emphasis has been on operator training and
qualification.
Maintenance personnel training is one of the most important and urgent
training needs and priorities for Paks (and for many other countries of
central and eastern Europe, the former Soviet Union, 2nd elsewhere).
The training of maintenance personnel, based on SAT, is one of the
main training needs of Paks NPP personnel. This includes the
introduction of SAT-based training at the maintenance training center
to be set up and equipped as part of the Hungarian model project
The introduction of SAT is easier for maintenance personnel than for
operations personnel.
It is important to be able to audit the qualifications and competence of
outside contractors' personnel, especially those involved in safety-related
work.
Ensuring the competence of outside contractors: they must be
accredited according to a QA standard and open to outside audit at any
time. This is part of all major nuclear power programmes discussed at
the seminar.
In this connection, Paks is unable to rely on outside contractors to the
extent that NPPs in countries with better developed technical support
infrastructures can. Thus, Paks must train and qualify more
maintenance personnel.
Regular and systematic in-depth evaluation of the quality and
effectiveness of training programmes, as well as feedback, is essential.
For Paks, it would be useful to consider starting SAT implementation
with an evaluation of the overall existing training programme, to define
the objectives of SAT introduction and implementation.
Training must be cost-effective.
Training of trainers in the use of SAT is a high priority.
The importance of human factors was stressed, not only in training but
also in the analysis of root causes. For example, many root causes
attributed to equipment problems can often be traced to maintenance
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problems. In this connection, the work being done at VEIKI (the
Hungarian Electric Power Research Institute) on quantifying the human
contribution to accidents and using this to improve training will be an
important area of cooperation between Paks and VEIKI in the
implementation of the model project
Management support and involvement in the training programme is
essential for its success. Management must work far most closely with
training staff.

The size and organization of a nuclear power programme will determine the
structure of the corresponding training programme, e.g., whether the training
programme is highly centralized or decentralized (at each NPP).

Management and supervisory staff must cooperate with training programme
developers to identify the requirements and qualifications which the trainee must
meet at the conclusion of training-he., ultimate training objectives. Management
must also ensure that the right number of properly qualified people are available at
the right time.

Management is the user and ultimate evaluator of the trainee and the training
programme. It is thus responsible not only for the competence of NPP personnel who
have completed training, but also of the trainers.
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INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

IAEA Role in the Training of Nuclear Power Plant Personnel

by Alan D Boothroyd
Head , Nuclear Power Engineering Section.

International Cooperation
OECD / Nuclear Energy Agency
WANO & INPO
G24 & CEC
IAEA

Technology Transfer Role of IAEA
TC provides Programming and Implementation
NE provides Technical Direction

TC Project Delivery Mechanisms
Expert missions, seminars or workshops
Fellowships and scientific visits
Training Courses
Equipment

NPES Programmes and TC Support Areas
NPP Implementation
Performance Evaluation - PRIS
Plant Life Management
Quality Assurance
Man Machine Interface

NPES Delivery Mechanisms
Publications;

Data Bases,
Manuals and Guidebooks
Standards

Specialist Meetings
Coordinated Research Programmes
TC Missions and Training Courses

Nuclear Power Programme Implementation
Infrastructure Development
Manpower Development



Manpower Development
Educational Systems

Professional staff
Technical staff

Training Centre Development
On the Job Training
Training Courses

Self Sufficiency in Training
Methodology; SAT
Programmes
Teaching Staff
Facilities and Equipment

Training Centre Students
Maintainers
Operators
Technical Support Staff
Managers

IAEA Training Courses
Interregional Training Courses
Regional Training Courses
National Training Courses
Seminars and Workshops

Technical Training Subject Areas
Nuclear Power
Nuclear Safety
Radiation Protection
Nuclear Fuel Cycle
Waste Management

Courses in Nuclear Power
System planning
Project management
Quality assurance
Qualification of NPP operations personnel
Instrumentation and control
NPP Maintenance
Systematic Approach to Training
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Technology Transfer Role of IAEA

NE & TC in partnership

• TC provides Programming and
Implementation

• NE provides Technical Direction



TC Project Delivery Mechanisms

• Expert missions, seminars or workshops
• Fellowships and scientific visits
• Training Courses
• Equipment



NPES Programmes and TC
Support Areas

NPP Implementation
Performance Evaluation - PRIS
Plant Life Management
Quality Assurance
Man Machine Interface



NPES Delivery Mechanisms

• Publications;
• Data Bases,
• Manuals and Guidebooks
• Standards

• Specialist Meetings
• Coordinated Research Programmes
• TC Missions and Training Courses



Nuclear Power Programme
Implementation

AJ

Infrastructure Development
Manpower Development



Manpower Development

Educational Systems
• Professional staff
• Technical staff
Training Centre Development
On the Job Training
Training Courses



Self Sufficiency in Training

• Methodology; SAT
• Programmes *
• Teaching Staff
• Facilities and Equipment



Training Centre Students

M

Maintainers
Operators
Technical Support Staff
Managers
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IAEA Training Courses

Interregional Training Courses
Regional Training Courses
National Training Courses
Seminars and Workshops



Technical Training Subject Areas

Nuclear Power
Nuclear Safety
Radiation Protection
Nuclear Fuel Cycle
Waste Management



Courses in Nuclear Power

System planning
Project management
Quality assurance
Qualification of NPP operations personnel
Instrumentation and control
NPP Maintenance
Systematic Approach to Training



Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd
Hunaarv

Role of Paks NPP in Plant Personnel Training
and Qualification and in Hungarian Model Project

P.Trampus

IAEA Seminar on

ROLE AND RESPONSIEILITIES OF MANAGEMENT IN NPP
PERSONNEL TRAINING AND COMPETENCE

Paks, 21-25 March 1994



Efforts of enhancing safety

introduction of QA-system, during the construction

- safety improvement measures

international co-operation

independent reviews
(OSART, ASSET, WANO PILOT PEER-REVIEW)

operational safety
(training, procedures, documents...)

updating safety evaluation
(AGNES)
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Chronology of the training at Paks NPP

• Starting the units, between 1982 and 1987.

• Establishing the training system, late 70s and early 80s.

- units have always been operated by Hungarian personnel,

- operational staff of unit 1 acquired its knowledge primarily
outside of the country,

- since 1983 the overall training process has been run entirely in
Hungary (in Paks).

• Putting into operation the fully equipped Training Center, 1986.

• Putting into operation the full-scope replica simulator, 1989.

Expressing the need for establishing a Maintenance Training
Center, 1992.

• Application for IAEA's technical assistence to strenghtening
training, 1993.



Training activities

• Training and qualification for professionals:

- basis training for company's employees
- radiation protection training and qualification
- training and examination of radiation prot. professionals

• Training and qualification of operations personnel:

- theoretical training
- OJT
- simulator basis training for control room operators
- oral qualification exams

• Maintenance personnel training:

- theoretical basis training
- OJT at the field workshops
- special theoretical and/or OJT

• Training and qualification of technical support personnel:

- QA, inspection techniques, welding technologies,
maintenance planning

- special IAEA courses

• Training of management personnel:

- management techniques, communications, organizations,
time management, financing, controlling, computer
technology

- postgraduate trainings, conferences, consultations.



System of updating and brush-up training courses

4 times 8 hours theoretical training annually,
2 times 5 days simulator emergency training
(for shift personnel)

- main topics of updating training programmes

• feedback of operations experience,
lessons learned from system malfunctions,

• brushing-up of the most important theoretical
knowledge,
questions of industrial safety, fire protection, nuclear
safety and accident management,

• significant changes or modifications,
feedback of outage experience.



Paks NPP Training Center

- lecture rooms, specialized cabinets

- technical library

- video studio

- small-scale model showroom

- psychology lab

- basis principles simulator

- software simulator

- full-scope replica simulator

- offices, service facilities etc.



Basis and features of the existing training system

Paks NPP is the only nuclear plant in Hungary, therefore the
NPP had to prepare itself for personnel training.

Plant documentation provided by the supplier did not support the
training.

Training and examination requirements have mainly been
prepared for the operations personnel and on the early 80s
knowledge basis.

Also the establishing the Training Center has been used for
theoretical and simulator training of the operations personnel.

• No facilities for maintenance personnel training and also this
training system is insufficient.

• Training of technical support personnel is usually closed with
radiation protection training.



Strengthening training

• Limits of our existing training system were recognized both by
plant management and independent safety reviews (ASSET,
OS ART...).

• The Systematic Approach to Training (-SAT) was introduced by
IAEA recently.

The SAT and the needs for strengthening training at Paks NPP
have met.

• Application for technical assistence of IAEA, result of which is
the Hungarian Model Project "Strengthening Training for
Operational Safety at Paks NPP".



Main items of the Model Project

introduction of SAT

establishing Maintenance Training Center

enhancing safety and quality culture
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ROLE OF THE HUNGARIAN ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
IN THE TRAINING AND QUALIFICATION OF

NPP PERSONNEL

P. Vona

LEGAL CONTROL

In Hungary, there is a decentralized legal control. Within such a legal
framework, laws, decrees of ministries and of authorities govern requirements
relevant to the training, qualification and examination of NPP personnel in general.

In addition to the legal control, a number of company rules are in effect as to
the qualification and examination of operations personnel.

The decentralized control appears in the system of requirements of training
and qualification, as requirements are defined and controlled by legal measures issued
by several authorities.

The role of the Hungarian Atomic Energy Commission (HAEC) in such a
decentralized legal environment is:

To establish requirements
To review their fulfillment.

The baoic requirements defined in cooperation with the Nuclear Regulatory
Authority (HAEC), relevant to training and qualification of personnel, are included in
the Pre-commissioning Safety Report.

The licensed jobs and the order of examination are controlled by the HAEC
Nuclear Safety Inspectorate.

The main aspects of control are:

Theoretical Training

Prerequisites

Physical aptitude (medical, psychological)
Minimum level of academic education or qualification
Minimum practice



Passing of prevailing examinations
Informal special requirements (if any)

Practical Training

Prerequisites

Passing of closing examination on the contents of theoretical
training
Valid medical and psychological aptitude
Passing of examination on industrial and radioprotection codes
Fulfilling other informal conditions established by the section
leader in charge.

Examination

Examination on safely techniques
Licensing examination

Authority licensing examination
In-house licensing examination
Examination before a section leader.

Continuing Training and Examination

At the examination, the representative of the Authority is a member of the
Board of Examiners and has a veto right.

The evaluation possibilities for the Board are:

Sufficient (only in the case of identical positive votes)
Insufficient (if the votes differ).

Validity of the Licence

The validity period for a licence issued based on passing a licensing
examination is two years. With an expired and non-renewed licence, the professional
is not allowed to perform the licensed job until the licence is revalidated.

For an appropriate reason, the HAEC Safety Inspectorate may withdraw a licence.
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Authority Experience

The knowledge content of the examinations are not sufficiently defined and
hence, to a certain extent, examination is subjective, as the Board tends to put
questions on actual events where available training material may not provide
sufficient grounds for preparation.

A portion of the large number of licensed jobs may need to be withdrawn from
the Authority's jurisdiction and put under that of the operating organization, while
examinations on a number of maintenance activities should be placed under the
control of the Authority.

The output shown during simulator training should be considered in the
qualification of the candidate.
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Outline

Introduction of VEIKI/separate paper
Q Supporting organization

Pioneer role in initiation of
Q Probabilistic approach for safety assessment -1984
Q Severe accident analysis - 1987

PSA history in Hungary
Q AGNES: level-1 PSA
Q US-Hungarian joint project on HRA

Severe accidents
Q Beyond DBA - consequences of malfunction of different plant

equipment
Q Accident management
Q Understanding of plant behaviour during hypothetical accident

scenarios
Q Safety policy statements of regulatory bodies and utility

• MODEL PROJECT SEMINAR, PAKS, 21-25 MARCH, 1994 • • • ^ • • H L. VOROSS



PSA History in Hungary

1985

1985-86

Availability and reliability study of diesels of Paks NPP, Units 3,4
Code: CAT/PREP/KITT

Preliminary LLOCA/SLOCA ET quantification (no CCFs,
limited HEs)

Code: ORCHARD

1986-87 Specific RA and reliability studies for Paks NPP
- HPECCS, LPECCS, RSS importance ranking
- Test interval optimization

Code: FRANTIC

1988-89 VVR-SZM Research Reactor PSA
Code: PSAPACK

1990 AOT revision of Paks NPP safety systems
Code: Specific, time dependent

1990-91 Limited level-1 PSA study of Paks NPP
Code: PSAPACK

1989- PSA oriented plant specific data collection
July 1992 Support of operational safety decisions (PSA group in Paks NPP)
1991-94 AGNES Project/level-1 PSA of Paks NPP

1991-94 US-Hungarian joint project on human reliability analysis
• MODEL PROJECT SEMINAR, PAKS, 21-25 MARCH, 1994 • • • • • • i L. VOROSS



AGNES Project

Key areas of project
D System analyses (SA)
D Analysis of design basis accidents (DBA)
D Severe accident analyses (SAA)
D Probabilistic safety analysis (PSA)

Participants
G In-country

DKFKI
D VEIKI
D EROTERV
D Paks

Q International
D Imatram Voima, GRS, Tractabel, IAEA,...

• i MODEL PROJECT SEMINAR, PAKS, 21-25 MARCH, 1994 L. VOROSS



PSA Analysis

VEIKI - co-ordination of all PSA activities
G KFKI - thermal-hydraulic calculations

Q EROTERV - fault tree development for electrical, C&I sub-
systems

Q TUB - Analysis of reactor protection system
LI Paks - provide input to analysis

Level 1 study
Internal initiators excl. internal hazards (flooding,
fire)

I Some 55 initiating events grouped into 14
categories

• MODEL PROJECT SEMINAR, PAKS, 21-25 MARCH, 1994 • • • • • • • L. VOROSS



Simulator Data Collection and
Analysis

Joint US-Hungarian project
QEPRI

D Help in initial foundation of data collection
D Comment on results of initial data analysis

Q VEIKI - Paks NPP - TUB - A. J. Spurgin
D Adaptation of data collection methodology
D Improvement in data collection technique and extension of

scope of data collection

D Perform experiments
I Data analysis and interpretation with extension to ORE

type analyses

MODEL PROJECT SEMINAR, I'AKS, 2J-25 MARCH, 1994 L. VOROSS



Project Objectives

VEIKI
Q To create a data base useful for HRA purposes
G To quantify HI probabilities to support the Paks PRA/HRA

Paks NPP
G To provide insights from data collected to be helpful in

D Training
IJ Operation

TUB
G To help operator training
G To support the ergonomic evaluation of the control room

EPRI
G To show how EPRI methodology can be applied

G In other countries
D To other reactor systems

• I MODEL PROJECT SEMINAR, PAKS, 21-25 MARCH, 1994 • • • • • • • • L. VOROSS



Project Phases

Phase 1
November 1991 - August 1992

Preparation for the experiments

Phase 2
September - December 1992

Data collection sessions

Phase 3
January - December 1993/January 1994

Data analysis and interpretation

Phase 4
January 1994 - October 1994

Additional data collection and analysis



Current Status of the Project

Phases 1 to 3 of the project have been completed
A large data bank has been generated including

G Plant transient data
Q Operator actions
Q Completed observer forms
l_l Video recordings

The data analysis has been finished
The analysis results have been incorporated into
the Paks PSA/HRA
Useful training insights have been generated from
the results

MODEL PROJECT SEMINAR, PAKS, 21-25 MARCH, 1994 L. VOROSS



Objectives of the Analysis Study

Support the PSA
G Development of model of crew reliability
Q Estimation of HI probabilities for PSA

Provide insights for Training and Operations to
help:

G Better understand crew behaviour
Q Understand strengths and weaknesses of crews, procedures,

controls and instrumentation
G Focus the training needs to help improve the knowledge and

skills of the crews

MODEL PROJECT SEMINAR, PARS, 21-25 MARCH, 1994 L. VOROSS
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Insights to Training/Operation

Characteristics crew operation in terms of
G Response to accidents
G Use of procedures
G Effects of leadership
G Impact of man-machine interface
G Team skills

Indications where improvements could be made to
increase crew reliability especially in

G Man-machine interface
G Use of procedures

G Crew skills and leadership

• MODEL PROJECT SEMINAR, PAKS, 21-25 MARCH, 1994 M B H i M ^ L. VOROSS



Future Activities

Produce a final report to
Need to co-ordinate design of procedures, MMI
upgrade, team skills training and operator support
systems
Use of data collection methodology to validate and
evaluate these improvements
Collection of more data to extend the range of
conclusions
Development of a system to monitor the
effectiveness of the operator training programme

MODEL PROJECT SEMINAR, PAKS, 21-25 MARCH, 1994 L. VOROSS



Summary

Possible contribution of VEIKI to success of the
Model Project

Q Safety culture
D Help in understanding of the importance of human factors

(Work Plan 4.2.5.1)
D Assistance in assessment of safety culture level concerning

human behaviour improvement (Work Plan 4.2.5.2)

I_J Training:

D Assistance in improvement of operational & maintenance
training programmes and practices (Work Plan 4.3.5.3 and
4.3.5.4)

D Risk based approach to operator's training on simulators
(Work Plan 4.3.5.3)

MODEL PROJECT SEMINAR, PAKS, 21-25 MARCH, 1994 L. VOROSS
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Educational Activity of the
Institute of Nuclear Techniques of the

Technical University of Budapest

1) Presenting the Institut of Nuclear Techniques (INT)
pf the Technical University of Budapest (TUB)

a) The University

The Technical University of Budapest developed from the Institutum
Geometricum Hydrotechnicum, founded by Joseph II in 1782. In 1850 the Institute
merged with the Joseph Technical School founded in 1846. In 1856 it achieved the
status of a college, becoming Joseph Polytechnicum. Granted university status in
1872, it was renamed the Royal Palatine Joseph Technical University. Since that
time it has undergone changes both in its name and structure. In 1934 its name was
changed to the Hungarian Royal Palatine Joseph Technical and Economic
University, in 1946 to the Palatine Joseph Technical and Economic University, and
in 1948 to the Palatine Joseph Technical University. Since 1949 it has borne the
name of the Technical University of Budapest.

The TUB is the largest institution of higher education in Hungary and one of
the Central Europe's most important research centers. It has exchange and
cooperation agreements with many European and overseas universities. The
university educates and trains engineers and specialists in various fields of
techniques, sciences and economics.

Academic staff: 1608 (1992), student enrollment 8631 (1992).

The university has seven faculties: Civil Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Architecture
Chemical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Transport Engineering
Natural and Social Sciences.

The length of studies is five years for full-time students and six years for part-time
and external students to obtain an MSc. degree in Architecture, Civil Engineering,
Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Transportation Engineering,
Chemical Engineering, Engineering-Physics.
Second Diploma: Engineer-Economist (4 semester supplementary course)

Technical teacher training (4 semester)
The Central Library is one of the richest library in the technical scientifical

field in Hungary. It has 360,000 volumes and 1500 peiodicals. Additionally the
departemental libraries of the TUB possess 488,448 volumes..



b) The Institute of Nuclear Techniques

The training/research reactor of the Institute of Nuclear Techniques of the
Technical University of Budapest was put into operation in June 1971 according to
plans made in Hungary with the help of Hungarian constructors. One of the main
reasons for its starting and operation is that Hungary had (and has) significant
activity as well in the nuclear electricity generation as in the widespread use of
nuclear techniques. Nearly half of the country's electrical energy comes from
nuclear power plant. Further research reactors and accelerators were built and
operate also nowadays in several places of the country (Budapest, Debrecen). The
Hungarian nuclear research sites have internationally acknowledged scientific R&D
activity also in the fields of industrial, agricultural and medical application of
radioisotopes.

Personal conditions:
Total number of persons employed in the INT TUB: 54 persons
Persons possessing university diploma 22 persons
Professors: 13 persons
Univ. Professor 2 persons
Assoc. Univ. Professor 3 persons
Senior Lecturer , 6 persons
Lecturer 2 persons .
Researchers 9 persons
Technical staff: 32 persons
administrators, librarians, draughtsmen
technicians, qualified workers, laboratory technicians,
cleaners, doormen

Material conditions
A "swimming pool" type training/research nuclear reactor with

connected manipulator equipped hot chamber, with horizontal neutron
beam tubes and with an irradiation tunnel suitable for irradiating large
objects, which is rare on a world scale.

The main technical parameters of the reactor are the followings:
Thermal power lOOkW
Fuel UO,, 10% enrichment

critical mass 2740 g 235U
actual built in 2952 g "5U

Moderator and coolant H2O
Reflector H2O + graphite
Peak thermal flux 2,7 1012 n/cm2s
Experimental facilities:

5 horizontal neutron beam tubes
1 large irradiation tunnel
19 vertical irradiation positions (manually served)
3 vertical irradiation positions served by a pneumatic rabbit system.

i



Additionally there are several well equipped laboratories around the reactor:
- Whole-body counter radiation protection dosimetry laboratory
- Nuclear power plant training simulator
- Laboratories for reactor physics, dosimetry, radiochemistry, and electrical,

mechanical workshop
- Semiconductor detector (Ge(Li), HPGe) based gamma spectrometry measuring

systems, with intelligent self-contained and IBM PC/AT based multichannel
analyzers

- Alpha spectrometry measuring systems with semiconductor detectors and
vacuum chambers

- Computer park (many IBM compatible 286, 386, 486 PCs and a Rise 6000
workstation

- Book collection of the institute's own library (31 Dec 1992)
Books: 5464 volumes,
Periodicals: 1161 volumes,

26 domestic and foreign periodicals are subscribed

2) Educational activity

2.1) General
Because of'the country's nuclear program the training of large number of

professionals working in the fields of nuclear techniques is one of the important
goals of the Hungarian higher education.

The INT TUB has an important role in this process. This institute - because of
the unique training/research nuclear reactor - is an inter-university educational
institution. Its main role is the training of highly qualified professionals for the
utilization of the latest results of nuclear techniques. In order to provide appropriate
intellectual background for the education, also an intense research activity is going
on in this institute. Since at the Technical University of Budapest the scientific
activity principally turns to applied research, the research of the INT follows that
line as well. The education and research has four areas in which the INT TUB has
traditions and is one of the largest national base in this field,

Nuclear Energetics
The educational topics are listed with headwords:

- Nuclear power plants and nuclear power plant instruments,
- Operation studies of nuclear power plants, nuclear fuel cycle,
- Nuclear power plant control engineering,
- Neutron radiography, tomography,
- Nuclear power plant noise diagnostics, core monitoring,
- Nuclear power plant burning out calculations, simulation of nuclear power plant

processes,
- Probabilistic safety calculations, hardware and software quality insurance,
- Modelling and automatization of technological processes,
- Application of methods based on artificial intelligence with special attention to

the man-machine relationship.



Radiochemistry
- Radioisotope analysis in samples from nuclear inHtutions and environment;
- Analysis of different alpha, beta and/or gamma Nation emitting radionuclides

using spectrometrical and radiochemical methods in the cooling water of nuclear
reactors, structural materials, released fluids and gases, deposits etc. with the
purpose to trace the technological, corrosion and different other processes and to
monitore the environmental effect of the nuclear institution.

- Analysis of different isotopes in environmental samples, particularly considering
the long half-lived natural and artificial radionuclides, like U, Th, Ra, Pb, Po,
Sr, Cs and some isotopes of transuranium elements. The purpose of the
investigations is to determine the activity concentration in environmental
samples (soil, cinder, flying ashes, refuse, air, water, plants, food) along the path,
of migration of radioactivity (inhalation, food chain) in order to provide more
accurate data for the calculation of radiation load on the population.

- Application of nuclear methods (activation analysis. X-ray fluorescent analysis)
for determination of trace elements for origin investigation of archaeological
samples, discovering sources of environmental pollution, genetical investigation
of geological samples, drawing medical-diagnostical conclusions from
biological samples, etc.

Reactor and neutron physics.
This field comprises all the scientific disciplines within nuclear science, that are
necessary for designing, safe operation, monitoring and constructive usage of
nuclear reactors and any facility (instrument, institution) applying neutron
radiation. Besides these, the application of neutron radiation and neutron beams in
physical basic research also belong here.

- Theoretical and experimental investigation of mixed (neutron and gamma)
radiation fields (calculation, measuring methods, instrument development),

- Reactor dosimetry, radiation damage investigations (neutron metrology, neutron
dosimetry calculation and measuring methods),

- Practical reactor physics (neutron gas physics, reactor statics, reactor kinetics,
reactor dynamics),

- Development of the neutron physics conditions of e tperimental and clinical boron
neutron capture tumour therapy (BNCT) (calculation and measuring methods)

Radiation protection - nuclear environmental protection.
- Qualitative, quantitative and dosimetrical determination of the radioactivity of

natural and artificial origin
- Analysis of radon and its short half-lived daughter nuclei in the air
- Occurence and motion in the environmental and biological systems of the longer

half-lived daughter elements, the 210Pb and 210Po
- Dose rate calculations
- Gamma spectrometry analysis of extended (large) and/or irregularly shaped

environmental and biological samples (soil, rocks, plants, large objects, human
body).



2.2) Formation of engineer-physicists
One of the main educational duty of the INT TUB is the participation in the newly

started course of engineer-physicists of the Faculty of Natural and Social
Sciences of the TUB.. This education is divided into two main parts. The first
part (6 semesters) gives a strong theoretical background in general phynics
whereas the following 4 semesters assure the specialisation in 4 fields: optirs,
material sciences, condensed matter physics and nuclear techniques.

- The curriculum of the general physics part corresponds to the directives of the
Commission of Physics of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, who
determined the necessary content of any course giving a final university diplome
in Physics in Hungary. On the other hand, international comparisons have also
been made and considered with curricula of American, German, French, etc.
universities in order to ensure the convertibility of the diplome of our engineer-
physicists. The INT participates also in the general formation part by giving
lectures in Experimental Nuclear Physics, Theoretical Nuclear Physics,
Radiation and Environmental Protection, Programmation, and by assuring
laboratory measurements in Electronics and in Nuclear Techniques.

- In the specialisation part there is an option "Nuclear Techniques". In this modul
the INT offers 47 different lectures and/or laboratory practices from which the
student (with the help of his/her tutor) constructs a special formation plan based
on the credit requirements. These 47 courses can be arranged in the following
main topics:
- Nuclear and Reactor Physics (7 courses)
- Nuclear informatics (4 courses)
- Thermohydraulics (3 courses)
- Mechanical engineering (3 courses)
- Electrical engineering (3 courses)
- Reactor technology (7 courses)
- Nuclear energetics (9 courses)
- Applications of nuclear techniques and radioanalytics (6 courses)
- Radiation and environmental protection (5 courses)

2.3) Doctoral (Ph.D.) program
The scientific formation system in Hungary is going to be reformed now There
is a "transition from the three-grade (Univ. doctor, Candidate of Sciences and
Academy Doctor) former Soviet-system to a two-level system (Ph.D. and DSc.).
The PhD. degree will be given by the Universities, whereas the DSc. degree by
the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.

According to this the INT has also prepared its PhD program. The duration of
the doctoral formation is 3 years. We are prepared to take 5 doctoral fellows
(also in English) in a year in the following main fields:
- Nuclear Energetics
- Radiochemistry
- Reactor and neutron physics
- Radiation protection - nuclear environmental protection



2.4) Other educational activity
Besides the "own" engineer-physicist and doctoral education, the INT

participates to the formation and training of students and doctorands of the other
faculties of the Technical University of Budapest and of other Hungarian higher
education institutions in the field of nuclear techniques.

Also, the institute takes significant part in the continuing engineering
education in the field of nuclear techniques. It regularly organizes basic and high
level isotope technology and radiation protection courses.

There is also a great tradition in the training of foreign students. At present
students of the Czech University of Technology in Prague and the Slovak
University of Technology in Bratislava carry out measurements here. Some
students of the French Rennes INSA made their diploma thesis here and two Ph.D.
students of the Delft University of Technology (the Netherlands) carried out part of
the measurements necessary for their thesis. Upon request of the International
Atomic Energy Agency we organized 6 weeks to 3 months long extension training
courses for experts of developing countries on the utilization of research reactors.
We regularly receive fellowship owners of the International Atomic Energy
Agency for individual extension training.

The INT TUB has extended international connections in the field of education
and research. Our most important partners range from the nearest Central European
countries to the United States.

3) P.R. activity
The INT TUB considers very important the formation of the public opinion

towards the nuclear energy. The main target of our PR. activity is the population of
the secondary school physics teachers. This group can play a key-role in the
formation of the public opinion because of three reasons:

First, because they possess the necessary knowledge in physics to understand
the physical reasons of nuclear safety and of the environmental and health impact.
They can be convinced while reasoning and therefore they can not be influenced
very much emotionally.

Second, because they have the necessary skills and knowledges to transmit
their knowledge with appropriate didactic means. Therefore they can choose the
right method to communicate with their pupils.

Third, because the have a large influence. They teach many pupils each year,
and besides the direct influence on the children, they influence also a much wider
group of population: the children go home and discuss the issues with their parents.
If the children are convinced, the parents are often more influenced by their views,
than by any direct PR method (TV, broadcast, newspaper, etc.).

In view of the above, the INT participates every year in the General Annual
Meeting of the Secondary School Teachers, it takes part and organises upgrading
courses in Nuclear Physics and Radiation Protection dedicated for physics teachers,
organises visits for them and for their pupils, prepares and distributes printed and
video media, and takes every occasion to keep contact with the teachers.
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MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITY FOR TRAINING POLICY,
RECRUITING AND RETAINING QUALIFIED NPP PERSONNEL

Patrick Billiard
EDF

COMPANY POLICY

G=^ Nuclear Generation Division

Specifies requirements and proves requirements achieved

O Requirements' level,
© Condition of the equipment,
© Suitability of organizations and structures,
O Human skills.

<=* NPP

The plant superintendent is responsible for plant operations.

O Staff recruitment
© Authorizations

^ Safety Authorities

Monitor compliance with the requirements, check the way equipment is handled,
quality of organisations, the work carried out by the personnel.

O Consulted regarding requirements,
© Check requirements achieved,
© Check Quality.

POL1CYT.DOC
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EC-,--Generation & Transmission
Training Department

CORPORATE POLIO

Improvements to be achieved through the implementation of strategic
approaches in six areas:

•*° Operation
•^ Safety-maintenance
«*• NPP Operations Corporate Resources-Site Engineering Teams
«" Cost control
«*° Information systems
«** Communications

These approaches demonstrate the direction of actions

These six approaches, fully consistent and complementary, will rank EDF
among the world's leading operators.

The performance of a nuclear power plant in the field of safety reflects its
safety culture.

This involves a culture in the social sense, with regard to the characteristics
of a group, the set of specific signs and behavior which distinguish one
group from another.

French NPP's have a unique safety culture.

DEMACHA.DOC



EOF-Generation A Transmission
Training Department

THE OPERATION APPROACH

More training in order to develop greater skills,

Extensive involvement and control in relation to actions undertaken by
other departments,

Increased responsibility of all players,

Sites must assume greater responsibility,

Management of teams must be enhanced.

Safety and management roles of each individual clearly identified:

• an operation manager in charge of safety and operations,

• a safety engineering responsible for conducting in-depth analyses,

• an operation engineer to oversee and coordinate work carried out,

• "opening up" of operating personnel to enable other activities to
benefit from their know-how (unit shutdown).

This organization has been approved by the French safety authorities.

Training is a fundamental component of this approach.

The goal is therefore to develop quality training and to allow staff the time
necessary to follow these training programs.

DEMACHADOC



EOF-Generation & Transmission
Training Department

MORE TRAINING, BETTER TRAINING

In order to maintain and improve the skills of teams, a goal has been set for
1995: to organize four weeks of on-site training courses, and two more
weeks on full-scale simulator.

These four weeks of training

analyzing experience feedback (local, national and international
examples),

enhancing good practices and driving progress in the safety culture

theoretical instruction in general knowledge,

understanding of basic physical phenomena

Two weeks on simulator

team work

demonstrate the high level of interaction involved on a daily basis
among different jobs

DEMACHA.DOC



EDF-Generation & Transmission
Training Department

THE SAFETY-MAINTENANCE APPROACH

The aim is to improve safety in all areas of maintenance (shutdown),

enhancing professionalism,

raising the level of responsibility* with reduced segmentation of
duties,

developing the inspection function,

increasing the analysis and engineering capacities available at
sites

These subjects concern all personnel, from both EDF and outside
contractors.

The goal regarding outside contractors is to foster partnerships based
on the sharing of the challenges involved in safety and competitiveness.

The underlying concern behind this approach was to reduce failures
through improved anticipation, detection and correction.

The paths to progress concern both individual and collective behavior,
techniques, organization and methods.

DEMACHA.DOC



EOF-Generation & Transmission
Training Department

EVOLVING JOBS, THE HUMAN FACTOR AND
PROFESSIONALISM

New missions

Complex activities are treated as projects, or affairs

Creation of new job functions: "work coordinators",
"technical inspectors"

An "affair-based" organization has been adopted for controlling activities
carried out on safety-related equipment.

Rigor and enhancement of human factors

Enhancing the role of personnel and their professionalism in the operation
and maintenance of complex processes

enhancement of the unique human ability to detect, analyze,
anticipate, adapt and improve on the basis of past experience,

introduction of increased rigor and transparency in the information
channels,

clarification of decision-making channels by

distinguishing the strategic responsibilities of operational
managers,

exploiting their complementary work,

reinforcing the expertise and assistance functions for decision-
makers

The new cultural and behavioral components are introduced during training
actions.

DEMACHA.DOC



CDF-Generation & Transmission
Training Department

SERVICE PROVIDERS: SHARING THE SAFETY AND
COMPETITIVENESS CHALLENGES

Three principles for sharing these challenges

At the site level, a policy of true partnership must be developed with
outside contractors. Three guiding principles determine current actions:

Facilitate the involvement and increased sense of responsibility of
service providers

Share theim the challenges involved in enhancing safety and
competitiveness

Consolidate the fabric of employment among service providers by
informing them of long-term orders (3 years)

At each site, the industrial and political policy of employment are
monitored bv a member of the management team.

Training

Specific aspects of nuclear power.

In L993, over 18,000 employees from outside contractors participated in
the quality and safety training program

These programs is given in EDF's 40 different work-site schools
basic insight into our installations,
risks involved,
performance expected of outside contractors

DEMACHADOC



Management Support for Training and the Improvement of Safety Culture

D.Tennant, AECB, Ottawa, Canada

Management, ultimately the plant manager, has the responsibility for ensuring the NPP is run hi a
safe and efficient manner by competent staff. Certain elements of this responsibility will need to be
delegated to the line organization and it is important that these responsibilities are clearly defined
and documented. Training is an element in achieving this objective; training should always be
considered an integral part of plant operation and not as a desirable but not absolutely necessary
item.

The plant manager must continually make the case for sufficient funding to maintain the training
capability. It should be noted that training is usually one of the early targets in tunes of financial
restraint. The provision of this funding will only be possible if the manager is convinced, and able
to convince his superiors, that the training being provided is effective and cost efficient and
contributing to effective plant operation. Effectiveness can only be ascertained by an efficient,
regular and systematic evaluation process.

The management role in applying and maintaining "Safety Culture" is also clear. These are well
stated in INSAG4,"Safety Culture" and in particular Section 3.2. The particular reference to
training is in Section 3.2.3, paras 43-46. However ofher.and most, areas are equally applicable to
the training function. For example 3.2.2," Definition and Control of Working Practices", para 42:

"Managers ensure that tasks are carried out as defined. They institute systems for supervision and
control and insist upon orderliness and good housekeeping". What better place to implement these
practices than during training? Activities which are carried out in strict accordance to plant policies
and procedures in training and supported by exemplary instructor conduct are more likely to be
transferred to the workplace. As an example a skills exercise in training should only be passed as
correct if all appropriate safety procedures have also been adhered to. Safety culture is a most
suitable topic for training and should be incorporated in all training activities to the maximum extent
possible.

The principles set out in Section 3.3, "Response of Individuals" should.to the maximum extent
possible, be incorporated into each and every training programme.

Line management, (supervisory personnel) also have important training roles to perform. For
example it is generally accepted that the supervisor is directly responsible for ensuring staff are
trained to meet job requirements and maintain unit capability. This implies that the supervisor must
always have easy access to accurate training records and training staff. In addition, the supervisor
is frequently required to provide training or coaching to staff and this requires that the supervisor
has adequate skills to perform these duties. The supervisor should also be an integral part of the
training effectiveness feedback process. He must also make every reasonable effort to release staff
for training as scheduled. In practice the supervisor should not normally be able to defer training
without higher approval. Station policy should emphasize the priority of training

Training managers have a dual role. First to efficiently manage the training department and
secondly to maintain efficient communication with the plant to ensure that the training being given
on behalf of the plant is both correct and at the right time. He must also ensure that sufficient
resources are available, both human and financial, to maintain the committed training programmes.
If a simulator is available this will require constant attention to ensure that it remains a true replica
of the plant and also has the maintenance resource available to keep its availability high.

Training management and supervisors also can ensure that the elements of safety culture mentioned



above and related to training really happen. Training managers should maintain a highly visible
profile in the training centre.

Nuclear Power Plant safety should not be looked at only in terms of nuclear safety. Conventional
safety should receive an equally high priority. It is difficult to argue that nuclear safety standards
are being met if more conventional safety precautions, hard hat, safety glasses and footwear as
examples, are being ignored. Safe plants are almost always among the most efficient.



1 Managers must be seen to support
training

2 Managers must be seen to
participate in training.

3 Managers must be seen to insist
that all training is done in strict
accordance with the rules

4 Managers must be seen not to
unnecessarily delay or cancel
training in favour of production

5 Managers should ensure that
training courses addresss safety
issues



SAT as a Management Tool for
chievingNPP Quality

* Presented by Thomas Mazour
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Most Successful US Companies
have focused on Quality

anagement

Quality Management encompasses the
philosophy and process of doing business by
continually evaluating the organization's
performance and looking for ways to improve.
US Nuclear Utiliities are required by the NRC
to have Quality Assurance Programs. These
programs have gone from a "policeman"
approach to emphasis on performance
improvement.

INPO has taken the lead in the US in
establishing "excellence" as a goal.



Common Elements of Quality
anagement

* Focus on Customer Satisfaction
* Establishment of Goals and Objectives

- Goals and objectives at all levels linked to and supportive
of overall company goals

* Benchmarking
- Definition: rating a company's practices, processes,and

products against the world's best

* Teamwork
* Performance Evaluation



Customer Satisfaction

The "Customer" to a Plant training organization
is the department for which the training is
provided
SAT premise is that Subject Matter Experts
(SMEs) provide the basis for the content of all
training
The Customer is the "Owner" of training
programs, not the training organization
The training organization continually seeks
feedback from the Customer on how well the
training program is satisfying the Customer's
needs



Goals and Objectives

Goals and Objectives are Fundamental to SAT
- learning objectives are the basis for all SAT training
- learning objectives are directly linked to job requirements
- job requirements should be derived from the performance

needed to ensure safe and efficient plant operation

Training Goals and Objectives need to be
based on the Plant's Overall Goals



enchmarking

* Self-Evaluation Reports Required for
Accreditation Identify (Benchmark) Both the %

Strengths and Weaknesses of Training
Programs ^

* Peer Evaluators Provide a Mechanism for
Training Organizations to Identify Elements of
Other Organizations' Methods Which Should
be Emulated (Peer Evaluators are used by INPO
for Plant Evaluations and Training Accredition
Review Teams)

* INPO Publications Communicate Best Industry
Practices to Member Utilities



Teamwork

SAT Establishes a Partnership Among All the
Individuals and Organizations Responsible for
Developing and Providing Training
Goals and Objectives of both Plant and
Training Organizations Need to be Consistent
Responsibilities Should be Clearly Defined
and Pushed Down as Far in the Organization as
Possible

-JD



SAT Performance Evaluation

* Performance Evaluation is One of the Principal
Characteristics That Distinguishes SAT from
Other Training Approaches

* Performance Evaluation Determines Not Only
if Training is Being Conducted as Planned, but
Also Whether Training is Contributing to
Improved Performance of Workers and of the
Plant

* Performance Evaluation Focus Must be on
Finding Ways to Improve, not on Punishing
Those who don't Reach Their Goals



^Example Performance Indicator
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Examples of Plant Performance
Indicators

INPO Plant Performance Indicators
- Unit Capability Factor
- Frequency of Unplanned Automatic Scrams
- Thermal Performance
- Collective Radiation Exposure
- Industrial Safety Accident Rate
- Volume of Radioactive Waste
- Safety System Performance
- Fuel Reliability
- Chemistry Index



Scrams Per 7,000 Hours Critical (median value)
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NOTICE OF SELECTED PeWDRNANCE INDICATORS

Revision 4 Date 07/13/90

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT DATA SOURCE REPORT

TSP1-03 Completion of scheduled training. Monthly Hunter of class Iwirs planwd at Department Heads approve Bar graph showing number of
beginning of month by Trail, .,. class hours planned by actual vs. planned class hours

program to which is kept in for the n-2 months.
the Scheduling Computer.
Uti l ize class schedule
frozen on f i r s t of each month.

Training Support determines
number of class hours
completed by program each
month from attendance sheets.

Explanation of deviations on
separate documents.

Department Heads provide Include in Ft. Calhoun
explanation of any major Performance indicators,
deviations to Training Support.

TSPI-04 Results of training crit ique's.
Plant Supervisor interviews, and
training follow-up surveys.

Monthly Student evaluation of instructor TAP-6A. 6C and 60
and course content, interview
comments from Supervisors and
surveys from trainees. Instructor provides form to

to supervisor.
f

Supervisor reviews and
forwards to Training
Support.

Information entered into
data base.

Bar graph showing the
number of student critiques,
number of student follow-up
surveys and number of
Supervisor interviews conducted
by program.

Internal Training Performance
Indicator.



Improving Co-operation Between all Organisations Involved in Personnel
Training and Qualification

Training and Qualification of Trainers

1 Introduction

Organisations involved are roughly the same in all countries which operate NPPs. The extent of
involvement varies considerably with an obvious example being the internal licensing type
arrangements in use in some utilities. The list below may not be complete for every country but
represents a starting point for discussion.

2 Organisations Involved

i. Utility
Corporate Management
NPP Management
NPP Directors Delegates for specific training activities or interfaces
Training or Training Centre Manager
Instructors at NPP and Training Centre
Design Organisation
Computing Specialists
Procedure -writers
Human Factors Specialists
Accountants/financial staff

ii. Technical Support Organisations
iii. Regulator
iv. "Ministry'VGovernment
v. Local Government
vi. Objectors to Nuclear Power

Item i is under the control of utility management, however it represents a substantial number of
interfaces all of which have specific problems which need to be addressed. A solution that has
bee proffered for the purpose of solution is to produce internal "Interface Agreements" to a QA
standard. This can be useful so long as they do not become over complicated and are usually
best when financial considerations are kept separate from technical issues.



3 Possible Methods for Improving Co-operation

This list is meant as a means to promote discussion as different solutions are obviously
applicable to different local circumstances.

• Interface agreements with all internal and external, professional collaborators for training
and non training use of training facilities.

• Regular liaison meetings with very distinct terms of reference, approached systematically
for professional bodies, with objectives and membership allocated. Regular does not need
to translate to frequent in all circumstances, although in the case of training centre and plant
based instructors there exists such a need.

• Adherence to the Evaluation Phase of SAT which should prove "customer satisfaction" for
the training process. Evaluation does not just encompass the pursuit of excellence in
training but also infers cost effectiveness.

• NPP Management involvement in the training process to include sufficient observation of
training sessions as well as participation in the assessment process.

• Foster a good relationship with the regulator in order that improvements can be jointly
agreed and planned for implementation in a rational phased manner with sensible deadlines.
The regulator does on occasions need to be prescriptive, but pre-emptive initiative is valid.

• The policy for non professional bodies sh; aid be one of maintaining an "open door," for
example to the nuclear power objectors, idthough useful liaison meetings can be set up
between NPPs and local and even national governments which can have an agenda item
associated with personnel training (although not necessarily at every such meeting.).

i



NPP PERSONNEL QUALIFICATION

AND SAFETY IN NPP OPERATION



SAT, Safety and Regulatory Function

D.Teunant, AECB, Ottawa, Canada

It is usual for most regulatory bodies to place the responsibility of ensuring safe nuclear power
pliant operation ia the hands of the licensee. Having established this, the regulator must now
provide assurance to the general public that this is indeed so. It is inevitable therefore, that in
performing its statutory function with respect to safe operation, that the Regulator will address the
scope and effectiveness of the training process and programmes in place at a NPP. The regulator
will, correctly, link safe plant operation with competent workers produced by effective training
programmes. However the means by which the regulator determines the effectiveness of training
programmes will vary considerable. Some regulatory bodies concentrate almost exclusively on the
senior positions in the control room, (Reactor Operator, Shift Supervisor) and pay somewhat less
attention to other job families, eg maintenance staff, whose day to day activities can give rise to
situations which could affect plant and personnel safety .It is likely also that the regulator will
administer some form of examination process and licensing process to be able to provide some
additional assurance to the public that the operatives are competent. This can, and has, lead to
situations where the regulator can become overly prescriptive in setting training and testing
requirements often to die extent of not accurately addressing the job requirements. This can lead to
training programmes being developed to meet the needs of the regulator rather than the needs of the
job position.

Other regulatory bodies have studied the concept of the SAT and have endorsed its validity. This
has lead in some countries to the requirement for all plant personnel, whose day to day activities
could impact on plant or public safety, to have training programmes which conform to a SAT.

The presence of a SAT provides an effective method to apply Quality Assurance procedures to
training programmes. From a regulatory point of view this provides a greater deal of assurance
than a process of examining graduating trainees at, or towards, the end of a lengthy period of
training. Note that the regulator may still well require some examination of some groups of
trainees, but there is a increased degree of certainty, that if a SAT is in place and its effectiveness is
recognized by the regulator, that any examination is likely to be based upon the training objectives.

For NPPs with effective SATs the regulator will usually establish a process of training programme
evaluation which should parallel the self evaluation activities being carried out by the licensee in
accordance with the evaluation phase of a SAT. Under certain jurisdictions this may lead to an
accreditation of that particular training programme for a defined time period.

Where more than one utility or reactor type is being regulated by the same authority, the question
of suitable standards arises to ensure a consistent evaluation occurs. This is particularly important
if some form of accreditation is to occur. The standard could be imposed by the regulator, the
regulator may accept the utility's standard or some national standard may be used. In each case the
standard should address each of the 5 phases of the SAT and provide objectives and criteria for
each phase to enable an answer to be reached.

For those NPPs for which the regulator administers a more prescriptive training requirement the
adoption of a SAT is Likely to be the best method available by which NPP management might
persuade a change of regime by the regulator. This may require the NPP, or other organisations,
to provide training in, or information oii, SAT methodology to the regulator. Note this
understanding of the SAT process is of as much importance to the regulator as it is to the licensee.
The regulator should conduct business based on the best internationally accepted methods of
training. It is important also that lines of communications between the NPP and the Regulator are
efficient, frank and open. In addition it is a requirement that the Regulator clearly documents any



requirements it might have with respect to training, particularly those which may not obviously
conform to the NPP's analysis of training requirements for a particular job family.

It remains difficult to convince the general public that nuclear power is a safe and environmentally
acceptable method of producing power. The regulator often finds itself in confrontational situations
in this regard.

The public's expectation is that NPPs must be 100% safe. Their expectation of plant operatives is
that they will never make a mistake. This expectation is, of course, not achievable.

Of the methods used to assure operative competence the public is, generally, more comfortable
with the concept of an examination usually on the grounds that most people have experienced the
process in some form or other. An examination is in many ways an unsatisfactory method for
judging competence by an outside organisation. What to test and what to leave out? What testing
method should be employed? Is the test valid?

The full implementation of a SAT enables the regulator to apply the quality assurance principle to
training and obtain a better understanding of the process which produces trained personnel. The
regulator may still wish, or may be required, to continue examination of candidates but this process
can now be more focussed and directed towards performance, eg simulator tests. Or the regulator
can transfer the testing process completely to the plant operator and audit and monitor the training
as required.

The General public still may not give ready acceptance but by consistently producing competent
graduates from training programs who perform wel'. on-the-job with few errors and make the
appropriate responses to transients etc more public acceptance may be obtained hi the long term.



Goal of the Licensee:

Safe and Efficient Operation

by Competent Staff



Goal of the Regulator:

Safe Operation by Competent

Staff



Licensing Requirements

for Operating Staff

Control Room Staff

Others



Confirmation of Competence

1 By Examination

2 By Evaluation of Training

3 Combination of 1 and 2



Role of the Regulator in NPP Personnel Training

D.Tennant, AECB, Ottawa, Canada

The goal of the plant operator should be to ensure safe and efficient operation of its facility. The
regulatory role is to obtain assurance that the facility is being operated safely. The two goals are the
same.

Both parties, licensee and regulator, will see safe operation as being best achieved by trained and
competent staff. For some staff positions, typically the senior control room staff, there is usually a
requirement, stated in regulatory or licensing documentation, for the holders to possess a licence or
some other form of regulatory authorization. In Canada this requirement is stated in the licence.

The means by which the regulator gains the assurance of competence for these positions is still
generally based on a process of examination with variations from regulator to regulator. The
requirements of the regulator with respect to its examination content have also from time to time
given licensees concerns as to the relationship between the skills and knowledge requirements
defined by the regulator and those which the licensee considers necessary to be able to do the job.
In the extreme case if the regulator wishes to be totally prescriptive then the licensee has a problem
in that he is forced into two training programmes; one for the regulator and one to be able to do the
job!

The only real solution to this problem is to train the regulator to recognize the advantages of a SAT.
While the regulator may still insist on some special requirements which are over and above those
indicated by the analysis of the job requirements, if these are defined at the design and development
stage, then appropriate adjustments can be made to the programme (perhaps under protest).

More and more regulators are accepting the reality that an examination process only is not the best
or most efficient way of assuring operative competence. From the regulators point of view it is
extremely resource intensive. Some regulators are prepared to accept the merit of a SAT which
conforms to the models and are making it a requirement for training. Others, such as Canada, are
using the combination of a SAT and a very much reduced examination process, based on
performance where ever possible, to gain the assurance that staff are competent.

For other plant positions whose job activities can affect plant and personnel safety the influence of
the regulator is less structured. The licensing and QA documentation usually states, for example,
that all maintenance will be done by qualified staff. This implies that training will have provided.
The fact that other staff can have a significant input to plant safety is becoming more and more
recognized by the regulator. The general means of accepting assurance is generally by means of the
evaluation of the appropriate training programmes.lt should also be noted that certain plant
positions may require certification by diverse regulatory bodies, eg Welding, radiography, safety
valve testing.

Other plant positions which may require approval by the regulator include:

Plant Manager
Production Manager
Technical Manager
Senior Health Phycisist.



Regulators #1 Concern

Assurance That NPP

Personnel are Compet nt

to Perform their Jobs

in a SAFE manner



How can this be Achieved?

Inspections

Audits of Plant
Programmes and
Activities

Verification of Staff
Competence



How to Verify Staff Competence

1 Accept Licensee's Assurance

2 Examine All or Specific
Groups of Employees

3 Evaluate (Audit) Training
to Determine Quality

4 Combination of 2 and 3



A High Quality Training
Programme.

1 Will Provide Training
to meet JOB Requirements

2 Will Provide Consistent
Training to a Pre-defined
Standard

3 Will Adapt to Changing
Plant and Job Requirements

ie IT WILL CONFORM TO
A SAT



Evaluation of Training
Programmes Conforming to
a SAT Against Standards
Enables the Regulator to
Gain Adequate Assurance

that Plant Operating Staff
are Competent (Quality
Assurance) WhenCoupled
with Selective and Minimal

Examination (Quality Control)
Operating
to Gain



Use of SAT in Developing
Emergency Operating Procedures

* Presented by Thomas Mazour



US NPPs Generally Have Five (5)
*\Categories of Procedures

^ihk,-. <-* *
^ t

* Administrative Procedures
- Control plant activities at a programmatic level

* O p e r a t i n g and Maintenance Procedures
- Detailed instructions for specific routine operations

* Alarm Response Procedures
- Detailed response to specific alarms or other equipment

malfunctions

* Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs)
- Integrated network of instructions to correct or mitigate the

consequences of emergency conditions

* Emergency Plan and Implementing Procedures
- Instructions on identifying and mitigating the off-site

consequences of an accident/incident



Types of US EOPs

* Symptom-Based EOPs
- Deal with the most difficult (and potentially hazardous)

emergencies
- The initiating event is not identified, only the sypmtoms of

the event
* low reactor vessel level
* low pressure

* Event-Based EOPs
- Deal with expected plant transients
- Assume that operators have correctly diagnosed the event

* reactor scram
* turbine trip



Symptom-Based EOF
K ^ ^/ i
^Development

\-"

•i*

Need Sophisticated Modeling
- two-phase flow
- fuel damage

Need plant-specific control room simulation
- to develop procedures
- to validate procedures
- to train operators

Training Development and Procedure
Development Need to be Closely Linked

- Consistent assumptions in both about operator knowledge
- framework within which operators make decisions needs to

be defined



Validated Generic
Technical Guidelines

T

Prepare (and Validate)*
Plant-Specfic
Technical Guidelines

Generic Writer's
Guide

I

Prepare Plant- •
Specific Writer's
Guide

Validation1

Program

y
1

Write Emergency
Operating Procedures

Validate Emergency
Operating Procedures

Training*
Program Train Operators

I
Implement Emergency
Operating Procedures

KEY

— — — Optional
•In Procedure Generation Package

••Plants not using generic guidelines must validate
plant-specific technical guidelines

Sample Program for Developing
Emergency Operating Procedures



EOF Actions Outside the
Control Room

>:• EOPs address local, manual operation of safety
equipment

* It is quite likely that operators have never
operated some of this equipment in the manner
called for in EOPs

- local injection of neutron absorbers (boron)
- cross-connecting systems
- rigging up hoses or special fittings

* US experience has shown that special training
emphasis needs to be placed on these actions

- to confirm assumptions made in procedures
- to provide feedback on identified weaknesses



III. IMMEDIATE ACTIONS/FOLLOW-UP ACTIONS (FOR TRANSIENTS ONLY)

Immediate actions were
not performed or were
performed incorrectly
and not corrected.

Did not verify safety
functions when
required

Did not recognize
entry conditions to
emergency operating
procedures

Could not stabilize
plant when it was
possible

Took correct immediate
actions, but required
some prompting by
SS/LSO

Performed
manipulations
correctly, but did not
coordinate with other
CROs

Recognized entry
conditions to
emergency operating
procedures

Verified all immediate
actions were performed

Performed appropriate
follow-up actions on
direction from SS/LSO

Able to explain
purpose of most
actions correctly

Verified all necessary
automatic actions took
place and informed
SS/LSO

Initiated immediate
actions without
prompting

Performed follow-up
actions with little
required supervision

Performed
manipulations
correctly with other
CROs in a coordinated
manner

Able to explain
purposes of all
actions correctly

HFMABKS: (Required for rating of 1 or 2}



IV. USE OP PROCEDURES/TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS/REFERENCE DATA

Violated procedures or
administrative
controls and/or limits

Missed steps resulting
in unplanned
trip/problems

Could not locate
procedures, tech
specs. TDB. OPS
memo's, etc.

Did not review
applicable turnover
documents

Did not adhere to
precautions and
limitations

Located and followed
procedures when
appropriate

Located appropriate
tech specs

Recognized plant
conditions covered by
tech specs

Looked up reference
data when directed

Performed/s igned
surveillances as
appropriate

Follow6d applicable
precautions and
limitations

Readily located or
requested all proper
procedures

Used appropriate
reference data without
direction

Identified procedural
conflicts and/or
inadequacies

RFMARKS; (Required for rating of 1 or 2)
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BACKGROUND

In the frame work of a joint US - Hungarian project sponsored by the US - Hungarian
Research Fund and the Hungarian National Committee of Technological Development the
first ever operator reliability experiments for a Soviet-design, VVER-type reactor were
carried out at the Simulator Center of the Paks Nuclear Power Plant, Hungary in the
autumn of 1992. The primary objective of the project is to provide input to the ongoing
probabilistic safety assessment of the Paks NPP and to provide insights to be useful as far
as training and operation is concerned. The data collection was based on the extension of
the methodology developed by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) under the
Operator Reliability Experiments (ORE) project (Spurgin et al., 1990).

Five accident scenarios were selected for the experiments as follows:
- 1 . Small Loss of Coolant Accident
- 2. Single Steam Generator Tube Rupture



- 3. Simultaneous Loss of 3 Reactor-coolant Pumps
- 4. Feedwater Line Rupture
- 5. Inadvertent Closure of Main Steam Isolation Valve

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

The experiments covered 120 simulator sessions with the participation of all the 24
control room crews working at the four units of the Paks plant. The observations took
place during the regular operator refresher training programme. A comprehensive data
bank was created during the simulator sessions including:
- Completed scenario specific observer forms addressing:

- Communications
- Man Machine Interface (MMI)
-Use of procedures
- Leadership style
- Cognitive information processing
- Stress

- Questionnaires completed during post-test interviews
- Observers' notes recorded during debrief sessions
- Information on operators' subjective feeling of fatigue
- Event files recorded by the simulation computer comprising:

- Operator actions
- Key plant parameters

- Computer output from a Computerized Operator Assessment System (COPAS) specially
modified for the experiments
- Video recordings of all simulator sessions and debriefings

The data analysis methodology used to achieve the project goals is based on the
experience obtained from the ORE project. However, changes have been made due to
lessons learned during the data analysis process. The analyses performed have been
focused on the following areas:
1. Identification of major influences of Human Factors (HP's) on performance and
establishment of a causal relationship of group responses for developing advice to training
(with the involvement of training personnel), operation and for developing a tool for
application to HRA
2. Analysis .of HF data for correlations between HF data, measures of crew performance
and time data
3. Generation of Time Reliability Curves (TRC's) using time and normalized time, where
the normalization factor is the median time taken by the crews to response
4. Integration of crews results using normalized time

The initial data analysis covered the construction of TRC's for all Human-system
Interactions (Hi's) to find "best fit" analytical expression using linear and non-linear
regression, and various standard probability distributions including Lognormal, Weibull
and Gamma. Correlations were developed between Skill-Rule-Knowledge definition of
crews response and their performance. A control chart approach was selected to better
meet the display requirements for training and operations. Logarithmic normalized
response times have been plotted in the control charts versus crew for each HI.
Experimental bounds from the ORE project, 95% and 99% ranges have been used for upper
and lower control chart limits, with missing data indicated by blanks in the data field.
Control charts can clearly show which crews are grouped together and which are outside of
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limits. The charts can also be used to identify systematic influences on the crew
performance and random problems of individual crews. HI time order plots by crews can
facilitate the comparisons between crew performances and the search for specific data
patterns. Data sets composed of charts and descriptive statistics were combined together in
abstracted form in order to integrate all of the essential data and help draw conclusions
about the crew performance over the range of scenarios. The observer records were
analyzed to understand the causes of crew deviations. As a result, a causal hierarchy has
been produced. This hierarchy has been used to understand the distribution of errors and
deviations associated with each path, see Figure 1.

For the statistical analysis of the data two basic sets of data files have been created as
follows:
1. 32 between-crews data files named PNPi_j_k corresponding to the 32 observation points
each containing background (concerning crew experience), global (concerning global
measures of accident scenarios) and observation point level variables, summing up
altogether to about 150 variables. In PNPiJ_k the indices have the following values:

i = 1, 2. 3,4, 5 (serial number of scenario)
j = 1,2, 3,4, 5,6 (serial number of malfunction within a scenario)
k= 1, 2, 3,4 (serial number of required action as response to a malfunction)

2. 24 within-crew data files named CREW1 corresponding to the 24 operator crews each
containing ergonomic (concerning ergonomic level of MMI), global (concerning global
measures of accident scenarios) and observation point level variables, summing up again
altogether to about 150 variables. In CREW1 the index 1 = 1, 2, 3 ... 24 (serial number of
crews).

All the variables had a markedly non-normal distribution, and therefore non-
parametric statistical hypothesis testing procedures have been used. For instance, the
TRC's based or time response data approximated to a lognormal distribution. The
statistical analysis has been carried out by the use of the SPSS/PC+ and MS-EXCEL
packages.

The global performance of the crews in each scenario was assessed by 3 experienced
training staff members (instructors, and co-operating engineers on duty) using a 5-degree
scale. This score was taken as a measure of global - observation point level - performance
and therefore this value, as a variable, was treated with special emphasis in the statistical
evaluation.

RESULTS

A major finding of the initial data analysis is that most of the human interactions fit
standard distributions. Generally, the lognormal distribution was found to be the best
approximation. This is in accordance with the results gained from the ORE project. It
should be noted however, that in some cases the time response data could be grouped into 2
or 3 different categories that have distinguishing features and, therefore, cannot be
described precisely with a single distribution. On the other hand, for the Paks data, the
categorisation scheme based on human cognitive behaviours does not seem to be
appropriate at this time. No specific correlations were found for these categories. The
differences in the distribution of response times representing different levels of cognitive
information processing (S-R-K) are not meaningful. This maybe because the crews mainly
rely on the knowledge to diagnose and respond to accident sequences and use the
procedures as a backup. Three generic correlations were developed in the ORE project

l



based on procedure logic. For the Paks data the use of such categories also seems
questionable because of the way the crews operate and use the procedures.

The analysis of control charts shows that crew responses are, for the most part, very
consistent. Where the crews do not deviate from the expected actions their performance
variability looks corresponding smaller than equivalent US data. The variability of crew
performances is associated with specific malfunctions. In certain scenarios it appears that
the accident can be controlled if the board operators are well trained in their area of
expertise. However, some other scenarios need the complete resources of the crew to bring
the accident to a satisfactory state.

The results indicate that crew responses are randomly ordered within the control
ranges. Comparisons made between control plots do not indicate transfer of skills from one
crew to another. A detailed analysis of causes of crew deviations has resulted in the
development of a causal hierarchy shown in Figure 1. This relationship can usefully be
applied to both HRA, and training and operation purposes.
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Figure 1. Breakdown of deviations into root causes

Based on the insights derived from the distribution of deviations in the hierarchical
array given in Figure 1, a decision tree has been constructed for use in the Paks human
reliability analysis. The decision tree reflects the categories in the figure along with the
influence of the scenario, in terms of its effect on the ability of the crew to control the
scenario.

The decision tree approach has been selected for the Paks HRA quantification since it
is capable of embodying the insights from the simulator experiments, is scrutable, can be
applied by others than HRA experts, consistent and can be used in conjunction with expert
judgement techniques. The direct incorporation of simulator results into a framework that
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can be used in the HRA is a fundamental step forward in the development of HRA
methodology. This step can only be accomplished because of the depth of data collected
on the crews' performance and the influence of MMI, procedures, crew skills, leadership,
etc., on the crew performance.

From the PNPiJ_k set of data files it was calculated - using the Kruskal-Wallis 1-way
ANOVA and the Spearman rank-correlation methods - that the global performance is
highly determined by the quality of leadership style and also by the quality of the internal
as well as external communication. Table I and Table 2 are a representative of this
process:

Table 1. Kruskal-Wallis 1-way ANOVAs for the global scenarios by GLOBPERF

SIGNIFICANCE

Scenario 1
Scenario 2
Scenario 3
Scenario 4
Scenario 5

GLBLSTYL
Mean Rank

0.05
0.00

0.03

GLBINFLS
Mean Rank

0.03
0.01
0.08
0.05

GLBQINCM
Mean Rank

0.02

GLBQECOM
Mean Rank

0.00
0.00

Table 2. Spearman rank-correlation coefficients with GLOBPERF for the global scenarios

SIGNIFICANCE || GLBLSTYL || GLBINFLS
Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Scenario 5

-0.518
(p=0.01)
-0.463
(p=0.03)

0.599
(p=0.00)
0.917
(p=0.00)
0.497
(p=0.01)

GLBQINCM
0.600
(p=0.00)
0.737
(p=0.00)

0.469
(p=0.02)

GLBQECOM

0.806
(p=0.00)
0.745
(p=0.00)
0.602
(p=0.00)

Legend for the variable names used in Table 1 and Table 2:
GLOBPERF- = GLOBal PERFormance score
GLBLSTYL = GLoBal score of Leadership STYLe
GLBINFLS = GLoBal score of INFluence of Leadership Style on performance
GLBQINCM = GLoBal score of Quality of INternal CoMmunication
GLBQECOM = GLoBal score of Quality of External COMmunication

Similar analyses have been carried out for each observation point using the PNPi_j_k
set of data files and the results can be interpreted taking into consideration the particular
requirements of each task situation: when the critical requirement is effective
communication, the performance correlates with communication measures, when good
work organization is necessary, the leadership style becomes important and these measures
correlate with performance, and when individual operators have to give their undivided
attention to control tasks there are correlations with cognitive and stress levels.

,



From the CRE Wl set of data files the influence of the ergonomic effect of the MMI
usage was studied. The main results were identifying some control room layout and
procedure usage problems. Operators turn to procedures when they have difficulties and it
is not clear what to do. But this association shows, that the majority of the operators prefer
to use their knowledge of the plant. Also the operators suggested during the debriefing
sessions that the procedures could be improved in either the form or content.

CONCLUSIONS

The results show that the EPRI data collection methodology can be applied very
successfully to 440 MW(e) VVER type PWRs. During the experiments two developments
were made to extend the capability of the EPRI approach. This was in the area of
automated data collection, using the COPAS system, and an increase in the observer data.
These additional data improved the insights derived from the experiments. These insights
were in the following areas; use of procedures, the effectiveness of the man-machine
interface, crew skills and leadership.

Analysis of the time data indicated variable crew responses dependent on the difficulty
of the scenarios, crew organization and knowledge, leadership and procedure use. The
statistical analysis confirmed the time analysis findings.

The Paks NPP is considering to adopt symptom-based procedures, and upgrading the
instrumentation and control systems of the plant, this upgrade would include the man-
machine system. These changes would make the plant even more safe than it is now. The
insights derived from the experiments should help Paks personnel in their pursuit of safety.

The experiments were also envisioned to provide input to the PSA. The insights from
the experiments have been used to construct decision trees for the HRA. The headings for
the trees and their order are derived from the experiments. The branch probabilities are
ranked according to the data. This is a significant step in the process of using simulator
results in the HRA.
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SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO TRAINING:

AIMS AND METHODOLOGY.

ORGANIZATION OF TRAINING
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SIEMENS

A short explanation is given (Fig. 2.1)

The way from prerequisites to different training programmes

is shown (Fig. 2.2-2.5).

The table of contents of a training manual is Fig. 2.6.

The implementation of SAT was done during an

evaluation of the VGB (Vereinigung der GroBkesselbesitzer -

all the utilities are members) in the NPP's.

An example of developing of training programmes is seen in

Fig. 2.7."

Fig. 2.8. shows a possibility of feedback.

Introducing the Systematic Approach to Training (SAT) ^ f
as the international best practice in NPP personnel °3'94 Ex

training:
What is SAT,why it is used and for whom.
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SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO TRAINING:

Components of

What is a systematic approach to training and why is it used?
Optimal use of existing training capabilities, and their
incorporation into SAT

Main components of a systematic approach to training (SAT)

• Analysis
of training needs, identification of training priorities

• Design
of training programmes, including learning objectives,
performance standards, training plan etc.

• Development
of training programmes, including training methods and
materials

• Implementation
of training programmes, inclulding training records and
assessment of trainee performance

• Evaluation and feedback
for maintaining and improving personnel qualifications
and competence through improvements in training
programmes

SAT is no: to be equated to job and task analysis (JTA).
JTA is desirable but not essential for introducing SAT.

Extract from TEC DOC 525

Fig. 2.1 i
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Training

Motivation
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Knowledge test

Aptitude test
(Concentration, alertness)
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(Ability to take stress)

Language learning capability
test

Interview
Selection teStS (Qualification, experience) KV.'U N'J-U
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Experience alone is inappropriate

Defining competence requirements

Designing a training programme

Developing a training programme

Implementing training and assessing
trainee performance

Maintaining and improving training
programme effectiveness

Training ™™ £\
03/94 Ex =sr

Fig. 2.4
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Training Manual
Part 1 Principles

• Objektive

• Area of Validity

• Definitions

Part 2 Guidelines for carrying out the training

• Objektive

• Area of Validity

• Definitions

• Responsibilities

• Procedures

Part 3 Instructions

• Documentation

• Qualification

• Licencing

• Training aids (manuals etc.)

• Rooms

• Programmes (e.g. simulator training.

^ 3 years-program) =iP VGB - evaluation at the NPP'S

• Result of examinations

Training Manual
Contents 02545x

Fig. 2.6
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Human factors to be considered in
emergency procedures

Organisation aspects:

problem definition
fixing aims
responsibility and authorization
delegation and coordination

Management aspects:

• leading process
• leading behaviour
• problem and decision analysis
• communication and motivation

Interaction techniques:

• group dynamics
• consultation techniques
• transaction analysis
• conflict controlling

Behaviour in critical situations:

self-controlling
working techniques and time management
individual possibilities and stressors
possibilities overcoming physical stress
possibilities overcoming psychic stress
stress prevention

B900 Behaviour Aspects in Stress
Situations

KvVU Sl33-Gr/006ea
OS/50

Rg. 2.7
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1. Single - impressions (lectures, speakers)

Course:
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Date:

What did you like best ?

What did you dislike ?

2. Total - impressions (marks 1 = very good)
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Files
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«

Seminar work

Opinion about the course

3. Other topics (what shall be changed)
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^ 3 S ^ ORGANIZATION OF
TRAINING PROGRAMME

2 x 2 weeks

11 a 16 weeks
(2-weeks modules)

- Definition, by means of both training instructors, of
the teaching strategies to be developed during the
session and, particularly, during the first phase .

•

- Presentation of the TRAINING procedure.
- Presentation and work on missions and stakes .
-Acquisition of profession. Self- positioning.
- Acquisition of goals targeted by the mandatory
SAFETY-QUALITY training action .
- Preparation of the training plan on the basis of work
specification with the assistance of the two training
instructors (including the mandatory SAFETY -
QUALITY action).
- Presentation and validation of the training by the control
group.

\

Practical implementation of training plan

The training will comprise :
- Mandatory actions in the SAFETY - QUALITY field
(approximately nine weeks) .
- Actions defined by the group in the management
field.
- Individual action plans and projects .

© 1993 - EDF DPRS SFP CENTRE DE Formation du Bugey



THE PROBLEM T
SOLVED

INITIAL STATUS FiHAL STATUS

Profession of
shift supervisor

Profession of
Shift

Manager

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED BY TRAINEES : REDUCE
THE DEVIATION BETWEEN INITIAL STATUS (IS) AND

FINAL STATUS (FS)

Professional
reference
system

Shift
supervisor
practical

experience

Work
specification

Institution
monitoring

(control
group)

Measurement of
difference IS / FS

Collective training
plan

^ —

Reduction of
difference IS /FS

© 1993 - EDF DPRS 5FP CF.MTRE DF Formation du Bugey



STRUCTURES OF
PROPOSED PROCEDURE

Control group:
1 Plant manager or deputy manager
2 Training Department (DEPT)
1 Nuclear Safety Department (DSN)
1 Performance Operation Group (GFP)
2 Production Section managers
3 Professional Training Department (SFP)
2 External training specialists

Teams of
internal - EPN -
SFP or external

instructors

Training supervisors / 2 training instructorsV
(1 technical +1 ]
.advisory instructor) /

and guarantors

Control
group

Methodological
assistance and technical

Input
(on request)

Collective training plan

Group of trainees
(about 12)

B C

Section manager A

Section manager B

Section manager c

© 1993 - EOF DPRS SFP CENTRE DE Formation du Bugey



EDF-Generation & Transmission
Training Department

TRAINING STEPS

Detection of a problem

Analysis of the problem and formalization of the
training need

Definition of the training project in the form of a
specification

Design of the training activity

Implementation of the training activity

Evaluation, validation

METHODAT.DOC



EOF-Generation & Transmission
Training Department

Detection of a problem

*•* Senior staff on sites

•^ Instructors
<=s> The NPP Corporate Resources departments

** The Operation and Maintenance Training Institutes

^ Service companies

**> The management team check that requests are well-founded.

can detect problems and suggest training needs to the training system

&

Analysis of the problem and formalization of the training need

Definition of the training project in the form of a specification

PROJECT TEAMS

TRAINING ACTIVITY SPECIFICATION

The purpose, expressed in terms of skills to be acquired
The populations affected and trainee flows
Pedagogical strategies and methods
Technical and regulation criteria
The resources to be used
How the activity, or individual trainees, will be evaluated
How the activity will be validated

The training activity specifications are based on operating frame of reference, job frames
of reference and skill frames of reference

METHODAT.DOC



EDF-Generation & Transmission
Training Department

O

Activity design and implementation

A training file, validated by the operator, containing:
the pedagogical notes,
session sheets
evaluation document.

comparing the general objectives with:
the training frame of reference
the general training curriculum

v1 prerequisites (entry levels),

transcribe general objectives into pedagogical objectives,

designing pedagogical situations and their progress,

analyzing pedagogical situations to check that they fulfil pedagogical
objectives and comply with the general objectives and evaluation
methods,

creating test situations which represent real professional situations

Vtraceability

^repeatability of measures taken.

The project team must possess skills and knowledge in the following areas:

> the job in question
> pedagogical tools
> pedagogical engineering

METHODAT.DOC



EDF-Generation & Transmission
Training Depanmeni

& G

Evaluation - Validation

Evaluation of the training activity: this implies checking, in real
time, that the specification objectives are achieved and, when
necessary, readjusting the activities. It relates to the quality of the
training structure.

by the instructors, the Training Department and the trainees.

Evaluation of the knowledge acquired or assessment: the aim is
to measure the extent to which the trainee has assimilated the
training. This is evaluated using various types of test situation
(written tests, oral replies, observations, etc.).

by the Training Organizations.

Validation, i.e. checking the ability of the training to meet the
initial problem in the medium and long-term. This may result in a
complete review of the specification and, possibly, a return to the
starting point. Validation also covers the cost-effectiveness of the
activities. It enables the following question to be answered:

What contribution has the training made to the improvement
goals identified upstream?

This phase is carried out by senior staff. It can only be decided on
the basis of its own outcome.
Various activities (internal audits, inspections, etc.) are carried out
to improve the feedback from experience.

METHODAT.DOC



EDF-Generation & Transmission
Trainina Department

APPENDIX

TRAINING CONTROL GROUPS

COMPOSITION AND SKILLS REQUIRED

These groups will be formed ad-hoc, as appropriate to the skills required, i.e.:

CJCorporate Resources Departments involved in the jobs or
field to provide expertise on:

3 Technical and other prospects affected by changes in jobs

3 The techniques and technology

3 The use of operational feedback

3 Doctrines and constraints

HThe Training Department for the following aspects:

3 Determination of the skill frame of reference based on a job frame of
reference

3 The specification preparation methodology, to guarantee quality
(particularly activity evaluation and validation)

3 Determination of prerequisites (entry levels)

3 Integration of the training activity into the overall curriculum

3 Application of criteria to select national or local activities

3 Monitoring of experimental activities, in cooperation with the Vocational
Training Division

3 Provision of information to sites and assistance with inclusion in Unit
Training Programmes

3 Cross-the-board coherence and integration of the "message"

METHODAT.DOC



EDF-Generation & Transmission
Training Depanmeni

ite representatives:

3 To benefit from their knowledge of, and ability to express, operational
needs, the real constraints and the feedback of operational experience

3 To control factors for success and the validation conditions

3 To award qualifications

3 To ensure complementarity and cohesion with local activities

/^Vocational Training Division, for:

3 Its familiarity with the field covered by training and the associated
theoretical knowledge

3 Its familiarity with pedagogical techniques, the conditions under which they
are applied and innovations

3 Determination of course length to match the objectives

3 Its knowledge of trainee populations

3 The feedback from experience resulting from activity evaluations
3 Methods of individual evaluation to be included in the specification

^Service Companies (outside companies who work on the systems)

depending on their needs or involvement in activities set up for them or in
which they participate.

3 Their knowledge and expression of needs

3 Control of factors for success.

METHODAT.DOC
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This document was developed as a guide of application for the SAT process in a
Spanish NPP, taking as reference the similar process developed at Almaraz NPP as
AMA project.

The Organization and Tecnatom human resources so the times required for each one
the phases and step identifyied in this document should be taken only as a reference.

INTRODUCTION

The complexity of nuclear installations, in relation both to their design and to
their operation, necessarily means that the processes of selecting and training
the personnel assigned to them, and, of updating and maintaining the
qualification of this personnel, is a determining factor as regards the safe,
reliable and efficient operation of such facilities.

Prior to the "Three Mile Island" event, the personnel assigned to such
installations received training which was based fundamentally on the
requirements established by the NRC, a training which was not necessarily
developed on the basis of analysis of the jobs and tasks that each individual
actually performed during his work.

Nuclear plant training departments or centres continuously demand training
methodologies in keeping with the principle that the design of such training
should be based on the every-day working reality of the people involved, and
that its application should be as much in line as possible with that same reality.

The application of post-based job and task analysis processes as a starting
point for the design of training plans provides an answer to the first of these
demands. Instrumented on-the-job training seeks to provide a solution to the
second.

The job and task analysis process required for the drawing up of specific
training plans based on personnel performance may be initiated either on the
basis of the guidelines included in the INPO "Training System Development"
document or of processes developed by other similar organizations. In either
case, activities must be in keeping with the structure and specific situation of
the training organization and with the human and material resources available.
In the second case, consideration must be given also to the advisability of

MARCH 94
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adopting the information provided by the reference organization, if indeed an
information generation process has been developed by this organization, or that
produced by the most similar organization as regards design that has in fact
drawn up such information.

It is not to be expected that a training plan aspiring to be progressive,
sequential, modular, systematic and, above all else, efficient should emerge as
the direct result of a job and task analysis process.

Only by applying principles establishing a technological concept of training, and
the experience gleaned in applying this concept, to the results obtained from
the job and task analysis process will it be possible to design and develop a
powerful and efficient training plan which is profitable in personnel, corporate
and social terms.

MARCH 9 4
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1. PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The objectives to be met at the end of the application process are as follows:

Development of specific training programs for each work post within the
organization being analyzed.

Definition of the training environments required for development of the
training programs.

Development of support documentation for the training programs, drawn
up on the basis of didactic and pedagogic criteria and specific to the
different training environments identified.

Definition and development of advanced didactic resources providing
support for the aforementioned programs.

Selection, training and technical and pedagogic development of the
instructors who are to deliver the training programs, with specific
training in each work area.

Validation of the results obtained from each and every one of the
aforementioned objectives.

The characteristics underlying development of the application are those of a
project specific to each particular organization, with technical support provided
by Tecnatom, S.A. and documentary support by the engineering department
of 'the organization in question, this requiring technical control by the
engineering department in order to ensure that the final technical quality is as
desired. It may also be appreciated that, in keeping with the concern to ensure
the adequate pedagogical level of the Project, technical experts in pedagogy
are available for both correct development of the training as instructors of the
technicians assigned to the post, and for development of the documentary and
didactic resources.

The Project development methodology, adapted to the specific; circumstances
of each organization, distributes the activities to be undertaken in three
different phases:

MARCH 94
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Analysis
Development
Validation

which are in turn broken down into various stages. These stages are described
below, along with the objectives to be met in performing each phase, the
number of stages in each and the main activities to be undertaken.

1.1 ANALYSIS PHASE

Objectives

The training requirements are determined

The bases for development of the training programs and of the
specifications for the advanced didactic resources selected are
established

The contents of the training programs are defined

These objectives are achieved in four stages:

a) Evaluation stage

Prior to initiation of the Project, the situation of the organization
is analyzed from the occupational and training point of view, the
aim being to take decisions regarding the priorities to be applied
in development of the Analysis Phase.

b) Job analysis stage

An occupational evaluation is performed with respect to the work
posts, and the tasks to be performed within these posts are
identified and evaluated.

MARCH 94
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c) Task analysis stage

The basic parameters relating to performance within a specific
post are identified.

d) Design stage

The contents and sequence of the training programs are mapped
out.

The specifications for performance of the development and
validation phases are designed and approved.

1 .2 DEVELOPMENT PHASE

Objectives

The documentary resources required for delivery of the courses
are developed, revised or adapted.

Evaluation tests are developed

Didactic resources for training support are selected and/or
developed.

The training of the post-specific instructors is performed

Achievement of the training plan development objectives is
controlled and optimized

The training documents, didactic resources and evaluation
instruments are approved.

These objectives are achieved in three stages.

MARCH 94
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a) Preparation stage

This includes definition of the activities to be carried out by the
trainees and instructors for correct performance of the Program,
along with definition and development of didactic materials and
resources optimizing Program performance

b) Instructor training stage

This prepares the instructors in charge of the development of
didactic materials and of delivery of the Training Program, from
both the technical and methodological points of view

c) Control stage

This verifies correct development of the Program, in accordance
with its methodological principles

1.3 VALIDATION PHASE

Objectives

Development of delivery of the pilot courses drawn up within the
Training Plans and of their corresponding instruments for
evaluation

Establishment of control methodologies for and enhancement of
training delivery

Instructors having suitable training for the above are available

The dimensioning and qualification of the organization are
evaluated

Achievement of these objectives is divided into two stages.

MARCH 94
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a) Control stage

Attainment of the training objectives is supervised technically and
pedagogically.

Compliance with the training delivery guidelines and
methodologies is verified.

b) Evaluation stage

The suitability of the training is verified by contrasting with the
resources drawn up for its planning {guidelines, methodologies,
standards and procedures).

During the last Phase of Validation, a mock-up application is
performed using the product obtained during Project
development, including evaluation of the applicability of the
standards, procedures, guidelines,... developed for definitive
delivery, and the human and material resources developed, in
relation to the pedagogical and technical capacity of the former
and the suitability and usefulness of the latter.

Fundamentally and basically, the results of the process applied provide
reasonable assurance that what each technician learns through the
specific training is what is required for the correct, prompt and safe
performance of his tasks: and also that any deficiencies detected or
internal or external requirement will be rapidly controlled by the process
and reported to the suitable technician, along with the corresponding
updated documentation.

MARCH 94
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2. STUDY OF PROCESS APPLICATION

The next step is a schematic but detailed study of the steps to be taken to
apply the process to another, similar organization, and of the minimum
resources required for performance.

This application is performed in two stages. The first such stage,
PREPARATION, is centred on adapting the information relating to the job and
task analysis process and existing at Tecnatom, S.A. to the specific
requirements of the organization for which the work is being performed. The
second stage, PERFORMANCE, includes development of the application itself,
using the results of similar processes available at Tecnatom, S.A. to the extent
possible.

NOTE

Although section 1 includes a schematic description of all the different phases
and stages of the job and task analysis process-developed by Tecnatom, S.A.,
this proposal will include study of that process only in relation to the analysis
phase, its only objective.

2.1 PREPARATION PROCESS

The steps to be taken in performing this stage and the activities to be
undertaken in each such stage are as follows:

2.1.1 Project planning

Evaluate activity specifications
Define areas
Define posts to which the project is applicable
Define human resources required

Qualification
Number
Profiles

Evaluate resources available to the organization

MARCH 94
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Define possible collaborators and determine the scope of such
collaboration
Define the degree of use of other Job and Task Analysis (JTA)
processes developed by Tecnatom, S.A.

Equivalence of tasks

Equivalence of posts
Systems vs. posts
Equivalence of design
Systems
Components vs. systems
Define degree of modification of the taxonomic code

Determine sequence of project performance
Develop estimated budget per area

Human resources
Investments

Costs

2.1.2 Adaptation of the documentation developed for other applicable
processes

Organization Manual
Internal procedures
Methodology
Process procedures
Process and control databases

MARCH
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2.1.3 Create infrastructure

Assign technical personnel

Belonging to the organization

Belonging to collaborating bodies

Belonging to Tecnatom S.A.

Define specific training plan for the areas considered, if required

Identify and prepare the material structure required, in accordance

with the scope of the process

Prepare documentation for training of the technical

personnel in database handling

Prepare course documentation for training of analysts

2.1.4 Specific training

Supervise completion of the practical session logs in the areas

considered

Deliver job analysis seminars

Deliver training to technical personnel using databases

2.2 HUMAN RESOURCES REQUIRED FOR THE PREPARATION PROCESS

2.2.1 Project planning

Estimated duration: 1 m

Tecnatom,S.A. human resources

2 S.S.T. (Specialist Senior Technicians)

Activity: Consultancy/Performance

Participation: 2 m/h

MARCH 94
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Organization's human resources

This requires the participation of one (1) S.S.T. for an estimated
one (1) month period.
The resources required would be a pool of typists and
administrative personnel.

NOTE

It might be necessary to have the documentation to be used during this
stage translated prior to initiation.

2.2.2 Adaptation of the documentation developed for other processes

Estimated duration: 1 m

Tecnatom, S.A. human resources

2 S.S.T.

Activity: Consultancy/Performance
Participation: 2 m/h

Organization's human resources

The participation of one (1) SST will be required for an estimated
period of one (1) month.

The resources required include a pool of typists and
administrative personnel, as well as a support computer system.

NOTE

It might be necessary to have the documentation to be used during this
stage translated prior to initiation.

MARCH 94
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2.2.3 Create infrastructure

Estimated, duration: 1 m

Tecnatom,S.A. human resources

2 S.S.T.'s

Activity: Consultancy/Performance
Participation: 2 m/h

Organization's human resources

The participation of one (1) SST will be required for an estimated
period of one (1) month
The resources required include a pool of typists and
administrative personnel on site, plus;a computer system

2.2.4 Specific training as job and task analysts and database manaaers

Estimated duration: 15 days

Tecnatom, S.A. human resources

' . 3 SST's

Activity: Delivery
Participation: 1.5 m/h

Organization's human resources

The participation of one (1) SST will be required for support tasks
throughout the training delivery period.

MARCH 94
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Also required will be assignment of a number of TT's (training

technicians) from the organization, to be trained as job and task

analysts; the number will depend on the period over which the

organization wishes to develop the task analysis process.

The technical personnel to be trained as analysts must previously

provide accreditation of their specific technical training in the area

or areas to be developed.

The technician assigned to management of databases must

previously provide accreditation of training in the FOXPRO

language, at least at user level.

A pool of typists and administrative personnel will be required.

Al.so required is availability of a course editing system.

2.3 PERFORMANCE PROCESS

The steps to be taken in developing this process and the activities to be

undertaken are as follows:

2.3.1 Occupational analysis

The objective of this activity is to collect data for each post in the area

analyzed, in relation to the following:

Requirements of the post

Description of the post

Working environment

Labour relationships

Current training plan

Training infrastructure available

MARCH 94
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Must significant deviations with respect to development of the
current training plan

All this information is included in the format "DESCRIPTION OF THE
POST"; the basis used for incorporation of the information is the
documentation supplied by the organization in relation to the following:

Manual of the organization

Training manual

Regulations of the organization

along with the information obtained from interviews with the following:

Post encumbents
Immediately responsible personnel

Training manager

2.3.2 Job analysis

This activity includes compilation, assessment and evaluation, by the

workers and their immediate superiors, of the tasks included in

performance of their activities, the final result obtained being the "FINAL

LIST OF TASKS", which includes the following information by area and

post:

Area

Post

Task code

Task description

Task evaluation (frequency, importance, level of difficulty)

Procedure used to support task performance within the

organization

Activity in which the task is normally performed

MARCH 94
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Observations in relation to clarification of task performance and
indication of whether or not the task has been analyzed

The final result of this stage is a selection of those tasks which are to
be analyzed in detail in order to obtain the parameters defining the
training required by the worker.

2.3.3 Task analysis

This activity includes compilation, task by task, of all the cognitive and
psychomotor information related thereto, for each and every one of the
activities in which the worker is involved.

A prerequisite, to be performed during a preliminary phase, is adaptation
to the selected work station(s) of the Taxonomic Code in force at
Tecnatom, S.A.

This information, individualized by task, is compiled in the document
known as the "JPE" (Job Performance Evaluation), which includes the
following fields:

JPE identification.
Instructions on filling in of the JPE.
Task environment.

Psychomotor checklist
Cognitive checklist

Appendix to list of knowledge/skill/aptitude items related to the
task.

As well as consideration of aspects limiting task performance,
such as:

Availability of performance time
Availability of human resources

MARCH 9 4
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Availability of material resources

Costs
Logistics
Legal considerations

The unrepeated lists of knowledge, skill and aptitude items per task and
post are grouped into others by post, which are distributed by category
as follows:

Components
Systems
Academic items

with incorporation of information relating to the following:

Identification of post
Taxonomic code
Description of knowledge/skill items

These lists are used as a basis for design of the post-specific Training
Plan.

2.S.-4 Design

Using the final list from the previous stage as input, each
knowledge/skill/aptitude item identified in the task analysis process is
assigned the training environment(s) best suited to the learning process,
selected from among the following:

Classroom/self-teaching
On-the-job training (O.J.T.)
Workshop/laboratory

MARCH 94
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Simulator

This information is used to group the knowledge/skill/aptitude items

identified per post and training environment, the result being lists of

knowledge/skill/aptitude items per post, training environment, module

(system, component, academic) and training unit.

The aforementioned lists are then used as a basis for identification of

the basic knowledge/skill/aptitude items to be learned by the trainee in

each environment of the training unit in question, such items

constituting the FINAL DESIGN OBJECTIVES. Also identified are those

knowledge/skill/aptitude items which contribute to development of the

aforementioned final objectives; these knowledge and skill items will go

to make up the PARTIAL DESIGN OBJECTIVES.

The final and partial design objectives will subsequently be treated in

such a way as to ensure that they are written in a way fully compatible

with the didactic and pedagogic aims established, this process defining

the DIDACTIC OBJECTIVES of the respective TRAINING UNITS.

The list described above is also used to group homogeneous

knowledge/skill/aptitude itemj,, :o form the INDEX OF INSTRUCTIONAL

CONTENTS.

The SCOPE OF EACH TRAINING UNIT in the area considered is then

determined, the number of instructional documents included within this

scope being determined by \h« training environments in which the

knowledge/skill/aptitude items grouped in the area are imparted.

The EVALUATION BANK fo. the following is then prepared:

Written evaluations

Oral evaluations

Practical tests

MARCH 94
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by compiling the partial design objectives and subjecting the
corresponding information to pedagogic treatment.

Finally, the TRAINING PLAN is defined by area and post, in relation to
the following:

Aims
Organization
Development
The following sections being developed:

Training area
Program objectives
Organization of the program (by course)
Aims
Description and sequence
Level of delivery
Entry requirements
Training environment

Development (per course)

Duration
Objectives
Contents (index of subjects)
Training method and didactic strategy
Teaching materials
Evaluation method

The final step consists of comparing the current situation within
the Organization with respect to training, information which is
obtained during the occupational analysis process, with that
proposed in the Training Plan.

MARCH 94
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The result of this comparison will be information on any training
shortcomings and/or deficiencies and an identification of possible
causes. Using this information as input it is possible to establish
a series of priorities regarding overall training system
development, taking into consideration the infrastructure,
resources or organization of this system.

2.4 HUMAN RESOURCES REQUIRED FOR THE PERFORMANCE PROCESS

2.4.1 Occupational analysis

Estimated duration: 11/2 (One and a half) m per post

Tecnatom human resources

1 S.S.T.

Activity: Consultancy
Participation: 1/2 m/h per post

Organization's human resources

The participation of at least one (1) JET (Job expert technician)
is required throughout the estimated duration of 1/2 months per
post.

A pool of typists and administrative personnel is also required.

The workers involved in the job in question should also be
available for consultation.
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NOTE

It might be necessary to have the documentation to be used during this
stage translated prior to initiation.

2.4.2 Job analysis

Estimated duration: 2 (Two) m per post

Tecnatom human resources

2 S.S.T.'s

Activity: Consultancy regarding processing and management of
databases

Participation: 1 (One) m/h per post

Organization's human resources.

The participation of two (2) Jl (job incumbents) will be required
throughout the estimated duration of two (2) months per post.

The participation of a database management technician will be
required throughout the duration of the process.

A pool of typists and computer and administrative personnel will
be required.

Also required is the participation of the post incumbents and their
immediate superiors, for filling in of questionnaires, evaluation of
tasks and participation in interviews.
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NOTE

It might be necessary to have the documentation to be used during this
stage translated prior to initiation.

2.4.3 Task analysis

Estimated duration: This depends on the number of tasks obtained per

post, on the number selected for analysis and on the existence of a task

reference in the Tecnatom, S.A. database.

Tecnatom, S.A. human resources

2 S.S.T.'s

Activity: Consultancy on processing and management of
databases

Participation: 1/2 m/h per month of process duration

Estimated total: 2 (Two) months

Organization's human resources

The participation of at least two (2) ST's (specialist technicians)

per post {*), with training as analysts, will be required throughout

the duration of the process, as well as of one (1) SST for control

and support throughout this period.

The participation of at least one database management
technician will be required throughout the entire period.
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A pool of typists and computer and administrative personnel will

be required.

The participation of the job incumbents and their immediate

superiors will be required for consultancy.

NOTE

It might be necessary to have the documentation to be used during this

stage translated prior to initiation.

(*) The number of ST's will depend on the their availability and on

the time assigned for development during planning, on the basis

of an average 1.5 tasks/man/day.

The estimate of tasks/man/day depends on the following:

The intrinsic difficulty of the area considered

The usefulness of the existing information

The experience of the ST's as analysts

The collaboration provided by the Organization

2.4.4 Design

Estimated duration: 2 months

Tecnatom,S.A. human resources

2 S.S.T.'s
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Activity: Consultancy on processing and management of

databases

Participation: 2 m/h

Organization's human resources.

The participation of at least two (2) ST's (specialist technicians)

will be required, along with that of one (1 ) SST (Senior Specialist

Technician) for supervision and control tasks, throughout the

estimated two (2) months duration.

A pool of typists and computer and administrative personnel will

be required.

The participation of at least one (1) technician will be required

throughout the entire period for database management.

NOTE

It might be necessary to have the documentation to be used during this

stage translated prior to initiation.

2.5 MATERIAL RESOURCES REQUIRED

Development of the process application proposed herein will require the

Hardware and Software necessary to support the applications of the

databases to be used.

The aforementioned databases are as follows: job and task analysis

management computer system, JPA maintenance computer system and

instructional documentation maintenance system.
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The equipment required to meet this objective should provide at least
the following minimum characteristics:

386 compatible PC
8 mb of memory and processing speed of 25 MHz (minimum)
minimum hard disk capacity of 80 Mb
FOXBASE PLUS or FOXPROP database manager
Hewlett Packard Series II or III printer (minimum)
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SUMMARY

Performance of a project of this magnitude implies a high cost in human
resources and hours of work.

This kind of effort in relation to human resources, time and expenditure is
justified only if it goes hand in hand with an increase in the degree of safety
of the organizations involved and in the levels of performance obtained. Both
aspects require some time for ev- uation, and it is possible to determine their
suitability in relation to the aforementioned objectives only after several years
of application of the results of the Project.

v

Nevertheless, there is a series of parameters which would appear to point in
a positive direction as regards the comments made in the previous paragraph.

The process is specific; in other words, it allows the workers to become more
professional.

The process is systematic. The results obtained will presumably have a logical
sequence and a logic as regards progressive widening of knowledge, as a result
of which, and always within the logical limits of human error, they will not
leave any gaping holes. Likewise, they will prevent the worker from being
taught concepts which he does not need to know and of which he should not
have partial knowledge, and also prevent the unscheduled repetition of
concepts.

Application is modular. This is important from various points of view.

It economizes the learning process by presenting to each individual only
those aspects of the training plan for his post of which he has no
knowledge.
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It makes training delivery more agile by reducing the time dedicated to
such delivery, without prejudice to better understanding of the
knowledge items involved.

It homogenizes the training of groups of individuals trained during

different stages of the lifetime of the organization, since it allows their

training to be contrasted with the modules of the Training Plan and thus

makes it possible to apply this plan in an individualized manner,

optimizing resources.

The training process based on the principles of the Training Plan motiva »s the

worker during development of training, since the worker will have played an

important role in its definition. He is aware that what he is learning is the

logical result of analysis of his specific job, and knows that both the contents

of the training and the order in which it is addressed have been developed

attempting to incorporate suitable knowledge items in a logical manner. In

short, he knows that the training he is receiving is his training.

The worker feels safer in performing his activities because he knows that the

training he has received is the result of evaluation of technical, observational,

relational, environmental and safety aspects relating to his tasks, that the

training received relates also not only to such knowledge overall but to

individualized and specific knowledge items for each of the tasks, and tha'i it

is delivered on site at the place in which he performs his activities, wherever

feasible.

Likewise, the worker feels responsible for his training because he knows that,

given the structure of the training, there is always a path open for him to

communicate the possible distortions or shortcomings he might have detected;

in addition, he is aware that his group has participated in defining his activity.
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The training plan developed in this manner economizes training, since its
modularization, specificity and systematization make it possible to individualize
training and adapt it to the organization's work plans. In addition, there is the
security of knowing that one is not learning more than one needs.

The agility of the training is greater as regards the following:

In-house design modifications
Generic dasign modifications

In-house events

External events
Requirements of the regulatory body
Manufacturer's operating recommendations

since in view of the fact that all the information is handled by a database
linking the following:

Tasks

Systems

Knowledge/skill

Objectives

Indexes
Training units
Documentary references

any variable in any of the aforementioned parameters may be immediately

correlated to others, such as:

System

Specific task

Training unit

Training environment

Training plan course
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Job to which the parameter applies

and allows the following to be achieved:

Modification of the corresponding document
Updating of the corresponding course
Immediate delivery of the training to the technicians involved

This last aspect undoubtedly bears a strong relationship to safety, since it
presumably prevents the repetition of events due to ignorance of the problem
in question, and allows specific application to the organization within which
the activity is performed.

All the above leads us to believe that the process will reduce operating costs,
if not by reducing the number of technical trips, a parameter which is
unpredictable and impossible to determine beforehand as regards its root
cause, at least inasmuch as it will reduce the number of events arising as a
result of human error, with all the implications that such events have with
respect to safety: optimization of the time dedicated to training, better use of
the equipment for which the worker is responsible and greater integration of
each individual in a team, this making the work of the team more reliable and
safe overall.

All the above may lead to greater reliability of nuclear installations and to a
better public image in this respect, dissipating public concern for the
consequences of possible causes of failure, since the response expected of
those responsible for such installations is presumably optimum.
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TABLE I

Job and task analysis process
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PHASES

PREPARATION

STAGES
Plnnning

Adap stion docum.

Infrastructure

Training

PERFORMANCE

STAGES
Occupational anal.

Job analysis

Task analysis

Dnsign

Duration
tweaks)

4

4

4

2

6

S.5

16(3)

7

Plant
effort
IwaekJh)

4 (SST)

4 (SSTI

4 (SSTI

2 (SST) and (1)

3 (EJI) and job
incumbents

1 2 (EJI) and 4
IBBDD) (2)

1 2 (SST). 24 (TTI
and 12ITBQDD)
(21

7 (SST). 14 (TTI
and 7 (TBBDD)
(2)

Tecnatom
effort
(week/hi

8 (SSTI

8 (SST)

8 (SST)

6 (SSTI

2 (SSTI

4 (SST)

6 (SSTI

7 (SSTI

Infrastructure
to ba provided by
Tecnatom

Pool of typists and
admin, personnel

Pool of typists and
admin, pers. plus
computer system

Pool of typists and
admin, pers. plus
computer system

Pool of typists and
admin pars, plus
course editing sys.

Computer system
cnmpntihle wilh that
in plant

Computer system
compatible with that
in plant

Computer system
compatible wilh that
in plant

Infrastructure
to be provided by
the Plant

Pool of typists and
admin, personnel

Pool of typists and
admin, pars, plus
computer system

Pool of typists and
admin, pars, plus
computer system

Pool of typists and
admin, pers. plus
course editing sys.

Pool of typists,
admin, personnel
and copying facil.

Pool of typists,
admin, personnel,
copying facil. and
computer personnel

Pool of typists,
admin, personnel,
copying facil. and
computer personnel

Pool of typists,
admin, personnel,
copying facil. and
computer personnel

Process

Define scope, resources and
sequence for performance

Adapt infrastructure,
available documentation

Assign tech. personnel and
prepare training courses

Deliver training to analysts
and database managers

Define input occupational
situation

Task definition by post

Identify knowledge and skill
items par post

Identify training environ,
and teaching resources.
Define specifications for
support teaching resources.
Develop Training Plan

Tecnatom
participation

Consult. /Performance

Consult. /Performance

Consult. /Performance

Delivery of courses

Process consultancy

Process and database
management
consultancy

Process and database
management
consultancy

Process and database
manegemenl
consultancy

Plant
participation

Consult. /Coordination

Consult. /Coordination

Consult. /Coordination

Coordination/Support/
Trainees

Control/performance and
particip. by workers
in consultation

Control/performance end
particip. by workers and
immediate sup. for con-
sultancy, interviews and
questionnaire completion

Control/performance and
parlicip. by workers and
immediate sup. for con-
sultation

Control/performance

SST • Senior Specialist Tachnician: Post-graduate with theoretical and practical training in energy-related technical and training fields.
EJI - Expert Job Incumbent: Worker in the organization, qualified for and experienced in the performance of the tasks corresponding to the post analyzed.
TT • Training Technician: Instructor qualified for the training process.
(1) - ET (Expert Technicians) assigned by the Owner for training as Job and Task analysts, tha number to be determined by said Owner.
(2) • Technicians (1 or 2) assigned bv tha Owner for training as process database Managers for the post.
(3) • Estimated 20O tasks/Posl/Performance analyst 1 .5 T/H/d • « 130d/h - « 30 w/h • 7 m/h. With 2 analysts per post. The duration of the process is 12 s/post.
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APPEN DI X I

Deliverables associated with each stage
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ANALYSIS OF CURRENT OCCUPATIONAL AND TRAINING SITUATION

The objective of this document is to compile data for each post within the area
analyzed and in relation to the following:

Requirements of the post

Description of the post

Working environment

Labour relationships

Current training plan

Available training infrastructure

Most significant deviations in development of current training plan

All this information is included in the format "Description of the post". Drawing
up of this format is based on the documentation supplied by the organization,
fundamentally in relation to the following:

Organization manual

Training manual

Plant regulations

and on the information obtained from interviews with the following:

Job incumbents

Immediate superiors

Training manager
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FINAL LIST OF TASKS

On completion of the task analysis process, this document will include a definition

of each such task, this obtained by filling in the following fields:

Area

Post

Task code

Task description

Evaluation of task (Frequency, Importance, Difficulty)

Procedure supporting task performance within the organization

Plant activity during which the task is normally performed

Observations

Clarifications regarding task performance and indication as to whether

the task has or has not been analyzed.

which go to make up the "Final list of tasks" by area and post.
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JOB PERFORMANCE EVALUATION {JPE)

This is used basically in order to be able to check that the trainee possesses the
entire range of cognitive and psychomotor information contained in the
instructional documentation, as well as to be certain that he knows how to apply
all this information to each and every one of the activities in which he is involved
in the plant.

This evaluation documentation, individualized by task, attempts to provide the
resources required to evaluate task performance, reproducing to the extent possible
the working environment in which it is carried out and taking into account limiting
aspects such as the following:

Availability of time for performance

Availability of human resources

Availability of material resources

Costs

Logistics

Legal considerations

The JPE includes the following fields:

JPE identification

Instructions on completion of the JPE

Task environment

Psychomotor checklist

Cognitive checklist

Appendix including a list of knowledge/skill items related to the task
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LIST OF KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL ITEMS BY POST

On completion of the task analysis process for all those tasks identified for a given

post, the lists of knowledge and skill items per post are compiled, these figuring

in the Appendices to the JPE's for each such post.

Many of the knowledge and skill items compiled for each post will be repeated; for

this reason, and in order to be able to prepare the lists to be used subsequently in

the Design Stage in such a way as to make the work more convenient and

efficient, such repeated tasks are eliminated by means of the Project database.

The result of this process is a series of knowledge/skill items by pest.

These knowledge and skill items are grouped into the following categories:

Components

Systems

Academic items

on the lists of knowledge/skill items per post.

The fields included in this list are as follows:

Identification of post

- - Taxonomic code

Description of knowledge/skill items

The knowledge and skill items are listed in the following order: those relating to

components, followed by those relating to systems and finally those relating to

academic items, each category type being identified by means of the Project

taxonomic code.

These lists are used as a basis for the design stage.
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LISTS OF KNOWLEDGE/SKILL ITEMS PER POST, TRAINING ENVIRONMENT,

MODULE, TRAINING UNIT

Using the list of unrepeated knowledge and skill items per post as input, selection
of the training environment(s) best suited for the process of learning of each
knowledge/skill item identified in the task analysis process is accomplished. The
possible environments include the following:

Classroom/self-teaching

On-the-job training (OJT)

Workshop/laboratory

Simulator

Using this information as input, the knowledge/skill items identified per post and
training environment are grouped. For this process the taxonomic code is used, by
means of which each knowledge item is identified in the process applied in the
Project.

Treatment of this list provides lists of knowledge/skill items per post, training
environment, module (system component and academic) and training unit (type of
module).
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LIST OF FINAL AND PARTIAL DESIGN OBJECTIVES

Using the list of knowledge/skill items per post, the training environment and the
training module and unit as input, the basic knowledge/skill items to be learned by
the trainee in each environment of the Training Unit in question are identified, these
constituting the final design objectives. Also identified are those knowledge/skill
items which contribute to achieving the aforementioned final objectives, these
constituting the partial design objectives.

The lists of design objectives include the following fields:

Objective identification field

The following aspects are identified in this field:

Post

Training environment

Module

Training unit

Objective code

The alphanumeric objective code is made up of five (5) fields having
the following structure:

XX XX X XXX X

Identifies the training environment

Identifies the code for System, Component or
Academic item

Identifies whether the course is B(Basic), R (Requalification)
or C (Continuous training)

Identifies the post in the training area considered

Identifies the training area
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Objective coding field

Made up of two (2) numerical codes, each of two digits and having the
following structure:

XX . XX

Sequentializes the partial objective for
each final objective

Sequentializes the final objectives for each Training Unit document
in the Module considered

Objective description field

This is completed using the glossary adopted for the Project, taking into
consideration the different training environments.

Observations field

This is used in the absence of information or to provide an orientation for
the author with respect to the subject under consideration.
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INDEX OF INSTRUCTIONAL DOCUMENTATION

Fundamentally, the indexes of instructional documentation are developed using two
fields:

Index identification field

This field identifies the following aspects:

Post
Training environment
Module
Training unit
Index code
The index code is made up of six (6) fields having the following
structure:

XX XX X XXX X

Identifies the training
environment
A (Classroom/self-teaching)
0 (OJT)
T (Workshop/Laboratory)
S (Simulator)

Identifies the organization's
code for Systems, Components
or Academic items

Identifies whether the course is
B (Basic), R (Requalification) or
C (Continuous training)

Identifies the post within the training
area considered

Identifies the training area

Identifies, by means of the letter " I " that an index is being
dealt with, in order to distinguish the code assigned to the
objectives of a Training Unit
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Body of the index

This is made up in turn of several fields:

Section

The information is extracted from the 3rd field of the taxonomic code
corresponding to the knowledge/skill items to be grouped

Heading

The information is extracted from the 4th field of the taxonomic code
corresponding to the knowledge/skill items to be grouped.
This is a two (2) digit numerical code

Sub-heading

This is a breakdown of the heading into its basic concepts. The
information is extracted from the 5th field of the taxonomic code
corresponding to the knowledge/skill items to be grouped. This field
is specific to the organization.
It is a three (3) digit numerical code.

Sub-heading development

The information is extracted from the 6th field of the taxonomic code
corresponding to the knowledge/skill items to be grouped. The field
is specific to the organization.
!t is a two (2) digit alphabetical code.
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SCOPE OF THE TRAINING UNIT

In order to provide the instructional documentation with an organized structure, all

the training units having the same denomination and obtained from different

training environments are grouped into a single Training Unit.

The number of instructional documents included in a given Training Unit will be

determined by the training environments in which the knowledge/skill items

grouped in the unit are delivered, as shown in the following table.
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SCOPE OF THE TRAINING UNIT

Instructional document Training
Environment

Contents

Instructor's Guide

Trainee's Manual

Instructor's Guide

Trainee's Manual

Classroom Objectives
Teaching instructions
Summary of contents
Trainee's Manual index
Aids (Slides, figs, events,...)
Script

Classroom Objectives
Contents
Slides
Figures
Self-evaluation

Works,lop or Lab. Objectives
Teaching instructions
Materials/equipment list
Evaluation standards

Workshop or Lab. Objectives
Description
Materials/equipment list
Performance standards

(*) Instructor's Guide OJT

(*) Trainee's Manual OJT

NOTE (*):

Objectives
Teaching instructions
Itineraries

Objectives
Standards for usage
Itineraries

As a support to training, the documents included in the OJT environment will be
accompanied by a video per system showing the itinerary of the document.
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EVALUATION BANK RELATING TO INSTRUCTIONAL DOCUMENTATION

The process to be accomplished in this case consists of compiling the partial

design objectives. On completion of the strategic training plan and the teaching

material, this bank will become a tool for evaluation, its contents being distributed

as follows:

Written evaluations

Oral evaluations

Practical tests

This bank is developed after the partial design objectives have been processed in

order to enhance the didactic and pedagogical aspects of the way in which they

are written.

The instructional material for a given post will have to be developed prior, to

completion of the evaluation bank, since previously the information required to

answer the questions included in the bank will, clearly, not be available.
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TRAINING PLAN

This plan defines the:

Aims

Organization

Development

of the Training Program, and identifies the following aspects:

Training area

Aims of the Program
Program Organization (per course)

Aims

Description and sequence

Level of delivery

Entry requirements

Training environment

Development (per course)

Duration

Objectives

Contents (subject index)

Training method and teaching strategy

Teaching materials

Evaluation method

This document is drawn up by area and post
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ACTION PLAN

The last step in the Analysis Phase consists of comparing the current training
situation of the organization, information which is obtained during occupational and
training analysis, the first step of the analysis phase, to the Proposal included in
the Training Plan.

As a :Sult of this comparison, information will be obtained on training
shortcomings and/or deficiencies, along with an identification of their possible
causes:

Infrastructure! shortcomings and/or deficiencies

Shortcomings and/or deficiencies regarding qualified human resources

Shortcomings and/or deficiencies regarding suitable material resources

Shortcomings and/or deficiencies regarding organization and/or

management of the process

This information may be used to establish a series of priorities for development of
the overall training system, taking into account the available infrastructure,
resources or organization, such that a report may be drawn up for the organization,
including proposals for an Action Plan designed to eliminate in the shortest time
possibJc the deficiencies or shortcomings identified, with a cost/benefit ratio based
on optimization of resources, this Action Plan being integrated in modular fashion
into the activities performed at the plant.
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JOB POSITION:

• AS REQUIRED BY THE ORGANIZATION

DEVELOPED BY:
• EXPERTS IN METHODOLOGY PROCESS
• JOB AND TASK ANALYSIS
• EXPERTS IN THE JOB POSITION
• TECHNICIANS IN PEDAGOGY AND TRAINING

WITH THE ESSENTIAL PARTICIPATION FOR :
A GROUP OF TECHNICIANS FOR THE ORGANIZATION OF:

• MEETINGS, INTERVIEWS AND QUESTIONARIES
• QUALITY CONTROL OF THE PROCESS
• VALIDATION OF THE DEVELOPMENT
• MAKING DECISION

APPLICATION OF METHODOLOGY FOR:

• JOB AND TASKS ANALYSIS

• ADAPTED TO NPP REQUIR / PECULIARITIES

OBTENTION OF TRAINING PLANS:
• MODULARIZED
• SYSTEMATIZED
• ADAPTED TO THE SETTLEMENT OR

ENVIRONMENT
• EASY TO MAINTAIN
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PREPARATION

PURIFICATION

ORGANIZATION

INFRAESTRUCTURES DESIGN

TRAIN TECHNICIANS

PHASE OF ANALYSIS

PHASE OF DESIGN

PHASE OF DEVELOPMENT

PHASE OF VALIDATION
tecnatom.s.a.
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PREPARATION PROCESS

PLANNING

ORGANIZE

INFRAESTRUCT.
DESIGN

TECHNICIANS

TRAINING

tecnatom.s.a.

EXECUTION PROCESS

ANALYSIS
PHASE

DESIGN
PHASE

DEVELOPMENT

PHASE

VALIDATION

PHASE

ANALIZE THE SITUATION OF THE PRESENT FORMATION

MAKE THE JOB ANALIZE PROCESS

ANALIZE THE DIFFERENT SELECTIONED JOBS

DEFINE THE TRAINING SETTINGS

DEFINE THE FINAL AND ENABLE OBJECTIVES OF THE
TRAINING
DEFINE THE INSTRUCTIVE CONTENTS
ESTABLISH FORMATION PLANS FOR J.P.

DEVELOP TRAINING UNITS REQUIRED BY THE TRAINING
SETTING

DEVELOP DIDACTIC MEDIA AS SUPPORT THE TRAINING

CHECK THE PROCESS VALIDITY

CHECK IF DIDACTIC MEDIA ARE ADEQUATE

tecnatom.s.a.



ANALYSIS PHASE

STEPS

ra EVALUATION

HI JOB
ANALYSIS

TAKS
ANALYSIS

DESIGN

RESULTS

DEFINE TRAINING NEEDS

ESTABLISH BASIS TO DEVELOP TRAINING PLANS

DEFINE CONTENTS OF TRAINING PLANS

ftafeclo AHA

ANALIZE ACTUAL SITUATION OCCUPATIONAL,
TRAINING

EVALUATE JOB POSITIONS IDENTIFY AND
VALORATE TASK

IDENTIFY BASIC PARAMETERS BY TASK RELATED
WITH THE GOOD PERFORMANCE IN A SPECIFIC
JOB POSITION

IDENTIFY AND ESTABLISH THE APPROPIATE
TRAINING SETTINGS AND DEVELOP THE TRAINING
DIDACTICAL DOCUMENTAL AND SUPPORT MEDIA
SPECIFICATIONS

E3

STADISTICAL TASK LIST BY JOB POSITION
JOB PERFORMANCE MEASURE DOCUMENTATION ( E.R.T. )
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL TASK LIST
DESIGN OBJECTIVES AND INDEX VS TRAINING UNITS
TRAINING PLANT BY AREA / JOB POSITIONS



WORK POSITION DESCRIPTION £>
frmrtOf AMA

1 . - IDENTIFICATION
Area
Job position
Organization position
Dependence
Number of technician

2 . - MISSION
• Functions
• Dependences

• Direct
• Functional

3 . - EDUCATIONAL LEVEL
• Entry level
• Training

• Generic
• Specific
• Experience

4 . - WORK DIMENSIONS

5 .- OBJECTIVES

6 . - ACTIVITIES

7 . - WORK SETTING
• Resources
• Work conditions
• Human relatinships



TRAINING PLAN

Job and task must be in keeping with the structure and specific situation
r

of the training organization and with the human and material resources
available. Trying to use as much as possible by some reference
organization, if indeed an information generation process has been
developed by this organization.

It is not to be expected that a training plan aspiring to be progressive,
sequential, modular, systematic and, above all else, efficient should
emerge as the direct result of a job and task analysis process.

Only by applying principles establishing a technological concept of
training, and the experience gleaned in applying this concept, to the
results obtained from the job and task analysis process will it be
possible to design and develop a powerful and efficient training plan
which is profitable in personnel, corporate and social terms.



DEVELOPMENT PHASE

STEPS

DEVELOIP DIDACTICAL AND SUPPORT MEDIA

TRAIN INSTRUCTOR AT SPECIFIC NPP

CONTROL GOALS PROCESS

I frojrccla AHA

ELABORATION

TRAINING

DEVELOP THE INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL

ACCOMPLISH THE COMPLETION OF THE CAPABILITY
REQUIRED BY INSTRUCTORS AND TECHNICIANS

CONTROL

RESULTS

VERIFY THE PERFOORMING OF THE TRAINING
vPROGRAM ACCORDING TO METHODOLOGY AND
PROCEDURES

a STADISTICAL TASK LIST BY JOB POSITION
a JOB PERFORMANCE MEASURE DOCUMENTARION ( E.R.T. )
a KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL TASK LIST
L-J DESIGN OBJECTIVES AND INDEX VS TRAINING UNITS
o TRAINING PLAN BY AREA / JOB POSITIONS
TRAINING UNITS BY TRAINING SETTING: CLASS ROOM, OJT, SHOP, SIMULATOR,
QUESTION DATA BANK
PEDAGOGICAL SUPPORT MEDIA : VIDEO, MULTIMEDIA



VALIDATION PHASE

STEPS

CONTROL

CHECK VALIDITY OF THE TRAINING DIDACTICAL MEDIA
DEVELOPED AND THE INSTRUCTOR CAPABILITY RELATED
TO THE TRAINING PLAN

CHECK VALIDITY OF THE ORGANIZATION AND CONTROL
MEDIA AVAILABLE

I

CHECK HOW THE TECHNICAL AND PEDAGOGICAL
OBJECTIVES ARE ACCOMPLISHED

CHECK HOW THE GUIDES AND METHODOLOGY ARE
ACCOMPLISHED

EVALUATION
CERTIFICATE THE VALIDITY OF THE TRAINING VS GUIDES
METHODOLOGIC, RULES, PROCEDURES, ...

RESULTS
• STADISTICAL TASK LIST BY JOB POSITION
• JOB PERFORMANCE MEASURE DOCUMENTATION {E.R.T.)
• KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL TASK LIST
• DESIGN OBJECTIVES AND INDEX VS TRAINING UNITS
• TRAINING PLANT BY AREA / JOB POSITIONS

• TRAINING UNITS BY TRAINING SETTING: CLASSROOM, OJT, SHOP, SIMULATOR
• QUESTION DATA BANK
• PEDAGOGICAL SUPPORT MEDIA: VIDEO, MULTIMEDIA, ...
CERTIFICATE TRAINING PLANTS



SUMMARY OF THE TRAINING PLAN FOR A REACTOR OPERATOR

COURSE 1

GENERAL ORIENTATION
OF THE N.P.P.

COURSE 2

BASIC
KNOWLEDGES

COURSE 3

SPECIFIC TECHNOLOGY

COURSE 4

PREPARATION TO
OPERATION

COURSE 5

TRAINING TO
OPERATION PRACTICES

COURSE 6

RETRAINING ON THE
JOB POSITION

3 WEEKS

• PURPOSE : Application on the new workers on the N.P.P., as an introduction in organization
and basic administration

• METHOD OF IMPARTITION : The apprenticeship of this course will be developed in a classroom, in a
direct and personalized way, using the documents developed to share in
this classes plus videos for emergency plans, radlologic protection and
first aid

• GOALS : Completed this course, the candidate for the job will be prepared to enter,
work and exit of the N.P.P., always performing the security and administrative
restrictions requiered by the N.P.P.

• CONTENTS OF THE COURSE:

» RULES AND ORGANIZATION OF THE N.P.P.
»» BASIC RULES OF RADIOLOGIC PROTECTION
» INTERIOR EMERGENCY PLAN
»> SANITARY AND INDUSTRIAL SECURITY
+ FIRST AID
»• FIRE PROTECTION PLAN



SUMMARY OF THE TRAINING PLAN FOR A REACTOR OPERATOR

COURSE 1

GENERAL ORIENTATION
OF THE N.P.P.

COURSE 2

BASIC
KNOWLEDGES

COURSE 3

SPECIFIC TECHNOLOGY

COURSE 4

PREPARATION TO
OPERATION

COURSE 6

TRAINING TO
OPERATION PRACTICES

COURSE «

RETRAINING ON THE
JOB POSITION

8 WEEKS

• PURPOSE: Learn and/or review the basic knowledge* required (or the comprehension of
specific and advanced Issues. Show the trainee the basic design of a
generic fWR NPP, studying how to us* It and at the same time getting used to the
new equipment and generelc components that thla person Is going to find In every
system of t NPP

e Method of Impartltlon : The apprenticeship of thla course will be developed In a class, In a direct and
personalized way, using the Instructive documents developed for that use and
looking forward to the J.P. (OJT) of a PWR NPP

,-0
o

e GOALS : Completed this course, the candidate will have adqulred the basic knowledge of
the academic program necessary to understand to scientific and of engineering
aapects of a NPP; at the same time this person will be able to localize the
buildings and alructures the basic systems and components

• CONTENTS OF THE COURSE :

•> ACADEMIC KNOWLEDGE

- Mathematics
- Physics
- Electricity
- Chemistry
- Materials snd their resistance
- Thermodlnsmlcs and fluydodlnamics
- Nuclear physics and basic atomic
- Basic radlologic protection

BASIC TECHNOLOGY OF NPP
BASIC COMPONENTS

I



SUMMARY FOR THE TRAINING PLAN FOR A REACTOR OPERATOR

COURSE 1

GENERAL ORIENTATION
Of THE NPP

COURSE 2

BASIC
KNOWLEDGES

COURSE 3

SPECIFIC TECHNOLOGY

COURSE 4

PREPARATION TO
OPERATION

COURSE S

TRAINING TO
OPERATION PRACTICES

COURSE 6

RETRAINING ON THE
JOB POSITION

24 WEEKS

• PURPOSE : The training on this course Is as a complement on the reached
formation, with the specific knowledge of tha npp In Its daalgn systems, and
asaoclated componenta. Aa wall aa tha Implantation and localization In tha NPP
and tha knowledge of other operations In the control room

• METHODS OP IMPARTITION : Full acope simulator. SGI,Classroom and OJT are tha main aattlnga for the course
-JO

• GOALS : Completed this courae, the candidate to the operation license, will be capable
of: applying correctly the administrative rulee, uelng the operation procedurea
In a correct way not only In a normal situation but on aa emergency, directing
a correct control of the NPP and order the other workers different necessary
activities

e CONTENTS OF THIS COURSE

* SYSTEMS

» PRACTIC-THEORIC KNOWLEDGE OF THE OPERATION WITHOUT A LICENSE

» PRACTICES IN THE CONTROL ROOM

» SPECIAL OPERATIONS

» ANALIZE OF TRANSIENTS AND ACCIDENTS



SIEMENS

Fig. 3.1 - 3.3 gives a brief impression about the necessity of

training and carried out theoretical and practical courses.

A "Modular System of Training" gives a much higher flexibility

for all the necessary training steps (Fig. 3.4, 3.5). Every

group can be trained with specified courses.

The training programme for operating personnel is seen in

Fig. 3.6, 3.7.

Fig. 3.8 sketches the philosophy of training.

The preparation of training manuals and the design is shown

(Fig. 3.9-3.11)

Some course programmes give the way for maintaining the

qualifications and competence of NPP personnel (Fig.3.12 -

3.17)

Training for attaining and maintaining
the qualif ications and competence of
NPP personnel.

°394 Ex
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Production

— Shift Training
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r V Karluleln/ ]
X.PInnt

Course ^ v
I Type \ J

Basic Courses

Plant Courses

Simulator
Courses

On-the-job
Training

Refresher and
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Survey of the Nuclear Customer Training: Performed Course Weeks KW" s':""""")/"
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c ^
Organization

Nuclear Power Plants
- Grohnde

- Phllippsburg

- Brokdorf

- Isar

- Trlllo

- Neckarwestheim

- Emsland

FURNAS

NUCLEBRAS

NUCLEN

CONSEJO DE SEGURIDAD NUCLEAR

TUV

KWU

I Total
V J

f ^\
Country

FRG

FRG
FRG

FRG

Spain

FRG

FRG

Brazil

Brazil

Brazil

Spain

FRG

FRG

V J

Year

v 1983

43

44

4

-

32
-

-

-

16

-

-

12

s~
ie< G)

151V

1984

9

14

7

1

44

-

-

-

-

-

1

52,0'

128°

1985

-

-

-

-

-

-

oj

nj

T 8
o
?? -

f:

?' -

(>
F"
0)

U)
HI

n
4

,2®

1986

12

10

-

8

15

-

-

-

-

2

3

-

4

04°

1987

4

6

8

8

15

12

36

-

-

-

.

-

23

m Q

^ \
1988

-

-

-

-

10

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

8

1 8 ^
_/

1 course-week = 5 days Q) =Training in FRG (g)=Training in Brazil

Brazil NUCLEBRAS Simulator Utilization (in course-weeks)

rkj. 3.3
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Training of Customers' Personnel

Training Module

A Basic Training

A "-CO _ang'jage ~ar*'~c
A 2CO S'Kii.s anc "ec-r.ician ~-a -.-g
A 3CC Vecnar ca. Enci^eer-c
A ACC Eiectrica1 Engineering
A 5CC !&C Engineering
A3CC Managerr-e": Courses :ns:'uc:o."

Traininc

B Training for Nuclear Plants

3 "03 rynca.Tieita. = l a r : ~ecr.nc.ogy
5 2.C Survey Copses
B 3CC Plant Courses
5 4QC S.rnuiator Courses
3 50C Courses on Service anc Maintenance
3 600 Courses <cr D:ner Tecr-nica, ^erscrre
B 70C Practical Training
B SCO Refresner arc Consoi'cat'Cr Sem--ars
B 90C Ooeration Manacemer.: Seminars

C Training for Conventional
Thermal Power Plants

C "00 c'jr.aarnen:a. P:ant Tecr.nccgy
C 200 Survey Courses
C 300 P-arv. Courses
C AGO Simulator Courses
C 5CC Courses on Service anc Maintenance
C SCO Courses for Otner Tecnnicai Personnel
C 700 Practice: Training
C SOC Refresner anc Consolication Sem:nars
C SCO Oceration Managernen- Sem.nars

C Training for Hydro Power Plants

Training Equipment

Training Center

Simulators
nuclear / conventional

Fur.cicna! ramer
= '.an: Analyzer

Computer Based Training (CBT)

SuppHes

- i raining cquiomer
- Training Matenai
- Video Production
- i&C Trainer

. , -5 Service, Consultancy

Training

KWU NU-U Ed/02-e
07/93 C.

Fig. 3.4
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Training Modules

A Basic Training

_ Language Training

B

lp;
Training for

—

Basic

Nuclear Power

—

Plant Technology

Plants
- -i. - i\

s

C Training for Fossile Fired Power
Plants

Basic Plant Technology

D Training Center

l l l l i " " ~ ~ ~ - ~ " —--•—"-^ -~~"~--"'—"- -~——"~_"7,1;'_'~~^_'2~"~""~,"7-'-~'_t_'_~-—--J—---—--—-^— . " - L

- - " " ' — •—• ~--—~._—- —__-._..̂ -_----~-~-- —— - — - - - -̂- - ^i'i".r— * ~ r i _ i

J

CTr

j Bai

aining for Fossile Fired Power
Plants

sic Plant Technology Courses

1 Survey Courses

| Plant Courses

Cl" Simulator Courses

1 Maintenance Courses

I Courses for Various Staff

L_ Practical Training

1 Repetitive Training and
1 Special Seminars

I Management Training

Customer Personnel Training: Modular System of Training KWIINIMI
I dll(! 01)1 /

—X3
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Fundamental plant
technology

B100
12w

Survey courses i

B200 |
j

Simulator basic j
course 1 j

B411 I

6 w

4 w

Plant course

B310

Primary side
Secondary side
Normal operation upset conditors
malfunctions and accidents

W

1*1

! Written licensing !
| examinations :,

Simulator basic
course 2

B412

Start-up and snut-down
Power operation reactor cont'c1 systems
Upset conditions, reactor limitation syster
Malfunctions and accidents

On-the-job training
during commissioning

B700
3 w

Refresher and conso-
lidation seminar

B811

Shift operation during
nuclear commissioning
and trial run

Periodic refresher
and consolidation

seminars
B800

Periodic simulator
refresher courses

B420, B430

Oral licensing
examination

Periodic operation
management

seminars
B900

Training Program for Operating Personnel Fig. 3.6
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0
; General introduction.
i power plant specific fundamentals

3
NSSS

Nuclear auxiliary and
ancillary systems

Radiation protection, fuel elements;

8
Repetition and partial exam 1

| Water-steam cycle
land auxiliaries

10- Cooling water systems, I
chemistry, conventional auxiliary systems

Turbine
with controls

15-

16'

19-

21 "

2 2 "

2 3 T

2 4 - ^
weeks

Station supply,
generator

Repetition and partial exam 2
Nuclear core design,
core instrumentation,
nuclear operation practice

Block control, reactor limitations,
normal operation

Reactor protection,
operating manual

Upset operation,
accidents/incidents

Repetition and partial exam 3

B 311; PWR Plant Course, Main Subjekt Areas KVVu N'J-'J
Fohe Lc5. -
02/S-i Ex

Fig. 3.7
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Operation

Instrumentation R.
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*.

Supplier's
Information

Product
Information

Design
Information

Customer Personnel Training: Preparation of Training Manuals KWIJNU IJ
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20-100 Text Pages I p ,

•. 11
10-40 Picturesj
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Task of the
Systems

Part C - Safety |

I (Closed Loop Controls)} • j Safety Remarks I

Layout of the
Systems j

Open Loop Controls
and Interlocks

Operation of the
Systems

Safe Disconnection
of Systems I

. .1 , •
| Main Components | | Operational Data |

Instrumentation |
I

j Component Data j

Characteristics of
Operational Media I

Figures j

Figures I
-. i i
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Customer Personnel Training: Structure of a KWU Training Manual

Working Materials I

Figures J
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Week 1: Handling of Individual Systems
• Control room operation
• Exercises on individual systems
• Start-up from "subcritical cold"

Week 2: Plant Start-up and Shut-down
• Plant start-up to full load
• Plant shut-down

Week 3: Normal Operation
• Controls and limitations in normal operation
• Restart after turbine and reactor trip

• Pump trips (main coolant and feedwater pumps)

• Reactor protection system

Week 4: System Malfunctions

• Malfunctions in primary-side auxiliary systems

• Malfunctions in secondary-side systems

• Switching measures and malfunctions in the
electrical auxiliary station supply

Basic Simulator Course I for Initial Training
of Responsible Shift Personnel Fig. 312
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Week 1 : Plant start-up and shut-down
• Leakage integrity check with malfunctions
• Testing the pressurizer relief system
• Plant warm-up (MADTEB)
• Making critical and nuclear heating
• Start-up to power operation
• Restart after reactor trip
• Shut-down to residual heat removal mode

Week 2: Control and limitation systems
• Reactor power control
• Turbine control
• Limitation actions (RELEB)
• Assurance of adequate shut-down reactivity (STAFAB)

I ^ • I&C malfunctions
?g

Week 3: Power transients, upset operation
• Load cycles, power distribution behavior
• Load rejections, turbine trip, reactor trip
• Pump trips, 3-loop operation
• Faulty opening/closure of main steam valves
• Shut-down in emergency power mode

Week 4: Incidents/accidents, unforeseen events
• Primary-side mini and small leakages, pressurizer leakages
• Steam generator tube rupture, shut-down under emergency

power conditions
• Secondary-side leakages, subcooling transients
• ATWS events
• Safety function-oriented emergency procedures

B422 Basic Simulator Course II for Initial Training
of Responsible Shift Personnel on the FTN Fig. 3.13
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~ o

Requirements for maintaining the
technical qualification of responsible
shift personnel

(2. Version 5/90)

Theoretical Measures
• fundamentals \
• operation and accident behaviour
• plant technology
• alterations in design
• alterations in regulations and guidelines I -JQO h
• operating test and emergency manual \ per year
• health physics and industrial safety
• operating experience
• management and group processes
• stress domination j

Practical Measures
• plant walks
• participation in service inspections and tests
• reactivity controlling measures
• discussion on operational malfunctions

and accidents
• emergency training
• health physics and industrial safety training

Simulator Training
PWR 20 days ^ within 3 years,
BWR 15 days / minimum 5 days a year

Official Guideline for Retraining F'9 3.14
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Day 1: Plant start-up, MADTEB
• Starting the reactor coolant pump
• Recurrent tests with malfunctions
• Limitation actions during warm-up
• Making critical and start-up

Day 2: Operational malfunctions, RELEB. STAFAB
• Reactor coolant pump trips, 3-loop operation
• Disturbances in feedwater supply
• Consequences of changes in secondary-side efficiency
• Faulty control rod movement
• Faulty opening/closure of main steam valves
• I&C malfunctions

Day 3: Leakage incidents
• Steam generator tube ruptures (design basis)

11 • Primary-side mini and small leakages, pressurizer leakages
r - • Main steam line leakages, subcooling transients
| • Feedwater line leakages

Day 4: Thermal hydraulics during natural
circulation

• Shut-down under emergency power conditions
• Shut-down with isolated steam generators
• Restart after removal from emergency power mode
• Making critical after reactor trip at end of cycle

Day 5: Combined incidents/accidents,
violation of safety functions

• Beyond-design-basis steam generator tube ruptures
• ATWS events
• Faulty closure of a main steam isolation valve, with the

safety valve stuck open
o Main steam leak in header with a main steam isolation valve

stuck open and a steam generator tube rupture
• Station blackout

FTN Refresher Training Course
for Responsible Shift Personnel 9
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1 . d a y : - Familiarization with and operation of the NFA
(Nuclear Plant Analyzer)

- Power operation, uncontrolled reactor
- Operational transients

2 . d a y : - Failure of main coolant pumps
- 3-loop operation
- Emergency power mode

3. d a y : - Steam generator heating tube ruptures
in different situations

4 . d a y : - Subcooling transients
- small main steam leakage within reactor

containment
- Faulty operation of main steam valves

5. d a y . - ATWS in different situations
- - Unexpected events

Ail subjects are covered in close context with the operating manual .

Dynamic plant behaviour and thermohydraulics are in the foreground.

The consequences of wrong manual interventions are demonstrated.

SK..U B 4 6 0 Nuclear Plant Analyzer Course U4351Gg2

Fig. 3.16
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SAT-BASED TRAINING



SAT -Based Continuing Training

* Presented by Thomas Mazour



Definition of Continuing Training

* Training conducted for personnel who have
completed their initial training program to
ensure that they maintain and upgrade their
skills and knowledge necessary to accomplish
both routine and emergency tasks.



Initial Training Programs
Program Settings

Accredited Programs

Shift Technical Advisor

Senior Control Room Operator

Control Room Oper.itor

Non-licensed Plant Operatros

•Chemistry

Radiation Protection

Instrument A Control

Electrician

Mechanic

Engineering Support

Other Programs

Quality Assurance

Quality Control

Manager/Supervisor

Shift Supervisor"

iNumiifr
of

Programs
Reported

62

73

74

72

75

75

74

73

72

71

25

32

51

42

Classroom

50%

407,

507,

39%

257,

20%

.347,

30%

29%

757,

367,

307,

74%

207,

Scheduled"
Scl_r*ludy

5%

67,

57,

3%

47,

37,

27,

1%

17,

57,

10%

1 27,,

57,

1 5%

• rerccni 01 i ime in

Lab
Workshop Sjmulator

1 % 1 f»%

1% 20%

17, 187,

1 7, •

57, *

37, *

1 27,

1 1 %

11%

1 % S7,

37,

1 3% 0

57, 1 %

6 07,

Formal1"
PIT

207,

33%

26%

577,

6f>%

66%

527,

567,

59%

14 "A

437,

37%

1 57,

43%

Median
Weeks

per
Program

32.0

37.0

52.0

42.0

17.5

35.5

390

27.0

25.1

n.o

7.0

17.0

4.0

0 0

-1 Many responses noted thai self-study was an integral part of each selling and nol scheduled separately

'' Many responses noted that OIT was of indefinite length, or was not continuous, which might after I the percentage's shown.
* less than one-half of one percent.
" The Shift Supervisor Program became accrcdilaljle in (anuary 1902.



Content of Continuing Training
Programs

* Tasks for which proficiency is not necessarily
maintained through job performance

* Lessons learned from industry operating
experience

* Areas identifed for improvement through
performance evaluations

* Plant modifications and procedure changes
* Teamwork and diagnostic skills
* Technology advances
* Refreshing understanding of applied

fundamentals presented in initial training



EXAMPLE TASK

Perform annual calibration check of the reactor protection system

EXAMPLES OF CONTINUING TRAINING FOR THE ABOVE TASK

Because this task is important and infrequently performed, it is a candidate ^
for continuing training. -

If this task has been improperly performed at another plant resulting in a
safety problem, that experience might be included in the continuing training.

If evaluation indicated that this task was not being properly performed, and
that training was at least partially responsible for this inadequate
performance, it would be included in continuing training.



If the reactor protection system equipment had been modified in a way that
affected the performance of this task, it would be included in continuing
training.

Some theory concerning the performance of this task, such as theory of the
operation of test equipment, would be a candidate for inclusion in continuing
training.

Communication skills, such as the repeating back of directives, might be
reviewed in continuing training, particularly if there have been deficiencies
identified in this area.



US Trends in Continuing

40,000

30,000

Number of Employees Participating in
Continuing Training m accredited programs

G other programs

1985 1987 1989 1991



Distribution of US Maintenance
"V Training Instructors

\-

Posit ion Category

Electrical

Mechanical

1 %
Combined

Other
I&C



Continuing Training Activity, 1991
Hours of Training

Accredited Programs '

Shift Technical Advisor

Senior Control Room Operator

Control Room Operator

Non-licensed Plant Operator

Chemistry

Radiation Protection

Instrument & Control

Electrician

Mechanic

Engineering Support

Other Programs

Quality Assurance

Quality Control

Manager/Supervisor

Shift Supervisor*

Number
of

Programs
Reported

59

72

71

70

71

72

71

70

69

61

21

26

2.1

24

Range

7-360

32-400

32-400

16-346

7-26

8-200

16-240

10-200

16-432

3-64

2-200

2-115

3-80

8-300

1 "" Numoor of Hours Per vcsr r r ~~

Median

240

240

240

160

80

83

80

80

75

18

40

28

14

240

Average

212

244

244

163

87

89

85

81

76

24

47

34

21

197

* The Shift Supervisor Program became accrcditahle in January 1992.



SAT and the use of Simulators for Training

1 Introduction

Whilst most simulators are designed for the achievement of training objectives their use has
developed into other areas and it is normal to deploy them on tasks to test not only the
adequacy of the simulation but also for scope extension and adequacy of other items,
Simulators can be classified according to IAEA Tecdoc 685 "Simulators for Training Nuclear
Power Plant Personnel" as:

• Full scope simulators usually allow for the mil range of operations which can be
performed from the main control room,. They are usually plant referenced and replicate as
many systems as possible including communications as well as duplicating the actual
control room environment. Generic examples of such simulators exist for particular types of
plant where typical conditions are represented whilst maintaining the dynamics of the
typical system.

• Part task simulators are designed for training particular objectives associated with specific
plant items or phenomena. They can range from very basic concepts through to detailed
transients on major sections of plant.

• Basic Principles simulators take numerous forms including the ability to demonstrate,
from basic physics through 10 a simplified representation of the whole plant.

In practices many variants of these basic types exist and it is worth adding a category not
included in the above Tecdoc due to its potential flexibility and cost effectiveness.

• Work Station based simulators can take many forms and can achieve training and non
training objectives across the three categories above. For example a fullscope model can be
"operated" via a user friendly, graphical interface in order to achieve many of those
objectives not directly associated with the replica or typical control room environment.
They represent a useful precursor to the plant specific, hi fidelity, replica simulator both
from the viewpoint of training and of simulator development and configuration
management.

2 Simulator Training and its Objectives

The training module used for Nuclear Electric's operator training programme are shown in the
appendix of the presentation of "Training of UK NPP personnel."

The first form of analysis attempted was to write what became known as Macro or Course
objectives and to derive the actual behavioural objectives from these. However this in itself was
not considered sufficient and consequently a Job and Task Analysis was also performed based
on USNRC work and previous Nuclear Electric Techniques for its gas cooled plants. Examples
of some typical original outcome for four of the modules is shown below.



First Simulator Training
Module

Second Simulator Training
Module

Third Simulator Training
Module

By the end of this course the trainee control room operator
will be able to:

Start up the complete unit, according to the procedure, from
refuelling shut down to full power, without assistance from an
instructor, in real time.

Explain the reason for each procedure step in the above, in
detail to an instructor defined standard, during debrief
sessions, with the procedure open,

By the end of this course the trainee control room operator
will be able to:

Differentiate between RPS malfunctions and actuation on
receipt of any RPS alarm whilst a colleague extracts the
appropriate procedure, with 100% accuracy followed by the
necessary actions according to the procedure with assistance
from a colleague reading the step by step instructions.

Explain the reason for each procedure step in the above, in
detail to an instructor defined standard, during debrief
sessions, with the procedure open,

By the end of this course the trainee control room operator
will be able to:

Diagnose and mitigate the consequences of any design basis
accident, followed by the necessary actions, according to the
procedure, with assistance from a colleague reading the step
by step instructions.

Explain the reason for each procedure step in the above, in
detail to an instructor defined standard, during debrief
sessions, with the procedure open,



Fourth Simulator Training By the end of this course the trainee control room supervisor
Module will be able to:

During a design basis accident, supervise the actions of
control room operators communicate with all on and off-site
agencies and declare the appropriate level of emergency,
according to the procedure.

Explain the reason for each procedure step in the above, in
detail to an instructor defined standard, during debrief
sessions, with the procedure open,

The derivation of behavioural objectives from these led to the scheduling of them across a
number of modules, including on the job training, classroom courses and to the use of a basic
principles simulator in order to obtain their optimum achievement.

The overall success of this technique had to be ensured because the regulator who had a
particular interest due to a licence hold point concerned with the full scope simulator1

availability for training one year in advance of fuel loading.

Regular meetings with the regulator, centred around the achievement of objectives, rather than
the more simplistic approach stated by non training specialists concerning use of the simulator.
This obviously worked because fuel was loaded to programme.

3 Training Programme Design

The technique briefly described above allowed the scheduling of objectives to specific course
an outline framework for which had already been determined by observing best practices in
other organisations and from the CEGB experience with gas cooled reactors. Obviously the
outline developed as the objectives were grouped together.

However the framework was specified, at the star to consist of short modules for the principle
reason of maintaining a trainees familiarity with the plant and its environment which was
considered to be additionally important for a commissioning station.

4 Additional Simulator use

It is important that any type of training simulator is specified in terms of its bounding
requirements to meet training objectives, however this may give rise to other potential
applications.

Each type of simulator may have uses in addition to meeting training objectives, some of which
are listed below in order to promote further discussion on this important point.



• events incorporated into simulator scenarios when the simulator has been tested to be
adequate

• a library of topics (including trainees suggestions)
• test adequacy of new procedures, particularly those pertaining to special operations
• test viability of MCR modifications.

Clearly the dialogue between training and operational management is extremely important in
this area of work.

5 Instructors

The credibility of instructors is of extreme importance in this are and is discussed in the
presentation on "The Role of Management."

IV



SIEMENS

We trained the trainers of the FURNAS - Simulator (Brasil)

and of some simulators of the GfS (Essen - Germany)

(Fig. 4.1, 4.4).

Very important is to maintain the instructional competence

(Fig. 4.3)

During the training one of the topics is the observing and

evaluation of other instructors. By this the evaluation of

trainers on-the-job performance is done.

Such activities could take place at a full scope simulator or at

the FTN (Functional Trainer Nuclear) at Karlstein (Fig. 4.2)

Training of trainers in the use of SAT, with
special emphasis on the simulator trainers.
Evaluation of trainers' on-the-job performance.

° 3 ' 9 4 Ex
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t line frame
month/years

0 3

1 1
1

6

1
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1
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1
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Selection Test

B411

Final Selection Preliminary License

Instructor management
seminars (partly)

Introductory Course-PWR

Examination Examination

B211

-PWR

B711

Practical Tr;

B311

lining Plant Cour

B4

sePWR

2 B9C0 B721
Assistent
Instructor B470

Practical Training at r Inciri ir
for Operating Personnel

Simulator Course
PWR (Basic Course I)

Engineering Department
Simulator Course O | d u r j commissioning
PWR (Basic Course II)

Courses

Training program for operation and simulator instructors KWUS133-Fn/OH<1o
OP/90 Ci

Fig. 4.1



SIEMENS

Daily training sequence for
• 4 trainees (shift supervisor, deputy, reactor

operator, turbine operator)
• 1 observer from NPP (training manager)
• 2 instructors

4 hours simulator exercises in the
FTN control room
• Execution of procedures with the help of

operating manual
• Continuous registration of simulator exercises by

• brush recorders
• XY - plots
• PRISCA colour grafics
• malfunction and switching logs

• Continuous observation and guidance of trainees
by instructors and observer (discussions!)

4 hours seminar work in the classroom
• Theoretical preparation and analysis of

simulator exercises

• Detailed transient analysis by means of
plotted exercises (discussions!)

• Background information on the basis of
written training material

Simulator Training with the FTN at
KWU Training Center Karlstein Fig 4 2



SIEMENS

Continuing technical training

- Periodically work in the plant for which they prepare

trainees, especially during start-up and shutdown

- Participation in plant internal training

- Information with respect to technical changes,

operational incidents etc.

- New aspects of simulator training

Continuing instructional skills training

- Improve the instructional skills

- Information with respect to new training methods

- Observing and evaluating other instructors

- Evaluation of human factors.

Maintaining Instructional Competence KWU NU-UPole SAT 4 3
03/94 Ex

Fig. 4.3
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Travelling

Living expenses

Social problems
* environment

* social (housing, food, family)

* cultural

* economic (shopping, traffic)

* political

* climate

Language problems
Training Abroad KWUNU-UFoiie' Lc6/6 1 &

02/94 Ex ~

Fig. 4.4



TRAINING OF TRAINERS

S. Birnie

The Training of Trainers

Instructors should preferably be recruited from the reference plant and undergo training to
allow for their authorisation as an instructor. Qualification/Training/Continuing Training should
be systematically approached and include instructional techniques as well as technical parts of
the job. They could be trained in technical aspects without the actual experience but would, as
a result lack credibility in the training situation.

1 Instructor Recruitment

The source of instructors can be made part of the Training Policy Statement. For example a
potential simulator instructor could be stated as requiring a certain licence or qualification.
Similarly other disciplines of instructors may be required to have certain experience in that
discipline prior to recruitment.

It is important to determine the policy but also to allow sufficient flexibility to avoid missing
potentially useful staff due to over proscription.

.2 Instructor Training

In general this is categorised into two parts, namely technical training and instructional
techniques training. It is probably better to split into three parts.
• technical training
• instructional skills, the means to best exploit available training media and how to teach!
• use of the SAT process via the procedures for each of its phases which are part of

management policy

3 Instructor Continuing Training and Development

It is important that instructors do not lose touch with the work area in which they instruct. The
following represents a number of means worthy of discussion as to how this may be achieved
and at the same time allow them to develop for more senior positions.
• arrange with the reference plant that instructors rotate through actual jobs and training at

some frequency
• arrange for a period as an instructor to be part of a promotion route at the NPP
• send permanent instructors to the NPP at regular intervals to perform continuing on the job

training
• licence instructors for particular jobs and ensure that they perform the actual job at the NPP

at intervals that prevent loss of familiarity.



SIEMENS

Computer - Based Training offers a wide range of

possibilities for supporting other methods as well as

separate instruction.

With its special features f.i. animation of pictures,

visualization of formulas or simulation of processes, it is an

appropriate instrument for teaching and forms part of our

training programmes.

Here, the features of our CBT-lessons are presented in

particular in relation to ordinary "paperwork".

Computer-based training with special emphasis
on shift personnel training. °3'94 Ex
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0 PC

1 Data privacy protection
(individual) user disk

no storage of personal data

or results on hard disk

2 Structure : lesson
exercises

3 Linking of lesson and
exercises

4 Simulation

5 Learning objectives
presented in the introduction

6 Summary

Characteristics of CBT KWU NU-U
Folie: SAT 5.1
03/94 Ex

Fig. 5.1
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Theoretical
Instruction

Computer-
based
training

Practical
training

Simulator
training

CBT KWU NU-U
Folie: SAT 5.2
03/94 EX

Fng. 5.2
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1. Neutron flux
in the source range additional inf

2. Critical zero additional infload range

3. transition into additional infthe load range

glossary

4, Exercises

register of
key words

CBT - Initial Training KWU NU-U
Folie- SAT 5 3
03/94 Ex

Fig. 5.3
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Lesson 2.1.2 Prompt jump, simulation Exercise NO.: 49

Observe the relative flux change
rate during the prompt jump.

Name the consequences
during Start-Up operation
and the related automatic

preventive measures

End Help Register Glossary Menue Exercise proceed

Customer Personnel Training: CBT KWU NIJ-U
I olio 000!)
0/1/93



On-the-Job Training (OJT) and
Performance Evaluation

* Presented by Thomas Mazour



Goals of Formal OJT and Task
Performance Evaluation

* Instruct trainees, including supervised practice,
on skills and knowledge required for job and
task performance

* Evaluate trainee achievement of key skills and
knowledge required for satisfactory task
performance

* Assist management in determining that
workers are qualified to perform assigned tasks

ON



Selection of On-the-Job Training
'

* SAT Principles indicate that factors that should
be considered when selecting tasks for OJT
include:

- difficulty of task performance
- frequency of task performance
- consequences of inadequate performance on plant safety

and performance

* OJT Tasks should be classified as:
~ Perform
~ Simulate
- Walk-Through
- Discuss



Retraining Criteria for ISC
J/TA Training Cross Reference Matrix

NO RETRAINING

1. Simple to perform or routine task

2. Covered by procedure or work plan

3. Vendor support and technical direction provided as needed

RETRAINING REQUIRED

; 4. Task cannot be adequately controlled by procedure or work plan

5. Provided as a station requirement to comply with regulations, guidelines,
policies, etc.

I&C CODE FOR WHO PERFORMS THE TASKS

ICI I&C Technician Level I

ICII I&C Technician Level II



J/TA TRAINING CROSS REFERENCE MATRIX

AREA/TITLE: 9 INSTRUMENT AND CONTROLS

SECTION: 3 PERFORM SPECIAL TESTS

TAsl<T~"Ti~"pERFORM SRM/TRM'OETECTOR"DRIVE TEST ACTIVE/INACTIVE: ACTIVE

CLASSROOM; IC035 SECT/ON 2 . 1 , OBJ 3 ,7
SECTION 2 . 2 , OBJ 1-M

QUAL/CERT: NTP-QA*-I|3.2G NEUTRON MONITORING SYSTEM

RETRAINING: YES CRITERION l» - EVERY 5 YEARS.

COMMENTS: TASK PERFORMED UNDER A SPECIAL EQUIPMENT CERTIFICATION.

—a
PERFORMED BY: ICI I C I I



Design and Development of OJT
dterials

The scope of each demonstration/evaluation
should be limited
OJT materials should be simple and usable to
be effective
Reference rather than repeat existing plant
procedures in OJT materials
Guidance on OJT trainer/evaluator activities
should be included in OJT materials
Task performance evaluation standards

- should refer to standards in procedures, if they are adequate
- if not, standards should be included in task performance

evaluation materials



Implementation of OJT -
'raMing Phase
k . / O

Trainee reviews OJT materials and ensures that
necessary prequisites are completed
Trainer demonstrates proper performance of
task (serves as a "role model")
Trainee practices, discusses and/or walks
through task with OJT trainer. Trainer corrects
observed performance problems.
Trainer documents completion of training

5LD



Implementation of OJT -
^valiiation Phasev

Trainee requests a checkout from a designated
evaluator for the task
A more effective evaluation may result if the
evaluator is not the same person as the trainer
Evaluator conducts the checkout using the
standards specified in the task performance
evaluation materials
Evaluator assistance should be limited to that
available during actual task performance

•I*



Name

MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE OJT GUIDE
MACHINE SHOP TOOLS

Milling Machine

I. Summary Information

A. General References

1. Corporate Safety Manual
2. Milling Machine Technical Manual
3. Precision Measuring Devices Manual
4. Plant Preventative Maintenance Manual
5. Machine Shop Tools Training Reference Manual
6. Case study of actual situations where errors in

machining impacted plant schedules, reliability or
safety.

B. Designated Trainers and Evaluators

1. Designated Trainers for Section II
The knowledge requirements contained in Section II
will be learned primarily through self-study.
Therefore, no trainers are designated.

2. Designated Evaluators for Section II
Designated evaluators for the knowledge require-
ments of Section II are those individuals listed
in the Training Department's list of area experts
for the milling machine.

3. Designated Trainers for Section III
Any qualified machinist is authorized to conduct
training for Section III practical requirements.

4. Designated Evaluators for Section III
Any lead machinist or the maintenance supervisor
is authorized to evaluate accomplishment of
Section III practical requirements.

C. Completion of Requirements

1. Knowledge requirements contained in Section II
have been completed.

Supervisor Date

2. Practical requirements contained in Section III
have been completed.

Supervisor Date



(Continued)

Item Reference

II. Knowledge Requirements

A. List at least five safety precautions #1, 12, #5
to be observed in operating and using
the milling machine.

B. Describe the use and range of all adjust- #2, #5
ments associated with the milling machine.

C. Describe the selection, care, and proper #3
use of precision measuring devices.

D. Describe the proper lubrication compounds #2, #4
and their schedule for preventative
maintenance.

E. Discuss conclusions from the case study.

Knowledge requirements satisfactorily completed.

#6

Date Evaluator

Item

III. Practical Requirements

A. Perform the following setup operations:

1. Table Alignment
Align machine table parallel
to column face within .0005"
across width of column face.
(20 minutes)

Reference

#2, 13, #5

Date Trainer

Date Evaluator

2. Vise and Angle Plate Alignment
Set up and align machine vise
angle plate parallel to and
at right angles to the table
to within .0005" across width
of vise jaw or angle plate.
(20 minutes)

#2, #3, #5



Duty Area Qualification

Definition: Satisfactory completion of training
and qualification for a group of related tasks
Advantage: Allows trainees to become
productive members of the plant's workforce at
an earlier time than would be the case if
qualification on all job areas was required
before trainees were allowed to work
independently
Is used in the US mostly for technicians and
maintenance personnel; not for control room
operators

-E-

\rt



OJT TRAINING EVALUATION

Training Evaluator:

OJT Trainer:

Date:

Scope of Job Observed:

Please mark an tx) in the column that best answers the following questions. Indicate NIA if not applicable.

Not at all Generally Completely

1. Has the trainer properly equipped to perform the job (i.e., tools,
knowledge, procedures)?

2. Were procedures used and adhered to as required?

3. Has the trainer adequately skilled and knowledgable to perform the
job?

4. Did the trainer discuss, describe, or demonstrate appropriate actions?

5. Old the trainer require the trainee to describe or demonstrate
appropriate actions?

6. Here safe work practices followed?

Are workers adhering to the radiological work requirements?

8. Was trainer ana trainee time used effectively?

9. Has good housekeeping practiced?

10. Did the trainer/trainee function as a team to complete the job?

11. was the trainer able to make appropriate adjustments to new conditions
when necessary?

12. Did the quality of work meet established standards?

Form (TAP-27D) Rev 1 04/26/90 (Over) Page 1 of 2



GOOD PRACTICES:

CONCERNS:

COMMENTS:

RECOMMENDATIONS:

OJT Trainer Signature Date / /

Training Evaluator Signature Date / /

Plant Supervisor Signature Date / /

Training Supervisor Signature _ _ _ _ ^ _ _ _ Oate / /

Manager-Training Signature Date / /

orm (TAP-27D) Rev 1 04/26/90 RETURN COMPLETED FORM TO SUPERVISOR-TRAINING SERVICES PlQ* 2 of 2



Evaluating the Effectiveness of

Supervisor Monitoring of OJT
- Observation of trends in performance of plant activities
- Periodic observation of OJT and evaluations
- Responding to training center surveys

Evaluation of Trainers and Evaluators
- Line management and training professionals periodically

observe conduct of OJT and task performance evaluations
- Needed improvements to the program should be

determined from these evaluations

Evaluation of OJT Materials
- Appropriateness of the scope of the materials
- Impact of plant changes, operating experience, and new

technology



Evaluating the Effectiveness of
Ojf (continued)
k /-J ^

* Program Evaluuation: An overall evaluation
which integrates:

- supervisory monitoring
- evaluation of trainers and evaluators
- evaluation of materials

* INPO Accreditation process and NRC
inspections both provide inputs to a utility's
program evaluation



TECNATOM, S.A.

AN EXAMPLE OF USE OF S.A.T.

FOR NPP TRAINING

OJT MODEL

I
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OJT MODEL

The non-licensed operator on the job training model presently considered for
development and implementation at C.N. Almaraz (CNA) has the primary
objective of imparting practical knowledge and skills to the trainee on a per
system basis and specific to the job position.

This model is somewhat different in scope from the OJT process used in U.S.
stations because the learning process is not done on a task per task basis, but
rather on the concept of learning collectively all the knowledge and skills
required by the specific-system job. This model arose primarily from two
thoughts. First, the knowledge and skills have been obtained from a detailed
job and task analysis process which will result in the learning of many required
knowledge and skills divided by three categories: components, systems and
academics. Secondly, the OJT most commonly used in the U.S. requires that
the respective station department administers and implements the OJT
program. In the U.S. this task oriented training is primarily conducted by
several designated station personnel who act as trainers and evaluators. The
CNA model will have only one instructor/coordinator from the training
department per job area and therefore, the required OJT manpower at the
station is limited.

This concept can be explained as follows:

1. The model considers that the NLO trainee receives and learns the
fundamental subjects and CNA systems in the classroom setting. The
trainee will also learn the operation and handling of basic components
and equipment either on a laboratory or shop setting prior to
commencing the OJT program

2. The proposed OJT program will provide the NLO trainee with the
position-specific practical knowledge and skills needed to perform the
tasks correctly and independently in the plant. This knowledge and
skillls are learned via an itinerary self-study guide that includes detailed
descriptions (use of photographs and/or video, flow diagrams, plant
walkthroughs, etc.) of each plant system. For example, once the trainee
has learned the location of system components and interconnections,
operating status of equipment, recognizing possible malfunctions and
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the operation of specific components using the information provided in
the itinerary, the trainee will then review the CNA operations
procedure(s) that cover the operation of the specific system. Each
procedure covering the operations of a system is also study in the
classroom setting prior to commencing the OJT setting. The itinerary
will indicate to the trainee to place emphasis on the precautions of the
procedures, sequence of task steps, and other important procedure
information. The instructor/coordinator (a training individual) responsible
for imparting OJT will also be available for teaching and coordinating
the activities described in the itinerary. As the last step of the itinerary,
the trainee and instructor/coordinator will have available the job
performance measures that cover the tasks for that system..At this time
the OJT instructor, coordinator, will be able to evaluate (checkout) the
trainee's performance on a specific task with the utilization of a ERT. It
is important to note that the instructor, coordinator, will not teach how
to perform the tasks but instead the trainee will have adequate and
sufficient knowledge obtained in the progression of his training program
and with the use of the operations procedures will be able to perform or
simulate the tasks independently in its job setting.

3. The qualification checkouts on tasks will be kept on a manual that will
contain the ERT evaluation sheet per task. This manual will be kept as
a record of the trainees satisfactory performance of the tasks required
by the job position.

I



O JT MODEL

The on the job training model presently
considered for development and
implementation at C.N, Almaraz (CNA) has
the primary objective of imparting practical
knowledge and skills to the trainee on a per
system basis and specific to the W.P.

The learning process is not done on a task per
task basis, but rather on the concept of
learning collectively all the knowledge and
skills required by the specific-system job.

The CNA model will have only one
instructor/coordinator from the training
department per job area and therefore, the
required OJT manpower at the station is
limited.



OJT CONCEPT MODEL

The CNA OJT model concept can be explained as follows:

1. The model considers that the trainee receives and learns the fundamental subjects and CNA
systems in the classroom setting. The trainee will also learn the operation and handling of basic
components and equipment either on a laboratory or shop setting prior to commencing the OJT
program

2. The proposed OJT program will provide the trainee with the position-specific practical
knowledge and skills needed to perform the tasks correctly and independently in the plant, This
knowledge and skills are learned via an itinerary self-study guide that includes detailed
descriptions (use of photographs and/or video, flow diagrams, plant walkthroughs, etc,) of each
plant system. The itinerary will indicate to the trainee to place emphasis on the precautions of
the procedures, sequence of task steps, and other important procedure information, The
instructor responsible for imparting OJT will also be available for teaching and coordinating the
activities described in the itinerary. As the last step of the itinerary, the trainee and instructor
will have available the ERT's that cover the W.P. tasks for that system, At this time the Off
instructor will be able to evaluate (checkout) the trainee's performance on a specific task with
the utilization of a ERT's.

3. The qualification checkouts on tasks will be kept on a manual that will contain the ERT
evaluation sheet per task. This manual will be kept as a record of the trainees satisfactory
performance of the tasks required by the W.P.
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INTRODUCTION

In December of 1986, the Almaraz Nuclear Power Plant (CNA) and Tecnatom,
S.A. signed an agreement entitled, "Acuerdo Marco sobre entrenamiento a
largo plazo" (training agreement on a long term basis) with the main (,oa!s of:

Development of training plans for the different job positions at CNA

Elaborations of advanced methods of training/instructional aids
(simulator, laboratory, maintenance shops and others)

In order to accomplish this task, a group was formed at Tecnatom, S.A.
entitled "AMA project", which after an evaluation period, determined the
following project objectives:

Development of training plans specific to the jobs at CNA for each of
the technical job areas accredited by INPO

Definition of the training methods/instructional aids best suited for the
training plan according to the training settings selected

MARCH 94
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2 PROJECT METHODOLOGY

The project decided to use the Training System Development (TSD) model
adopted by INPO as the basis for the methodology it would use to accomplish
these activities. Additionally, it would use training material documentation from
nuclear power plants of similar configuration.

With these points in mind, a training system methodology was developed
adapted to the specific situation at CNA and included three principal phases of
activities (as opposed to the five major phases of the TSD model). The three
phases are:

Analysis
Development
Evaluation

The design and impiementation phases of the TSD model are incorporated in
the analysis and evaluation phases, respectively.

Each of these phases was divided into several steps or sections and are
explained in the following pages.

2.1 Analysis phase

2.1.1 Objectives

Training needs and analysis of the job are determined using as a
base the documentation developed by the referenced station

The basis for the development of the training programs and the
specifications for the advanced methods of training selected are
established

The content of the training programs are defined
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2.1.2 Steps

The attainment of these objectives is realized in four steps:

EVALUATION STEP

The CNA situation is analyzed from an occupational and training
viewpoint to determine training needs.

JOB ANALYSIS STEP

The occupational job positions are analyzed to identify tasks and
the requirements for training.

TASK ANALYSIS STEP

The basic task parameters including knowledge and skills are
identified relative to the performance of a specific job position

DESIGN STEP

The specifications for the development and evaluation phases are
designed and approved

2.2 Development phase

2.2.1 Objectives

The training materials are developed and/or reviewed and revised
as necessary.

The evaluation instruments are developed

Supplementary training aids and/or methods are selected and

developed

The instructor training activities for a specific job position are
realized
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2.2.2

The development of the training plans are controlled and
optimized

Training documentation, instructional methods, and evaluation
instruments are approved by CNA

Steps

The attainment of these objectives is realized in three steps:

ELABORATION STEP

The student and instructor training activities, materials and instructio-
nal methods, are defined.

INSTRUCTOR DEVELOPMENT STEP

Instructional skills training are provided to the instructors responsible
for the development and implementation of the training programs.

CONTROL STEP

The development of the training program is controlled according
to instructional and methodological principles.
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2.3 Evaluation phase

2.3.1 Objectives

The training programs are implemented through a pilot project

Control methods are established and improvements are made
after implementation through feedback mechanisms

Instructors are adequately prepared

The adequacy and qualification of the training organization are
evaluated

2.3.2 Steps

The attaintment of these objectives is realized in three steps:

APPLICATION STEP

The training of selected job incumbents of CNA is completed
using the training materials. Instructor weaknesses are detected
and corrected

CONTROL STEP

The fulfillment of the training objectives is technically and
instructionally evaluated. The training material documents and
methods for implementation are verified.

EVALUATION STEP

The suitability of the training program is verified and is contrasted
with the plans and methods established (training documents,
methodology, and procedures).
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2.4 Training plan

The entire process just described will provided a Training Plan for each
of the job positions analized with the following structure:

Will define:

Purpose
Organization
Course description

of the training program identifying the following aspects:

Training area
Purpose of the program
Organization of the program

Purpose
Entry-level requirements
Description (listing of courses) and sequence
Implementation level (i.e. basic, advanced, requalification,
etc.)
Training settings used

Course description

Duration
Objectives
Content
Training method and instructional strategies
Evaluation techniques

NOTE

Because of the large number of data collected in the job and task
analysis process, it was necessary to develop a database system
that could handle efficiently this information.
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ANALYSIS OF THE OCCUPATIONAL AND TRAINING SITUATION

The first step in the analysis phase is an evaluation process that determines
the current occupational and training situation at CNA for a particular job
position which will be analyzed.

The objective of this process is to collect data for each job position of the
training area relative to:

Job requirements
Job position description
Job setting
Job interrelationships
Present training plan
Significant deviations of the actual training plan

All this information is collected on the form entitled "Descripcion del puesto de
trabajo" (job position description) and is completed with the use of the
following CNA documentation:

Organizational charts and procedures
Training manual
Station administrative policies and regulations

and with information collected during interviews with:

Job incumbents
Immediate supervisors
Training supervisors
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4 IDENTIFICATION OF A SPECIFIC TASK FOR A JOB POSITION

The job analysis step is started by identifying the tasks of the selected job
position by using the task lists of a reference NPP and INPO and
complementing these with the Operations Manual of CNA in order to obtain a
plant- specific task list. Once this is generated, interviews are performed with
a selected number of job incumbents (in order to better define the task list),
and later a job survey questionnaire is administered to:

Job incumbents in the specific position at CNA
Immediate supervisors
Other technical personnel that are capable of evaluating the job position

In the survey, it is required of them to:

Ensure the correct description of the task according to the terminology
used by the Operations Manual of CNA

Eliminate those tasks that are not performed at CNA or not performed
specifically by the job incumbent

Add tasks that the job incumbents perform in the job position that are
not included in the survey questionnaire

Evaluate the resulting tasks by frequency, importance, and difficulty
according to a established rating scale

4.1 Survey step

From the preliminary task list, the survey questionnaire is developed and
contains all the tasks that a job incumbent at CNA performs. This
questionnaire is submitted to the job incumbents (subject matter
experts) of a specific job position at CNA in order to rate the tasks for
frequency, importance and difficulty.
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When the survey questionnaire is completed by the job incumbent and
the technical personnel of CNA, a statistical analysis is performed of the
task ratings. This analysis has the objective, in the first place, to
estimate if it is required to hold a subject matter expert meeting to
validate the task parameters in case there are significant discrepancies
between the ratings performed by the subject matter experts (job
incumbents, immediate supervisors, and other technical personnel). And
in the second place, to assess the definite results obtained from the
evaluations with the objective of estimating if the task requires an
analysis and if it requires training.

4.2 Subject matter expert (SME) Tabletoo meetings

Once the statistical parameters for a task are calculated, each task sheet
containing the statistical information is reviewed to determine possible
discrepancies. This then establishes whether or not the task is
submitted to a tabletop meeting of SME at CNA.

In these meetings, those tasks which are not properly described or are
complex in nature and present a significant discrepancy in opinions
between SMEs are redefined and evaluated. These meetings also allow
the addition of new tasks, elimination of tasks and evaluation of new
tasks.

The final result of this process is contained in the document entitled
"Listado de proceso de Analisis del Trabajo", in which the evaluated
tasks performed by CNA incumbents are included.

4.3 Identifying tasks that require analysis

Once the evaluation process for the tasks is finalyzed by the tabletop
SME meetings, tasks are selected for analysis using a decision criteria.
The two parameters used for this process are difficulty and importance.
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The process is done by applying the database of the project and
completed by having the tasks for a job position distributed between
decision tree groups. The result of this step is submitted to the SME
panel in which tasks are determined to be excluded from task analysis.
As a final point for the job analysis process, a list of the process is
developed in which tasks are selected for task analysis.
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TASK ANALYSIS PROCESS

The result of the job analysis after the SME tabletop meetings determines for
each job position the following:

Final task list
The definite evaluation of each task
Tasks that require analysis

With this in mind, the next step in the process is the task analysis process.
The fundamental objective of the task analysis process is to define the know-
ledge and skills required for the performance of a task.
The analysis is performed at the task level.

5.1 Form and criteria for task analysis

The form used by the project for task analysis is entitled, "Evaluacion

del Rendimiento en el Trabajo (ERT)", .

For completing this form, a systematic evaluation of each task is

performed by SMEs taking into consideration the following aspects:

Initial conditions that exist for task performance
Initiating cues for task performance
Elements of the task

Description
Status (critical or not critical)
Standards

Terminating Cues
Output of final results
References
Tools and equipment

Consequences of inadequate task performance
Human interfaces
Personnel safety considerations
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From the analysis of all the identified aspects of a task, the knowledge
and skills required for proper task performance are derived.

5.1.1 Criteria for coding knowledge and skills in the task

analysis process

With the end results of grouping knowledge and skills in the most
efficient way possible, the project utilizes a numeric code of 12 digits,
specific for each area analyzed, and distributed in six fields of three
categories of basic knowledge and skills:

Components
Systems
Academic

5.1.1.1 Components:

Cognitive or mental information pertaining to the characteristics,
function, construction or operation a specific piece of equipment (e.g.
characteristics of a pump, valve, controller, sensor, ...)

5.1.1.2 Systems:

Cognitive or mental information pertaining to a specific system, major
component location, interrelationships among components, indication,
control, alarm, or power supply (e.g. purpose of letdown flow control
valve, location of charging pump running indicators, ...)

5.1.1.3 Academic:

Cognitive or mental information pertaining to facts, definitions,
principles, rules or theories (e.g. mathematics, electricity,
communications, heat transfer, reactor physics, ...)
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DESIGN PROCESS FOR A SYSTEMATIC TRAINING PLAN SPECIFIC TO THE
JOB POSITION

Having finalized the task analysis process for all the tasks identified in a job
position, the next step is to compile all the knowledge and skills by tasks

Since there are many knowledge and skills for a job position, is it necessary to
eliminate repeated knowledge and skills through the database of the project in
order to make the design step of the project easier.

The headings of this list of knowledge and skills not repeated by job position
are the following:

Identification of the job position
Taxonomic code
Description of the knowledge/skill

The knowledge and skills are sequenced in a way that allow the presentation
of components first, secondly the systems, and last the academic knowledge.
Each knowledge and skill is represented by a taxonomic code designated by
the project.

Once the knowledge and skills have been identified for the job position through
task analysis, the next step in the process uses this information to obtain the
optimun training plan. Questions that come up include:

Where to learn the required knowledge and skills?

This involves the determination of the most suitable training setting

- Which knowledge and skills should be learned in each training setting?

This involves the grouping of the knowledge and skills that should be
covered in the setting considered
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6.1

How are the knowledge and skills learned in the proper training setting?

This requires the identification of terminal and partial design learning
objectives

What is the content of the learning process in each training setting?

This involves the determination of the training content index that should
be included in each training document

How is the training documentation organized?

This involves the determination of the training documents that comprise
the Training Unit. The Training Unit is defined as the grouping of
knowledge and skills of a task or group of tasks that require the same
training documentation and methods which could be implemented in
different training settings.

Assignment of the training setting

From the list of knowledge and skills identified and adding the training
settings to this list, a new working form is developed, in which the more
reliable and available training setting/s is/are assigned for each
knowledge and skill identified in the task analysis. In the project the
settings include the following:

Classroom (Aula)
O.J.T. (Entrenamiento en el puesto de trabajo)
Shop (Taller)
Laboratory (Laboratorio)
Simulator (Simulador)
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6.2 Determination of the training content bv training setting

After the previous section information is introduced into the database
of the project, a list is obtained of knowledge and skills with the
following structure:

Job position

Training setting

Module (Taxonomic code category, ie. Component, System or
Academic)

Training Unit (Category type in the taxonomic code, i.e. pumps,
CVCS, or electricity)

6.3 Determination of terminal and enable design learning objectives

The knowledge and skills are distributed (according to a glossary of terms
adopted by the project and whether the content is knowledge, motor skills, or
attitude, into terminal and enable design learning objectives. In the training
settings considered, the partial learning objectives provide a systematic and
sequential way to reach the terminal learning objectives.

6.4 Training documentation index

The training documentacion index is developed for several reasons. First, to
provide an overall training content of the training area by job positions.
Secondly, to provide the writer of the training documentation an organized
guide or map that can he use to follow along with the learning objectives. And
lastly, to be used when there is a need to compare the training content with
training regulation, guidelines, documents or existing training documentation.
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6.5 Determination of the Scope of the Training Unit

The design process that has been realized up to this point has established the
instructional content of each Training Unit that corresponds to a Module for a
specific training setting. Now, in order to provide an organized structure to the
training documentation, all the training materials with the same subject matter
denomination and in different training settings are grouped under a unique
Training Unit.
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6.5.1 SCOPE OF THE TRAINING UNIT

Training
Materials
Documents

Training
Settings

Content

Instructor Lesson Plan Classroom Learning objectives
Instructional methods
Content summary
Student manual index
Audiovisual/other teaching
aids

Student ma" jal Classroom Learning objectives
Content
Figures and transparencies
Self-ovaluations

Instructor Lesson Plan Lab. or Shop Learning objectives
Instructional methods
Equipment/material list
Evaluation standards

Student manual Lab. or Shop Learning objectives
Description of exercises
Equipment/material fist
Evaluation standards

Instructor lesson plan OJT

Student Manual OJT

Learning objectives
Instructional methods
Itinerary self-study guide

Learning objectives
Itinerary self-study guide
OJT Instructions
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6.6 Preparation of the bank of evaluations

The following aspects are considered by the project for the development
of the bank of evaluations:

Written and oral (theoretical or practical) examination question bank

Related with the training documentation for each training setting and
accomplished from the enable design learning objectives after these
have been modified to be instructionally measurable and define the
expected trainee behavior.

Bank of Job Performance Measures (ERT's)

Related with the performance of each of the identified tasks for each job
position. This evaluation tool, individualized by tasks, tries to establish
the methods for evaluating the performance of a task duplicating as
much as possible the job setting

Evaluation bank for entry-level requirements

Related with the basic knowledge and skills that the job candidate
should have to enter the job position

6.7 Determination of the required training materials/aids for
implementing the training plan

One of the final objectives of the design step of the project is to define the
specifications for developing the training materials with the material (existing
documentation, supporting instructional aids, etc.) and manpower resources
(instructors, curriculum developers, etc.) available. These specifications
primarily arise from the grouping of common knowledge and skills in training
settings selected within a training unit and from the application of instructional
criteria to this grouping.
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DETERMINATION OF THE CONTENT FOR CONTINUING TRAINING

Having described the Basic Training Plan of each area and job position based
on the requirements of the job, it is now necessary to define the content of the
continuing training plan (requalification plan for the licensed operator training
area).

The process that is followed in this step uses the "Final Task List" and a
criteria mat is developed using the evaluation results of importance, frequency
and difficulty. The tasks meeting the criteria are selected by the database and
included in a list entitled, "Task list for Continuing (Requalification) Training".
With this list, tasks are filtered by a panel of CNA subject matter experts that
eliminate tasks which do not apply. Additionally, tasks could be added to the
list if neccesary.

With the resulting tasks one can use the database to determine the content of
the Continuing Training Plan for the area considered.

Having defined the tasks and the design learning objectives and taking into
account that the instructional training materials are the same as that used for
the basic (initial) training program, we define the Continuing Training Plan
through:

Partial and terminal learning
JPM's for the tasks selected for continuing training

It is important to note that in addition to this content, the continuing training
program includes the content areas described below. This content does not
specifically arise from the job and task analysis process but as a result of plant
feedback. These areas are the following:

Changes to regulations and procedures that require immediate attention

Industry operating experiences (CNA specific and external)

Review of plant systems and fundamental topics

Plant performance problems in certain tasks (not included in the selected
tasks that meet the specific criteria developed)
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Design modifications

Emergency Plan
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8 DESIGN OF THE TRAINING PLAN

The design and development of the Training Plan include the detailed
discussion of the following information developed by the project:

Number and identification of Training Units

Scope of the Training Units through training documentation and
applicable settings

Content index by training area of each document t l v t supports the
Training Unit

Design partial and terminal learning objectives, by job position and per
instructional document

Once this is completed, the Training Plan is developed to include

Purpose
Organization of the program
Course description

and the material and manpower resources available.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE ACTION PLAN

The last step of this phase is to compare the actual training situation of CNA
with the Proposed Training Plan. This comparison will determine information
relative to:

Needs and/or deficiencies of qualified manpower resources

Needs and/or deficiencies of adequate material resources

Needs and/or deficiencies in the organization and/or administration of
the training system

With this information, a series of priorities are established in the development
of the entire training system relative to its infraestructure, methods, and
organization. This will permit the elaboration of a report to CNA with an action
plan to eliminate the identified deficiencies in the shortest possible time. This
report will also contain a cost/benefit analyses based on optimizing the
resources available.
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Special Requirements for Training and Qualification of Maintenance
Personnel

D.Tennant, AECB, Ottawa, Canada

Training for maintenance personnel will require decisions to be made on the entry level
qualification of the trainee. Will the trainee already have die basic skills of the position with the
exception of nuclear power plant experience? Will the trainee be learning the skills from scratch or
will there be a range of entry skills?

For whatever entry level decided upon there will usually be a basic set of core training necessary
over and above the job specific skills. These courses might include:

Basic nuclear power plant fundamentals
Radiation protection
Basic work protection
Station systems knowledge

Other decisions needed include the extent to which one trade group should be capable of doing all
the tasks for that position or whether the tasks should be divided among different workers. One
aspect that immediately becomes apparent and important is that, for maintenance training, it is
vitally important to have done some accurate front end analysis to determine the tasks associated
with the job, ie a job analysis. For the more involved tasks a task analysis may also be required.
Such an analysis becomes a useful tool for managing resources and matching skills capabilities to
individuals

Resources
Training for maintenance personnel will always be resource Intensive, both in materials and
people. Facilities,eg workshop layout and equipment should match that to be used on the job.
There is a tendency to want to use old or worn out plant equipment for training. This approach
should be used very cautiously, if trained personnel cannot use or fix this equipment what chance
will trainees have?



Training Centre Resources

Instrumentation and Control and Electrical

Typically the layout adopted is that of a near replica to the station workshop with a demonstration
area. The workshop area should be capable of observation by the instructor at all times. Class size
is not normally more than 5 or 6. Safety is of paramount importance. There are usually classroom
facilities adjacent to the workshops and often an area where equipment mockups and control loops
are displayed. It is important to be able to simulate as much as possible those plant situations where
equipment separation is large and some team working using communications equipment is
necessary. All work done on mockups etc should use standard plant work protection and isolation
methods. Efficient communication with the plant is necessary to ensure that plant and training
equipment match at all times.

Frequently periods of training at the training centre are coupled with return to the workplace and on-
the-job training. This is an ideal situation but it is important to ensure that skills learned in training
are practiced at the earliest opportunity on-the-job and that on-the-job training and off job training
are properly integrated and recorded.

With regard to safety, Canadian practice is to commence each week of training with a session of
CPR, Artificial respiration or first aid. All skills training done on plant equipment at the trauung
centres is subject to plant rules with respect to isolation, tagging etc. Skills performance test are
only given a pass rating if both the task and the safety conditions are completed successfully

Mechanical Maintenance Training

Again training workshop layout should duplicate plant conditions as closely as possible.However
this may not always be totally possible since consideration must be given to providing a clear view
of the trainees by the instructor to minimize any hazardous situations that may occur.

For training for welding appropriate booths must be provided as well as fume extraction
provisions. Ready access to first aid, and trained first- aiders, is necessary for the, hopefully,
minor injuries which tend to accompany these activities.

During the later stages of training it is often possible to incorporate some of the actual plant
maintenance activities into the training programme.

Most maintenance trainees are provided with a log book which enables trainee, trainer and
supervisor to have an instant indication of progress through the programme.



SAT and Maintenance

Training are a

Perfect Fit

Task Orientated

Clear Performance Standards
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Precautions

1 Entry level must be carefully
determined

2 Training format important
and must be structured
carefully

3 Will always be resource
intensive

4 Safety must be stressed at all
times



Entry Lrevel

1 With or without basic skills?

2 What "Generic" training is
needed?

3 External acquired qualifications
acceptable?

4 Entry test?



Analysis

1 Detailed JOB ANALYSIS
essential to determine scope of
position.

2 Also determines sequence of
training

3 Need for refresher training

4 All staff, all skills?



Design

1 Job Performance Measures (JPM)

2 Where to train? Training Centre?
On-the Job?Combination?

3 Objectives

4 Test Items



Development

1 Training Activities and
Resources

2 Replicating Plant Conditions

3 Integration of plant and training
centre activities

4 Certification Requirements?

5 Instructors trained and available

6 Finalise Training Plan



Implementation of Training

1 Deliver training and assess
performance in chosen training
setting.

2 Record keeping

3 Commence evaluation activities



Evaluation

1 Trainee practising on-the job?

2 Performing competently on the
job?

3 Training at the right time?

4 Training missing?

5 Unnecessary training?
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One of the essential conditions is the reorientation to a more

practical formation.

The modular structure of either our training system or our

training ducuments make the formation much easier.

An adaptation according to the needs is possible without

further efforts.

Mock-ups, on-the-job training, walking through the plant,

labs are important key words in this context.

Distinct formulation of the requirements (learning objectives)

as well as small and comprehensible steps which can be

checked are necessary, but not only here.

Special requirements for the training of
technical suppor t personnel 03/94 Ex
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Commissioning personnel (shift)
in accordance with the guidelines

Training personnel

technical formation
educational formation
maintaining of knowledge

Erection and inspection personnel

general courses, special seminars
training with mock-ups
on -the -jobtraining

Accident management

members of technical departments
technical seminars
manoeuvres in cooperation with the plants

KWU NU-U
Folie:SAT6.1
03/94 Ex

Training measures for
plant supplier personnel

Fig. 6.1
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B 600 Courses for other technical personnel

B 620 Reactor physics, heat and flow dynamics,
radiation protection

B 623 Radiation protection in nuclear power plant
B 629 Seminar on selected subjects for nuclear operation

B 640 Instrumentation and control
B 641 Reactor protection
B 642 SIMATIC S5 store-programmable instrumentation

and control
B 644 GEAMATIC 1150 control system
B 645 Reactor power I&C for maintenance personnel

B 650 Instrumentation and control, Iskamatic
B 651 ISKAMATIC A reactor instrumentation and control
B 652 ISKAMATIC A turbine instrumentation and control
B 653 ISKAMATIC B control system
B 654 ISKAMATIC BM digital operation instrumentation

and control
B 655 ISKAMATIC C protection system
B 656 ISKAMATIC K process control system
B 657 ISKAMATIC P process computer information system
B 658- TELEPERM C1 -3 process control system

B 660 Electrical engineering
B 661 Instrumentation and power engineering in

thermal power plants
B 662 Generator, excitation, generator protection,

early damage identification
etc.

Modular Training System
B 6 0 0 03/94 Ex

Fig. 6.2
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TECHNICIAN TRAINING

PLANT OPERATION ENONEER
SUPEKWSOB

aHOt»> LEADER
SEMOB UASTER TECHNICIAN

OPERATION /OFFICE
TECHNICIAN
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TECHMOAN
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Comparision of Technician Training for
Operation / Office and Maintenance
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EVALUATION AND EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK

FOR TRAINING PROGRAMMES



Overall Evaluation of Training Programmes and Processes.
Role of Evaluation in the QA Process

1 Introduction

There are obviously many influences on training programme effectiveness but it is absolutely
essential that continuing effectiveness is assured, as a means to obtain management confidence
in the competence of their staff. In addition, although of secondary importance from the safety
point of view, management also need to monitor the cost effectiveness of the training activity,
hence there are many feedback routes into the overall effectiveness evaluation. Such assurances
are analogous to the major reasons for the implementation of QA in all spheres

An important aspect to consider with regard to the SAT model is its non sequential nature.
Where training programmes already exist it is useful to start the process by developing
evaluation techniques for almost immediate feedback into each of the other phases.

2 Evaluation Feedback Availability

As many methods of feed back that can reasonably be employed should be employed! Not only
should the training be evaluated for training effectiveness in meeting objectives but also for cost
effectiveness in terms of time on task and cost of materials etc. The items listed below are not
to be considered as totally comprehensive. Use of very obvious items is included and the
Appendix represents the procedure used for classroom based training implementation at Cliff
Quay Training Centre..

2.1 Cost of Training

The cost of training development and implementation should be known! Use of the various
feed back information should be made to evaluate the over all necessity, the amount of time
spent and the equipment used etc.

A plan of training implementation should be derived on an regular basis (say annually such) that
cost per unit of training can be established by all the personnel responsible for its
implementation and an appropriate budget allocated for the provision of that training to a
quantity agreed with the NPP.

2.2 Attendance Record

The attendance record should contain sufficient space for problems encountered by the
instructor to be recorded.

2 3 Session Audit



Training and possibly other managers need to observe training in progress and complete a
check list associated with the achievement of objectives and instructor overall performance.

2.4 Examination Results

One of the best indications of effectiveness is very often taken to be the "pass rate." This
however is only true if objectives are relevant and it is therefore the same as other forms of
short term effectiveness feed back in that it is only an indicator and cannot be used in isolation.

2.5 Trainee Happiness Sheet

These need to be carefully designed and need to ask explicit questions as well as calling for
comments about the session. An example is shown of how this could be arranged and is
included to emphasis the point that its content should reflect that the training is based on a
systematic approach making distinct references to the validity and achievement of objectives.

Session Title

Grade the session according to the table circling the most appropriate number in your opinion
where 1 = very good and
where 4= inadequate

All objectives satisfactorily met. 1 2 3 4
Objectives appropriate for your work. 1 2 3 4
Presentation by instructor. 1 2 3 4
Use of training aids. 1 2 3 4
Quality of hand out. 1 2 3 4
Adequacy of time allowed for topic. Too long/about right/too short

Please expand on anything that you consider to be inadequate.

Please make any further comments or constructive criticism that you see fit.

2.5 Job Performance Improvement

The most useful practicable measure of effectiveness feed back and also the most difficult to
obtain.



It is very difficult to obtain feedback on a short time scale and depends very often on the
diligence of supervisors in making returns. However in the case of new training for example, in
something such as ALARP, a number of training effectiveness indicators could be developed
related to the dose commitment of those personnel for whom training has been provided. This
could be compared to those who have not yet been trained and to also the same groups
previous records, (see below)

2.6 Control Groups

Potentially the most useful but also the most impractical measure of effectiveness as it is not
possible in the Nuclear Industry to have groups of those who do, and those who do not
complete training to do a job! However in the case of progressive training for anew topic being
introduce into a programme of initial or continuing training it can and should be used by virtue
of the availability of the various measures associated with those staff who have completed the
programme and those who have not. ALARP is a good example since it is necessary to
measure personnel dose and update record on a regular basis.

3 Collation of Data from Feedback

It is self evident that there is no point in data collection for the sake of it. \therefor the many
sources of feedback obtained fro a particular training implementation need to be cross checked
against each other. Obvious examples exist, such as no perceived improvement with job
performance collating with an exam pass mark of only just above the minimum requirement.
This example could also indicate a need to raise the exam pass mark?

No single item of feedback can be taken as indicative of training effectiveness (except in
extreme cases.). All items from a particular implementation need to be examined along side
each other.

4 Actions on Receipt of It'JTectiiveness Feedback

It is necessary that actions are t?ken to a pre-defined procedure and an example exists in the
Appendix concerning examination questions

5 QA Applied to Training

There have been many references to procedures and on occasion the presence of procedures
can be taken as indicative that QA is r <-aliy rn place. This is not the case, especially in the
training field where it is sometimes dtfiioult to insert as many check points as in other
applications. However the procedures are necessary in order to prove consistent fitness for
purpose, and the initial investment of putting them in place and ensuring conformance with
them will pay for itself in two major ways, namely the assurance to management that every
practicable means is being undertaken to ensure staff competence and that it is being done with
due regard to cost implications.

in
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Appendices
A Contents of Course Feed back File

Purpose

To define the procedure for the collection, collation and dissemination of training
feedback information

Scope

This instruction applies to all courses run by Cliff Quay Training Staff and those staff
involved in the management of such courses.

Responsibilities

The Principal at CQTC is responsible for the management and review of this
instruction and for ensuring that all staff comply fully with its requirements.

Course Administration are responsible for assembling a course feedback file and
maintaining all records.

Procedure

4.1 Assembly of the Feed back File

4.1.1 Course Administration shall assemble the course feedback file
which will contain the information detailed in Appendix A.
Each section of the report will be behind a labelled divider.

4.2 Circulation of the Feed back File

4.2.1 The feedback file will be circulated to:

Lead Tutor
The PWR Senior Technology Tutor
The PWR Senior Operations Tutor
The Resources Engineer CQTC
The Principal CQTC

4.2.2 A copy of the Lead Tutors report will be circulated separately to all
tutor's at CQTC
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After circulation the feedback file will be returned to Course co-
ordinator for any actions, then on to Course Administration and retained
as in section 7 (Records).

4.3 Review of the feed back file

4.3.1 Staff nominated on the circulation list of the feedback file shall review
the contents, sign to that effect and then take any action they consider
necessary commensurate with their findings

4.3.2 Findings and action taken shall be recorded in the feedback file.

4.4 Session Audits

4.4.1 Session Audits are covered in DITT/CDI/NA/TO1 Conduct of
Training.

Feedback

5.1 Feedback

At the end of each course a formal course review session shall be undertaken by
the lead tutor (or his deputy) obtaining feedback first hand from the students.
This feedback to be reported in t he lead tutors report such that it is presented to
Senior Tutors etc. for action (see 4.3 above).

5.2 Course Members Feedback Forms

The lead tutor will review the course members' feedback forms and a summary
of any generally upheld opinions included in the lead tutor's report.

The grading from the feedback forms, along with the feedback forms
themselves, will be presented in tabular spreadsheet form within the feedback
file.

An analysis of the feedback forms will be made by the course co-ordinator and
the Senior Technology/Operations Tutor, by whom any recommendation and
improvements will be actioned.

5.3 Assessment Feed back Forms



The course co-ordinator will review any assessment question feedback. Where
inconsistencies are found then these will be acted upon before the next relevant
course assessment. The question under review will be re-assessed by panel and
replaced/improved as necessary.

5.4 Immediate Assessment or Students Assessment Papers

Where it is evident that a substantial proportion of students have answered
particular questions incorrectly, then those questions will be discussed in the end
of course review.

5.5 Feedback from Site

All feedback from site or remote locations where courses have been given will
be referred to the Senior Technology/Operations Tutor. Such feedback will be
discussed according to its merits with the course lead tutor, making reference to
material held within the feedback file.

Definitions

Lead Tutor

References

A Tutor designated to manage a particular course as per DI
TT/CDI/NA/T05 Lead Tutors Duties.

TT/CDI/NA/T05 Lead Tutors Duties
TT/CDFNA/T01 Conduct of Training

Records

7.1 A record of the students course marks wQl be made on registrar and maintained
for at least 10 years

7.1.2 The course assessment papers will be filed for a period of at least two years.

7.1.3 Course Administration shall have custody of the course feedback file for ten -
years after completion of the course.

7.1.4 Audit reports written in compliance with this DI shall be kept for ten years.
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Appendix A

Contents of Courses Feedback File

1 Course Aims and Objectives

2 Course Timetable (With Presenters indicated)

3 List of course members and seating plan

4 Course attendance record (including problem reports)

5 Lead Tutor's Report

6 Overview of course members feedback

7 Course members feedback forms



ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE

THREE EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK
APPLICATION LEVELS

SOURCES

1st Level

Q Training course
reports

Q Individual reports

Q Annual assessments

2nd Level

Q Technical modifications

Q Significant events

Q Problems encountered

3rd Level

Q Problems encountered
during audits

Q General assessments

WHO IS

IN CHARGE

Trainees

Trainers

1st level management

Corporate resources
departments

Internal & external
review

< General management

• Corporate resources
departments

• External organization

WHAT

- Normal evolution
of existing training

programs

Validation / Needs

Important changes
and consequences

on training

Modifications of :

- general policy
- directives
- general management

WHEN

Q When necessary

• Simple adjustments

Q Short & mid term

• Adaptation of existing
training courses

• New training courses

Q Mid & long term

• Modification of general
training policy

• Modification of training
programs



EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK ORGANIZATION

1 -The sources of information

- the events file,

- the weekly interdepartmental meetings reports from the Corporate Resources Group
(MCP) (including a brief analysis of the events which have occured in the NPP'S),

- the incidents analysis reports from the NPP'S (in depth analysis of the main events),

- the operating discussion reports,

- the requests expressed at corporate level concerning maintaining knowledge (the list of
incidental and accidental training themes to be integrated into the annual reorientation
and situation set-up training course program).

2 -The participants

2.1 The experience feedback group

It is made up of 2x900 MW simulator instructors and 2x1300 MW simulator instructors
from which there is a person in charge of experience feedback who runs the group.

The role

- to inform the instructors weekly about the important events which have occoured in
the NPP'S,

- to choose the events to be taken into account for the training sessions and to allocate
them to one or several relevant training courses,

- to analyse all the documentation having a bearing on experience feedback and to
select the relevant sections to ease the job of reading and not to drown the instructors
with documentation,

© 1993 - EDF DPRS SFP CENTRE DE FORMATION DU BUGEY Page rf 7
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- using the documents sent from the Corporate Resources Group to write up the
"experience feedback appendices" and to integrate them into the training methods
files,

- to participate in the operating discussion symposia and to transmit the information
to all instructors,

- to collect and analyse all procedure anomalies detected when used during simulator
training sessions and to send these anomalies to the Corporate Resources Group.

2.2 Site correspondent

For each PWR site, a simulator instructor is named as "site correspondent".

Role

- he must set up a dose communication network withing the different departments of
the N.P.P.,

- he organizes meetings with senior members of the operation departement, to
examine problems related to carrying out training and to study new training
requests,

- he keeps himself informed about technical events in the plant (the state of
modifications, signifiant operating events,...) and he analyses their repercussions for
aspects of training,

- he is the go-between for the other Instructors for everything concerning that plant.

2.3 Person in charge of training aspects

For each aspect of training, an instructor is put in charge. The BUGEY TRAINING
CENTRE is responsible for aspects of 900 MW PWR training. The Normandy Training
Group is responsable for aspects of 1300 MW PWR training.

Role

- to participate in the creation and upkeep of aspects of training (undertakings,
pedagogical and technical file, incorporation of experience feedback),

© 1993 - EOF DPRS SFP CENTRE DE FORMATION DU BUGEY Page rf 2
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- to inform the instructors who run that particular training course of changes or new
trends to be taken,

- to carry out the evaluations summary,

- to provide a managerial follow-up to the training course.

2.4 The training monitoring committee

It is made up of the managerial staff from the training centre and the person in charge of
the training aspect under examination

Role

- to examine the reference training file contents

- to ananlyse the summary of the summary reports aswell as points raised by the
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT OPERATION

- to carry out the experience feedback incorporation assessment

- to check on the implementation of the organization notes.

3 - Description of the organization

3.1 The events file

- Weekly poster display in the instructors common room of the important events which
have occured in the NPP's and the events classification for each plant.

3.2 Interdepartmental corporate level meetings report

- Each site correspondent selects the events of value for training and allocates this event
to one or several relevant training courses by means of an axperience feedback sheet.

© 1993 - EOF DPRS SFP CENTRE DE FORMATION DU BUGEY Page n j 3



77»e A/PP's incidents analysis reports

For each e%'ent of value for training purposes, the OEF Group produces a pedagogical
support document in the form of an OFJ appendix to the pedagogical file.

This appendix contains:

- a history of similar incidents,

- the circumstances surronding the events,

- the consequences of the incident,

- the lessons to be learnt,

- the advice for the instructor running the training course.

3.4 The requests voiced at corporate level in the area of maintaining
skills Knowledge

- The scenarios for the reorientation and situation set-up training courses are done in
such a way so as to take into account the requests at corporate level.

© 1993 - EOF DPRS SFP CENTRE DE FORMATION DU BUGEY Pag»rf4
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CORPORATE RESOURCES

GROMP(MCP) .

EVENTS FILE INTERDEPARTEMENTAL
MEETINGS REPORTS

INCIDENTS
ANALYSIS
REPORTS

OPERATIONS
DISCUSSION
SYMPOSIA
REPORTS

EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK
GROUP

SUMMARY
REPORTS

I
PROCEDURE
ANOMALIES

PERSON IN CHARGE

OF PARTICULAR

TRAINING COURSE

SITE
CORRESPONDENT

EVENTS PILE
POSJER
DISPLAY

WRITING UP
EXPERIENCE
FEEDBACK

SHEET

WRITING UP
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TRANSMITTED
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COMMITTEE
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Events

THE PWR
Sites

Procedures
modified

Analysis
CORPORATE RESOURCES

GROUP
Corporate operations Departement (DEX)
Nuclear safety Departement (DSN)

Approval
analysis

Pedagogical
adaptation

TRAINING CENTRE
Experience Feedback

Group

Coilected
together and

analyzed

Training
courses

TRAINING
Operations Personnel

Procedure
anomalies
discovered
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AIM:

• TO INFORM THE INSTRUCTORS OF
EVENTS WHICH HAVE OCCURED IN THE
PWR PLANTS IN TERMS OF CAUSE AND
EFFECT.

- TO ALLOCATE THE EVENT TO ONE OR
SEVERAL TRAINING COURSES.

MEANS :

- WRITING UP THE OEF SHEET BY
THE SITE CORRESPONDENT
CONCERNED BY THE EVENT.

- FILING THE OEF SHEET BY
TRAINING COURSE IN AN "OEF
SHEET" FILE.

© 1993 - EOF DPRS 5FP CENTRE DE Formation du Bugey
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AIM:

- TO CORRECT ANY PROCEDURAL ANOMALIES SO
AS TO IMPROVE UNIT OPERATION DURING
INCIDENTAL SITUATIONS.

MEANS:

- T H E TRAINEES AND THE INSTRUCTORS
DISCOVER THE ANOMALIES WHILE
IMPLEMENTING THE PROCEDURES DURING
TRAINING COURSES ON THE SIMULATOR.

- THE PERSON IN CHARGE OF OEF GATHERS TOGETHER
THE ANOMALIES, ANALYSES, AND SENDS THEM TO THE
CORPORATE RESOURCES GROUP FOR APPROVAL AND
POSSIBLE MODIFICATION TO THE PROCEDURE.

© 1993 - EDF DPRS SFP CENTRE DE Formation du Bugey



AIM:

STARTING WITH A REAL EVENT, TO GIVE THE
INSTRUCTOR A PEDAGOGICAL SUPPORT
ADAPTED TO TRAINING COURSE SO AS TO:

- INCREASE THE CREDIBILITY OF THE TRAINING

• AVOID A REPETITION OF SIMILAR INCIDENTS.

MEANS:

- WRITING UP AN OEF APPENDIX,
DONE BY A MEMBER OF THE GROUP.

- ALLOCATING THE DOCUMENT TO
THE PEDAGOGICAL FILE APPENDIX
OF THE TRAINING COURSE
CONCERNED.

© 1993 - EDF DPRS SFP CENTRE DE Formation du Bugey



NATIONAL TRAINING PROGRAMMES

FOR NPP PERSONNEL



Nuclear Power Plant Training in Canada

D.Tennant, Atomic Energy Control Board,
Ottawa, Canada.

Introduction

The nuclear power programme in Canada comprises a total of 22 reactors located in 3 provinces
and operated by 3 utilities. All are of the CANDU type, pressurized heavy water, with natural
uranium as fuel and on-power refuelled. Twenty of these reactors, in the form of three 4 unit
stations and one 8 unit station are operated by Ontario Hydro the remaining two stations being
single units of 640 MW operated by Hydro Quebec and New Brunswick Power.

The Canadian nuclear power program commenced in 1962 and since then operations personnel
training has played a prominent role in its operation. There has been considerable co-operation
between all three utilities with a good deal of common documentation in use (although all of the
individual units have differences there are many similarities between them and these similarities
enable significant common training material to be utilised). One complication is the requirement to
produce some training material in both English and French.

Training Organisations

Each utility has its own training department, Ontario Hydro, because of its size, has two training
centres. Each utility training centre contains full scope simulators corresponding to each station.
With the exception of Hydro Quebec, each utility also has the facilities, in the form of workshops,
to train all types of maintenance personnel. Ontario Hydro's facilities in this area provide for a
relatively low entry level, ie basic skills training is provided. Each utility training organization has,
and is currently, provided training packages to foreign utilities operating CANDU type reactor
units but assisstance has also been given in various areas to utilities operating other reactor types.

Training Provided

Training is provided for operations personnel groups including the following:

*Shift Supervisor
^Control Room Operator
Field Operator
Fuelling Machine Operator
Mechanical Maintainer (Fitting, Machining,Welding)
Control Maintainer (Electrical and Instrumentation)
Chemical Technician
Radiation Control Technician

* Candidates for these positions are required to take regulatory examinations.

It should be noted that in Canada Radiation Protection training is provided to all plant employees
with the intention that they will be capable of providing their own radiation protection to the extent
necessary.
With some site to site minor variations, a standard training system is provided in each of the
utilities with three qualification levels:

Orange: Minimum qualification. Limited access within the plant. Can only perform
radioactive work under supervision. Initial qualification or qualification



for contractor personnel.

Yellow: Fully qualified to perform radioactive work unsupervised and to provide all
necessary self protection and monitoring.

Green: Can provide radiation protection for self and others, eg Orange qualified staff.

The Orange qualification is issued for a limited period, typically 3-6 months, and retraining is total
for subsequent requalification.

Yellow and Green qualificationsare typically limited to 3 years.

The role of the Radiation Control Technician at each station is to perform plant surveys, assist in
the planning of high hazard work and give training for Orange, Yellow and Green qualification.

Training is also given in "conventional" occupational safety, first aid and firefighting. Each
Ontario Hydro training centre has. for example, a fully equipped facility for providing training in
firefighting.

Operator Training

A typical Operator candidate would be, as a minimum, a high school graduate. Fully qualified field
operator status is gained following a mix of classroom and on-the-job training over a period of up
to six years depending on the particular utility. For the senior control room positions, authorization
by the regulator is required. The training for the senior positions can take anywhere between 2 and
4 years and requires die passing of 4 examinations set by the regulator. These are: General
Principles, Plant Specific Systems Knowledge, Radiation Protection and a Simulator Based
Performance examination. By 1995/6 this will change to a system with only two examinations; a
Comprehensive written examination covering specific station systems, nuclear safety and some
radiation protection, plus a simulator based examination. The authorization is valid for three years
and will be automatically renewed if the operator has sucessfully completed the annual requirement
for refresher training and the licensee admininstered requalification examination.

Shift Supervisor Training

Candidates for this position normally are engineering graduates, although in some instances
authorized operators have been promoted, who will have spent a period of time, at least 3 years,
working in station technical support. The training and regulatory examinations for SS candidates
are basically the same as for the Operators with an additional examination being introduced in
1995/6 to cover the specific duties of the Shift Supervisor.

Maintenance Trades Training

With the exception of Hydro Quebec, all utilities have facilities within their training centres to
provide skills and knowledge training for trades personnel. The entry level qualifications vary
considerably. Hydro Quebec Nuclear typically recruits an experienced person from outside the
nuclear branch of the utility and supplys the necessary station speckle skills and knowledge for the
job position by on-the-job training. Ontario Hydro has the capacity to train maintenance staff
essentially from scratch with little or no previous work experience if required.

SAT in Canada

All utilities in Canada recognize that SAT is the best currently available method to train operations



personnel for NPPs. The commitment to SAT by the three utilities ranges from a comprehensive
policy document setting out standards, objectives and criteria for SAT, in one case, to a verbal
commitment with assurance of supporting documentation to be developed during the coming year
in. The regulator has recently made it a requirement that the SAT approach be employed by
licensees. Regulatory training programme evaluation activities have examined the extent to which
existing utility training programs conform to a SAT.Findings indicate that many of the elements of
a SAT are in place but at this time no Canadian utility is yet following completely the process of
SAT as defined in TECDOC 525 for all of its training programmes. An initial investigation
indicates that those training programmes which support the maintenance work groups most closely
conform to the SAT approach.

The SAT elements which are currently most strongly established in the utility training programmes
include:

Instructor Training and Evaluation
Adequate Training Facilities including full scope simulators and workshops.
Record Keeping
Management Commitment to training including financial support.
Training Plans for most workgroups
Training for SAT
Objective based materials (but see below)

The areas which are less well addressed include:

Front end analysis and maintenance of existing analysis
Objectives,anarysis and assessment which are not always in complete or appropriate, eg Shift
Supervisor and Control Room Operator training largely the same.
Regular and Systematic evaluation of training.
Integration of training effort, communication between training department and plant.
Structured and Systematic on-the job training (OJT).

There are several reasons for these shortfalls. The early training programmes were produced and in
use before SAT was developed to its present extent. Also during the seventies and early eighties
the Canadian nuclear power programme was expanding at such a rate that a primary emphasis was
to produce qualified staff to operate the new NPPs. The training delivered to achieve this goal
seemed satisfactory as the new Canadian reactors operated safely with high availability and there
have been relatively few instances, over an almost 20 year period,where poor performance on the
job has been directly attributed to the quality of training. However in retrospect it would seem that
more resources should have been allocated to the development of a SAT.

There has also been an almost universal tendency to commence development or revision of
training programmes at the Objectives stage without complete and documented analysis of the job
needs. There are a number of reasons for this but often mentioned is the negative experience of US
utilities who undertook INPO style job and task analyses and hardly moved beyond that stage.
Another reason is that objectives are often developed by former job position holders (Subject
Matter Experts, (SMEs)) and it is assumed that Job and Task Analysis (JTA) can be done
informally as part of the objective development process. Any validity which this approach might
have is usually negated by the failure to document the "analysis" done by such persons.

The regulator, with its former system of an extensive range of examinations for staff requiring to
be authorised,may have inadvertently caused the utilities to orientate their training programmes to
enable trainees to pass the regulatory examinations. It is anticipated that the revised approach now
being used by the regulator, an increased effort by the utilities to more totally conform to a SAT



and better utility/regulator communication should correct this possible shortcoming. It is very
important that effective communication between regulator and utility is maintained at all times to
ensure that the utility and regulatory requirements are not in conflict.

The utilities and the regulator both recognize that the conversion of existing, non-conforming,
training programmes to a SAT format is difficult and likely to be a protracted process particularly
as the licensee finds it not possible to discontinue training while the conversion process is taking
place. The view of the regulator is that an effective self evaluation process, rigorously applied to
existing programmes, could be an efficient method for identifying the areas which conform most,
or least, to a SAT and therefore allows the most effective disposition of resources to effect a
conversion.

Initiatives currently being introduced or reinforced by the utilities and regulator include:

Investigations by the utilities of available JTAs to determine the extent of the commonalities in job
activities for similar job positions for reactor types other than CANDU. For example there are a
number of JTA's done for PWR and BWR power plants hi the US from which a large number of
generic tasks for particular job families and applicable to other types, or variants, of reactor might
be drawn.

The possibility of more co-operation between the utilities to make better use of resources. All
Canadian reactors are of the CANDU type, there are more similarities than differences between the
variants.

Discussion regarding on the introduction of National standards for NPP training programmes.
Training programmes should be evaluated, both by the regulator and the licensee, to a common
standard.

Regular discussion between the utilities and regulator.

An increased emphasis by the regulator on the training process rather than the final authorisation
examinations.ie the removal, to the maximum extent possible, of the trainee as a feedback
mechanism on training programme quality between the regulator and the licensee.
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NUCLEAR POWER PLANT OPERATIONS PERSONNEL
JANUARY 1994

18,914 EOF EMPLOYEES

MANAGERIAL 3,934 (20.8 %)

SUPERVISORY 11,613 (61.4%)

LINE STAFF 3,367 (17.8 %)

MEAN AGE : 37 YEARS

12% WOMEN 88% MEN



GRAVELINES
CHOOZ

OPERATION
SIMULATORS

CATTENOM

1 SIMULATOR

900 MW CP2

5 SIMULATORS

3 SIMULATORS

. 900 MW CP1

. 1 300 MW P4

. 1 300 MW P4

LE BUGEY

. 900 MW BUGEY

. 900 MW CP1

. 900 MW CP2

. 1 300 MW

. 1 300 MW N4

9 PWR simulators
Five 900 MW
Four 1 300 MW
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1 FBR simulator
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Caftenom 1 300 MW
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TRAINING STATISTICAL ELEMENTS -1993

Scope

Economical & Budget

Industrial & nuclear safety

Testing laboratories

Computer

||toiHt|rlaiii|i§|||;tev:;;; ;; .-.. ..

S^Silfe^ftMs -^

,;: Total

Hours

33500

134 200

110000

6500

574 700

842 600

1 701 500

%

2%

7,90%

6,50%

0,40%

33,80%

49,60%

100%

!•; l> F. - D.F..P.T. • Dpi Fomiiilion (sources (i I'.S.O ), k- I I/OVI99.I



TRAINING STATISTICAL ELEMENTS -1993

Training hours

Number of trainees

Average training hours

Training cost (kF)

Training hours / working time

Training cost / payroll

TNfucleat Generation

1 701 500

17000

100

870 000

5,00%

14,20%

U)

M.IJ.F. • D.E.P.T. - Dpi Fonnnlion (sources (i.l'.S.O.), Ic I l/O.l/19'M
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SIEMENS

A survey is given about the "Nuclear Training Activities in

Germany" (see Fig. 1.1).

The training facilities for the personnel being trained are

pointed out in the figures 1.2-1.4.

The training measures for the responsible shift personnel

according to BMU-Guidelines (Fig. 1.5) are shown together

with the possibilities for running the training.

An overview about BMU-Guidelines concludes this section.

(Fig. 1.6-1.9)

Training of German NPP Personnel 0
03/94 Ex
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Authorities:
_̂ .___._

Training guidelines
Operating licence

Public Institutions: j
Basic nuclear training
Health physics

Utilities:
Ŝ  ^ ^ i

Training program documentation

Training on the job
Instruction by technical staff and
shift leaders

Simulator Training Center
(KSG/GFS - ESSEN)

* Basic, advanced Simulator training

Siemens AG, KWU
• Training concepts
• Theoretical first training, retraining

• Simulator training
• Training material

Nuclear Training Activities in Germany KWU S133

Fig. 1.1
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Plant Manager

Department or Section Managers

Responsible Shift Personnel

- Shift Supervisors

- Deputy Shift Supervisors

- Shift Operation Engineers

- Reactor Operators

Radiological Protection Officer

Training Manager

Manager Quality Assurance

Responsible NPP Personnel KVVUSl33-Ed/077e
02/90 Ci

Fig. 1.3
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I (K) Key Personnel

Control Room Staff,
M/E-Engineers

Engineering Specialists

(Chemistry Engineers,

Physicists, Reactor Engineers,

Process Computer Engineers)

IV M/E/I & C/Chem. Technicians,

Foremen

V Skilled workers M/E/I&C,
Welders

Personnel Categories for NPP Training KWU NU-U
Folie:Jen 1/90
02/94 Ex LC6/2

Fig 1.4
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i

,-. . • Refresher course on Qofrochor commarcRefresher seminars . , . Relresher seminars
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1. Guideline relating to the proof of the technical
qualification of NPP Personnel
1. Version 08.10.1974
2. Version 17.05.1979
3. Version 04.04.1984
4. Version 13.11.1987
5. Version 10.12.1990
6. Version 26.03.1993

2. Guideline for the content of the licensing exam
for responsible shift personnel of NPPs
1. Version 10.05.1978
2. Version 15.08.1986

3. Guideline for programs to maintain the
technical qualification of responsible shift
personnel of NPPs

S 1. Version 17.05.1979
1 2. Version 08.05.1990
I 3. Version 23.06.1993

4. Guideline relating to the proof of the necessary
knowledge of other persons working in NPPs
Version 30.10.1980,
and other guidelines and rules i.e.
KTA3903, GbV89, As iG , . . .

5. Guideline for the technical qualification in
radiation protection
Version 19.09.1982
Version 10.12.1990 (related to radiation protection officer)

6. Guideline relating to the proof of the technical
qualification of research reactor personnel

Version 18.03.1976

BMU - Guidelines relating to NPP Personnel
Fig. 1.6
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Persons: Plant Manager *
Production Managers *
Responsible Shift Personnel *
Health Physicist *
Training Manager *
QA-Monitoring Manager *

Licensing Exam for Responsible Shift Personnel

• Written Exam
(reactor physics, reactor technology, reactor safety,
thermohydraulics, health physics, fire protection,
industrial safety, atomic law; design, operation,
malfunctions of the plant; operating instructions;
regulations, guidelines, emergency procedure,
unforeseen events)

• Oral Exam
General part
Practical technical part
Committee (utility + authority = 3 +3)

* evident documents showing training and background

Guideline relating to the proof of the technical
qualification of NPP personnel, version Dec. 1990

Fig. 1.7
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Guidelines Relating to the Proof of the
Technical Qualification of Nuclear
Power Plant Personnel
(5. Version 12/90)

Required Training for the Responsible
Shift Personnel:

Theoretical Knowledge:
nuclear physics, reactor physics
reactor technology, reactor safety
energ\ release, thermal hydraulics

health physics, fire protection, industrial safety

atomic law, regulations and guidelines

NP plant design
operation and accident behaviour

• operating instructions such as operating manual,
safety specifications, emergency procedures

Simulator Training:
At least 6 weeks at an
"Appropriate Nuclear Power Plant Simulator"

Official Guideline for Initial Training F|9 1 8
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Guidelines Relating to the Proof of the
Technical Qualification of Nuclear
Power Plant Personnel (12/90)

Since January 1992

" An APPROPRIATE NPP SIMULATOR according
to the spirit of this guideline is, in the first place, a
full-scope simulator which represents the respective
nuclear power plant to the greatest possible extent.
Training on a

PLANT-SPECIFIC PART-TASK SIMULATOR
0 o

| 1 is equivalent to training on a full-scope simulator if

CC • the simulation of respective events (normal oper-
ation, incidents/accidents, combinations of events)
does correspond to the instructions of the operating
manual (including safety-function oriented proce-
dures) with regard to time sequence, representation
of safety-relevant parameters and measures to be
taken, and if

• the part-task simulator does consider ali safety-
relevant systems of the plant to be simulated.

The responsible licensing and inspection authorities
will decide on the acceptance of the training time on
a part-task simulator by means of the relevant course
program."

Official Guideline for Simulator Training
Fig. 1.9
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1. THE SPANISH NUCLEAR PROGRAM

Currently, the Spanish nuclear program includes nine plants in
operation. There are also five other plants frozen in different stages of construction
and one plant being uecommissioned.

In 1992, with nine nuclear plants in operation, the nuclear
contribution to overall electrical production was (35,3 %).

An overall view of the situation of the Spanish commercial nuclear
program shows that with all the plants are light-water types. Their dates of initiation
of commercial operation range from 1969 to 1988. These plants are the property
of either private or state-owned companies: some are owned by a single private
utility, while others are joint-owned by various private utilities or by such utilities
and the state company. From the viewpoint of the implications on training, it should
be pointed out that there are three different NSSS vendors and that the plants may
be grouped into three different generations, this conditions to some extent their
design and training.

2. TRAINING METHODS AND STAFF

If should first be pointed out that the Spanish nuclear power plants
are ultimately responsible for the training of their personnel. The training programs
are prepared by the plants themselves. In those cases in which the programs are for
licensed personnel, they must be developed in agreement with the Spanish
regulatory body.

Training is coordinated by the training group at each plant, and given
either by this group or by plant technical staff or by external contractors. The
training groups are, however, very small: an average of some four individuals in one
unit plants, or even smaller in plants with two units.

There are different techniques used to train personnel in Spanish
nuclear power plants. In summary, the following methods are utilized:

Centralized training on full-scope simulators

A training center provides courses for plant operations and
management personnel. The training programs include basic initial courses and
requalification courses for licensed operators, as well as introductory courses for
non-licensed personnel. The training center has two full-scope simulators: one BWR
(referenced plant is Cofrentes) and one PWR (referenced plant is Almaraz) and four
interactive graphic simulators (SGI) with the following reference plants: Cofrentes,
Lemdniz, Almaraz and Jos6 Cabrera.
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Those plants that have similar technologies to these simulators and
which belong to the same generation train their operators at Tecnatom. One plant
that do not meet these requirements (Trillo I) train their personnel in simulator
courses in the Brazilian Training Center.

Centralized classroom training

Generally speaking, classroom technology are given at the Training
Center which serves as a centralized location. There are basic courses on reactor
theory, PWR and BWR technologies, thermohydraulics, and radiological protection,
and are administered to plant operations, engineering, and management personnel.

Where applicable, the courses are administered using the plant-
referenced simulator, which facilitates training of personnel from those plants whose
systems are simulated.

Decentralized classroom training on-site

On-site courses are primarily applicable to specific plant personnel
groups. They include courses dealing with specific equipment and technology, plant
components, ins, ^mentation, and chemistry and radiological protection techniques.

The courses are coordinated by the plant training group and given
either by members of this group or by technical staff from other plant areas. They
may also be given by NSSS vendors or even by whatever Training Center instructors
participated in their development.

The plant training group maintains special follow-up of licensing
issues.

3. EXPERIENCES. PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS ENCOUNTERED

Historically speaking, the greatest efforts have been made in training
of licensed operations personnel. Other plant personnel are being trained mainly on
the job.

Within the last years formal training has been extended to other
technical job positions and has been greater in depth. The plants now have better
knowledge of the needs of each position, and training is being correspondingly
adapted to these needs. Also, there is greater awareness that positions other than
in operations should receive adequate training in order to ensure improved plant
safety, reliability, and availability. Emphasis is also being given to teamwork, initially
with respect to operational crews and now also to all other plant areas.
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3.1 PROBLEMS DETECTED

A brief description is given of the training-related problems that have
arisen in the different areas of the plant. This is followed by a summary of the
solutions provided, greater detail being given in the annexes.

Operations areas. Licensed or non-licensed personnel.

The problems found in this area, which, as mentioned, has
traditionally been the centre of training, are of an institutional, sociological and
technical nature.

The biggest problems are as follows:

As a result of working day reductions and shift requirements, the
number of hours worked a year is decreasing. At the same time, the regulatory
body and plant training requirements are increasing. The incorporation of symptom-
based emergency procedures into the plants requires continuous retraining and,
likewise, the high plant load factors (in Spain the average has been 84% over the
last few years) means that operations personnel must also be trained in normal
operations. Therefore there is no time for training.

The high load factors mean that certain areas of the plant are difficult
to access during normal operation conditions, making it hard for trainee technicians -
future operators and auxiliary operators - to become familiar with the plant. Older
operators, who started up the plants and worked there during the first years of
commercial operation, do not trust the new technicians. As a result, there is really
a training problem in physical knowledge of the plant. During refuelling outages
there is too much work for this type of training to be performed systematically.

Operations personnel requirements have increased as regards the
quality of training, and above all of retraining. Indeed, the need for symptom-based
emergency operating procedures to be monitored as fully as possible in the
simulator have made it necessary to improve the quality of simulation models. The
scenarios last longer and must be totally reliable. Operations personnel must indeed
be skilled in using control panels and procedures, but this must be backed by in-
depth knowledge of the process. Moreover, correct handling of procedures calls for
continuous training. Consequently, training tools must be improved and the time,
the little time available for training, must be optimized.

In addition, our highly seasoned operations personnel (the last plant
to go on-line was in 1988) find the annual retraining programmes boring. They
know that they need this training, but they find it repetitive. This means that the
training must be made to measure, with high levels of operator participation.



Another shortcoming was found in training the operating shifts as Q
team. This had not been systematic. It only depended on the skills of the shift
chief and his personnel. This has required additional training effort, sometimes with
a degree of opposition from the operations teams. This type of training has already
been systematically built into the initial training.

A need was seen in the initial licensed personnel training plan for
further training in reactor theory, more detailed knowledge of systems and general
knowledge of overall plant operation, human factor training, as well as a need to
increase physical knowledge of the plant, above all in the new generations not
involved in plant start-up.

The same problems arose in the training of auxiliary operators in
relation to plant knowledge and needs for initial basic training in components and
systems.

Other areas of the plant. Non-operations personnel.

Non-operations personnel means those working in the areas of reactor
engineering, technical support, systems engineering, emergency support, chemistry,
radiological protection and maintenance unit chiefs (mechanical, electrical,
instrumentation and control).

To facilitate individual and team work throughout the plant, personnel
in all these areas require knowledge of plant technology. Different degrees of
knowledge are required, as a result of which to date the plant technology course
has sometimes been sufficient, while on others full-scope simulator training has
been required. Until now, poor results have been obtained as regards adaptation to
the panel, due to differences between the simulator panel and plant panels.

Training in some areas should be more accurately defined. A
systematic method of analysis for conducting job-based training was used to
analyse certain jobs in a given plant. The jobs were chosen by the plant
management, taking into account the opinions of the respective unit chiefs on,
among other issues, work performance quality, operative incidents and the need to
define the scope of training.

Action taken to solve the problems.

The following measures are being or have been taken to solve
operations personnel problems.

To make up for the little time available for training, almost all plants
are changing to seven-hour shifts, but problems still remain. The fact that eighteen-
month fuel cycles are being adopted, is helping.
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To improve the capacity for monitoring emergency operating
procedures in the simulators, significant improvements have been made in the full-
scope simulators and a new training tool, the interactive graphic simulator, has been
created. A brief description is given of both actions, although a more detailed
description is provided in the annexes of this document.

At present, the full-scope simulators of the Spanish training centre
have real-time engineered thermohydraulic and neutronic models, allowing
simulation of complex events under normal, transient and emergency conditions.
The TRACS code used in the simulation, and which is a two-phase, six-equation
model, does not consider core disruption, but does include metal-water reactions
and fission product emission. The simulators also include a realistic containment
model, allowing tracking of almost all symptom-based emergency operating
procedures. Feedback from operations personnel is very favourable because the
processes they know are reproduced vecy faithfully, while those they have not
experienced fall in line with known references. !n any case, the models have been
validated with best-estimate codes.

New training instruments such as the interactive graphic simulators
(IGS) have been created. These simulators have the same scope as the full-scope
simulator because they use the same models, and the only difference -is that,
instead of the control room panel, interactive screens are used to operate the plant
equipment. The systems are represented by their instrumentation and flow
diagrams. When an item of equipment is selected, its handswitch is displayed as
it appears in the control room, making the training coherent. The IGS has a high
capacity for creating graphic displays of parameters, giving a high analysis capacity.
Further details of this simulator are given in the Annexe. There are currently four
IGS's, corresponding to the plants of Almaraz (PWR), Cofrentes (BWR), Lemdniz
(PWR: this project, which has been halted, was the point of reference for the old
simulator) and Jos£ Cabrera (PWR, only partly simulated).

These two applications have been used to improve the following
aspe'cts:

Tracking of emergency operating procedures - the full-scope
simulators have greater scope and their models are more faithful.

Greater capacity for in-depth studies of processes through better
models and greater analysis capacity {in the IGS's). The IGS's are very useful for
"what if" analysis.

The IGS's can be used to prepare scenarios that can be followed in
the control room by the shifts. This activity is performed during the afternoon and
night shifts. An instructor narrates the scenario and the shift simulates the action
to be taken in its own control room. The personnel act as if it was a real scenario.
It is currently possible to inject the simulator scenario into the plant SPDS to



emulate an event and train operations personnel in the use of the SPDS and
emergency procedures. Then procedure monitoring is discussed.

The training plan problems are being solved as follows (see the
typical programme for initial and on-going training of operations personnel in Figures
3 and 4).

Reactor theory shortcomings are being remedied by way of a 20-hour
simulator course with practice, among other things, in calculating moderator
temperature coefficients, control rod worth and performance of criticalities, all of
them taken from plant nuclear tests.

To enhance on-site and theoretical knowledge of systems and
components, videos are being made of the systems at their plant location. The
interactive graphic simulator will be used to study the system operating modes and
relationships between them, and overall plant operation.

A set of courses has been designed for operations personnel to
reinforce the teamwork of shift personnel. Annex I lists the contents of these
courses. Throughout later training on the simulator, this type of behaviour is
reinforced again and assessed. The courses are on human error, leadership and
teamwork, communication, diagnosis and de.cision-making techniques, and stress
control.

The problems caused by lack of motivation in re-training is being
solved by allowing shift personnel greater participation in the design of retraining
programmes, within the existing regulatory framework. The improved simulation
models raise the confidence of shift personnel in the full-scope simulator; the use
of the IGS allows operating incidents to be analysed in detail and alternative actions
to be proposed faster and more cheaply than with the full-scope simulator.
Seminars on analysis of specific incidents - small break LOCA, tube ruptures and
others - have been intensified.

The Interactive Graphic Simulator is a highly useful tool for non-
licensed personnel in need of general knowledge of the plant. A variety of courses
has been designed, ranging in content from genera! knowledge about the plant,
transient analysis or detailed studies of a specific system, to basic skills in handling
emergency operating procedures.

Finally, a job-based training system is being developed for various
jobs in a Spanish power plant to optimize training. Further details are given in the
following section.
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3.2 APPLICATION OF A JOB-BASED TRAINING SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

This methodology, based on the Training System Development (TSD)
is currently being applied at Almaraz Nuclear Power Plant for some jobs. The
following is a description of the current situation of the project.

Jobs to which it applies

Operating personnel:
Control room: shift chief, assistant shift chief, and reactor operator, all
licensed; turbine operator.
Field: twelve positions of auxiliary operators.

Radiological protection personnel:
Chief shift technician and assistant technician.

Chemistry and radiochemistry personnel:
Assistant analyst, laboratory chief.
Chemical analyst, water treatment and water pre-treatment auxiliaries and

'water plant supervisor.

Current situation of the project

The current situation of the project per job is as follows:

Operations area:

Control room personnel

Analysis: finished

Design: finished

Development of teaching material: advanced. Part of the material has been
developed.

Implementation: courses designed in line with the methodology are currently
being given.

Evaluation and feedback: the appropriate channels exist. Feedback from
operating incidents and plant modifications is being incorporated.



Field personnel:

Analysis: finished

Design: finished

Development of teaching material: advanced. Part of the material has been
developed.

Implementation: courses designed in line with the methodology are currently
being given.

Evaluation and feedback: the appropriate channels exist. Feedback from
operating incidents and plant modifications is being incorporated.

Radiological protection area:

Various jobs cited.

Analysis: finished

Design: finished

Development of teaching material: finished.

Implementation: no courses have been given yet.

Evaluation and feedback: the appropriate methodology exists. Design
modifications and refuelling outage experiences are being recorded in the
databases.

End of the project

The teaching material for the jobs listed below will be ready by the following dates:

Operations personnel:
Control room 1994
Plant 1994

Radiological protection personnel: 1993

Chemistry and radiochemistry personnel: 1993



Remarks on experiences obtained so far

Jobk and tasks have been analysed on the basis of the operating
procedures of each position. A complementary analysis has been performed through
meetings of technical experts. Job and tasks has been analysed by two higher
organizational levels. In addition to finding the knowledge and skill requirements,
procedure requirements have been detected mainly in the non licensed areas.

Databases have been set up so that when an activity is modified, it
is possible to know what new knowledge and skills are required, and what teaching
materials are affected, allowing them to be updated.

Job performance assessment documents have been created which
are in turn used for on-tne-job training

On-the-job training documents incorporating videos have been
created. This enables trainees to become familiar with the plant even in places that
are difficult to access during power operation.

used.
To create the new teaching materials, existing materials are being

The new licensed personnel training plans do not differ much from
existing plans. They allow greater systematization, greater assessment capacity,
justification of the courses obtained and greater updating potential.

There are no great differences in other areas either.

The fact that plant personnel have participated in this project by
being consulted in the analysis, and by helping to validate the training modules,
above all on the job, has motivated them positively.

4. IAEA ACTIVITIES IN WHICH SPAIN HAS PARTICIPATED

Two Spanish plants, Cofrentes and Almaraz, have both received
OS ART team visits.

Spanish experts have participated as advisers in different countries
in the following areas:

Advice for training centre development.
Advice for simulator scenario preparation. Simulator training programmes.
Participation as experts in defining simulator training programmes for
emergency operating procedures.
Advice in developing a simulator hardware maintenance system.
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Participation as lecturers in interregional courses promoted by the IAEA,
traditionally in "Qualification of nuclear power plant operations personnel".
Participation in drawing up IAEA documents such as TEC DOC-525.
Advice for the preparation of in-service inspection manuals.
Development of in-service inspection equipment and training in their use.
Training in the culture of quality applied to nuclear power plants.
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FIGURE 1 - SPANISH NUCLEAR PROGRAM

UNIT (MWE)

JOSF CABRERA (160)

STA M" DE GARONA (460)

VANDELLOS I (500)

ALMARAZ I (930)

ALMARAZ II (930)

ASCO I (930)

ASCO II (930)

LEMONIZ I (930)

LEMONIZ II (930)

COFRENTES (990)

REACTOR TYPE
PWR(1 LOOP)

BWR (MARK II)

OCR

PWR (4 LOOPS)

PWR (3 LOOPS)

PWR (3 LOOPS)

PWR (3 LOOPS)

PWR (3 LOOPS)

PWR (3 LOOPS)

BWR (MARK III)

NSSS SUPPLIER
WE

GE

SFAC

WE

WE

WE

WE

WE

WE

GE

COMMERCIAL
OPERATION

1969

1971

1972
decommissioning

1981

1984

1983

1986

FROZEN

FROZEN

1985

W

\n
V)

VANDELLOS II (1004)

TRILLO I (1066)

VALDECABALLEROS I (975)

VALDECABALLEROS II (975)

TRILLO II (1040)

PWR (3 LOOPS)

PWR (3 LOOPS)

BWR (MARK III)

BWR (MARK III)

PWR (3 LOOPS)

WE

WE

GE

GE

KWU

1988

1988

FROZEN

FROZEN

FROZEN



FIGURE 2 - SPANISH NUCLKAR PROGRAM

Weight of nuclear energy in (he Spanish electrical production

F.2

YEAR

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

!IYDRO_1%)_
21

21

26

13

17

17

12,7

EOSS1L (%)

50

48

38

48

47

47

52

LEAR (%)

29

31

36

39

36

36

35,3

TOTAUMiujoN Kww
129.149

133,168

139.010

147.458

152.180

157.160

156.820

Total installed power in Spain at 31-12-92 (MW)

16.698

36,8 %

21.283

46,9 %

7.400

16,3 "/

45.381 MW

100 %
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FIGURE 3 - TYPICAL LICENSFJ) PERSONNEL
INITIAL TRAINING PROGRAM - GENERAL OUTLINE

SRO
LICENSE

ACHIEVING PROCESS

PHASE O
THERMODYNAMICS
HEAT TRANSFER
ELECTRICAL AND
COMPONENTS

PHASE I (THEORY)
- NUCLEAR REACTOR
OPERATION
FUNDAMENTALS

- BWR/PWR REACTOR
CONTROL

4 weeks 4 weeks

PHASE I (SIMULATOR)
REACTOR OPERATION
PRACTICES IN BWR/PWR|
SIMULATOR

2 week (20 h of sira.)

L PHASE II
- BWR/PWR NUCLEAR
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PLANT VISIT
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PHYSICS
COURSE

PLANT
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HUMAN
FACTORS
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12 weeks 4 weeks 2 weeks 2 weeks

PHASE I I I
IBWR/PWR FULL SCOPE

SIMULATOR
•OPERATION PRACTICES!

1/2 week 8 weeks (I30h of sim.)

DADVANCED BWR/PWR
TERMOHYDRAULICS &

CORE DAMAGE
MITIGATING

4 weeks

EMERGENCY
PROCEDURES (EOP)
BWR/PWR SIMULATOR

PRACTICES

4 weeks (40 h of sim.)

TRAINING CENTER
SRO CERTIFICATE

SPECIFIC RO/SRO TRAINING



FIGURE 3 - TYPICAL LICENSED PERSONNEL
INITIAL TRAINING PROGRAM - GENERAL OFFLINE (Cont.)

P.4

TECNATOM ' S
SRO

CERTIFICATE

PHASE IV

SPECIFIC

PLANT TRAINING

PHASE V

LICENSING
EXAMINATION
PREPARATION

ON-THE-JOB

TRAINING

1

RO/SRO
PLANT LICENSE

BY C.S.N.

48 weeks 16 weeks (60h of sim.) 12 week (RO)
8 weeks (SRO)
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FIGURE 3 - TYPICAL LICENSED PERSONNEL
INITIAL TRAINING PROGRAM - GENERAL OUTLINE (Cont.) V)

RO/SRO
LICENCE

ACHIEVING PROCESS

PKASE 0
THERMODYNAMICS
HEAT TRANSFER
ELECTRICAL AND
MECHANICAL
COMPONENTS

PHASE I (THEORY)
- NUCLEAR REACTOR
OPERATION
FUNDAMENTALS

- BWR/PWR REACTOR
CONTROL

INDIVIDUAL REQUIREMENTS: 4 weeks 4 weeks

PHASE I (SIMULATOR)
REACTOR OPERATION
PRACTICES IN BWR/PWR

SIMULATOR

1 week (20 h of sim.)

INSTRUCTOR

ENGINEER (3 YEARS AFTER

HIGH SCHOOL) ELECTRICAL,

POWER, PLANTS, ENERGY,

ETC. SPECIALIST.

DESIRABLE SOME EXPERIENCE

IN FOSSIL FUEL POWER

PLANTS (4 TO 6 MONTHS) OR

NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS.

RO/SRO
ENGINEER (3 YEARS AFTER HIGH

SCHOOL) ELECTRICAL, POWER

PLANTS, ENERGY, ETC. SPECIALIST.

POWER PLANT EXPERIENCE

2 YEARS (RO)

3 YEARS (SRO)

UNITS, THERMODYNAMICS

PRINCIPLES, BASIC,

THERMOHYDRAULICS,

CHEMISTRY.

ELECTROSTATICS, MAGNETISM,

ELECTRODYNAMICS.

MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL

COMPONENTS (SWITCHGEARS).

INSTRUMENTATION, PROCESS

ATOMIC AND NUCLEAR

PHYSICS

REACTOR KINETICS.

REACTOR CONTROL

REACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS

POISONS REACTOR

REACTIVITY ESTIMATIONS.

CORE THERMOHYDRAULICS.

NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTATION

NEUTRONIC FLUX DISTRIBUTION

MAPS. PERIOD ESTIMATION.

CRITICALITY APPROACH: 1/M PLOT.

REACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS

INFLUENCE (DOPPLER, MODERATOR,

BORON).

XENON SPATIAL OSCILLATIONS ROD

DROP ACCIDENT. THERMOCOUPLE MAP.

REACTOR STARTUP.

POWER OPERATIONS. AI CONTROL
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FIGURE 3 - TYPICAL LICENSED PERSONNEL
INITIAL TRAINING PROGRAM - GENERAL OUTLINE (Cont.)

PHASE II

BWR/PWR NUCLEAR
POWER PLANT
TECHNOLOGY
COURSE

12 weeks

PLANT

VISIT

4 weeks

HEALTH
PHYSICS
COURSE

2 weeks

PLANT
ADMINISTRATIVE
PROCEDURES &

DRAWINGS READING

2 weeks

NUCLEAR STEAM SUPPLY

SYSTEM (NSSS)

RCS AUXILIARY SYSTEMS.

BALANCE OF PLANT.

ELECTRICAL GENERATION

SYSTEMS

SECONDARY AUXILIARY SYSTEMS

ENGINEERED SAFE-GUARDS

PLANT AUXILIARY SYSTEMS

PLANTS CONTROL SYSTEMS

SUPERVISORY SYSTEMS.

TUTORIAL VISITS TO PLANT:

- PLANT GENERAL

ARRANGEMENTS.

- SYSTEMS WALKTHROUGHS

- CONTROL ROOM

FAMILIARIZATION

- MAIN COMPONENTS AND

EQUIPMENTS FAMILIARIZATION

RADIATIOH PROTECTION

RADIOACTIVITY AND

RADIATION

RADIATION INTERACTION

WITH MATTER.

BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS

EXPOSURE CONTROL

PRINCIPLES

RADIATION DETECTION:

PRINCIPLES AND

INSTRUMENTS

REGULATIONS

ADMINISTRATIVE LIMITATIONS

AND HEALTH PHYSICS

PROCEDURES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

DEFINITIONS, BASIS FOR LIMITING

CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION LIMIT

LIMIT SAFETY SYSTEM SETTING.

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES.

SPANISH NUCLEAR LEGISLATION

REVIEW OF IMPORTANT

LICENCE LIMITS

MEANING OF SYMBOLS, LINES

AND ABBREVIATIONS ON THE

BLUEPRINT, WIRING

DIAGRAMS, ETC
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FIGURE 3 - TYPICAL LICENSED PERSONNEL
INITIAL TRAINING PROGRAM - GENERAL OUTLINE (Cont.)

HUMAN

FACTORS

COURSE

BWR/PWR FULL SCOPE
SIMULATOR
OPERATION
PRACTICES

4 weeks

SUPERVISION AND

STYLES AND STRATEGIES

CONTROL ROOM LEADERSHIP.

TEAMWORK: TEAM

CHARACTERISTICS, TASKS AND

SKILLS.

VERBAL AND WRITING

COMMUNICATION.

DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES AND

PROBLEM RESOLUTION CONTROL

ROOM TEAM.

TESTS, ChSS STUDIES, VIDEOS,

EXERCISES.

SIMULATOR PRACTICES (OPTIONAL

4 H OF SIM.)

8 weeks (130 h of sim.)

- PLANT OPERATIONS IN 1 TO

4 OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS

USING NORMAL PROCEDURES

(32 H).

- ABNORMAL OPERATIONS

MALFUNCTIONS) USING T.S.

AND ABNORMAL PROCEDURES

(60 H).

- FSAR ACCIDENTS AND

TRANSIENT ANALYSIS (28 H)

- SINGLE AND GROUP SIMULATOR

PRACTICAL EVALUATIONS.

ADVANCED BWR/PWR
THERMOHYDRAULICS &

CORE DAMAGE
MITIGATING

4 weeks

CORE THERMOHYDRAULICS

ANALYSIS

DESIGN LIMITS.

LOCA RESPONSE

LIMITATING ACCIDENTS AND

TRANSIENT ANALYSIS

OPERATIVE EXPERIENCES

(TMI, GINNA, ETC.)

NATURAL CIRCULATION NON

CONDENSABLE GENERATION:

HYDROGEN.

CRITICAL PARAMETERS

MONITORING

VITAL INSTRUMENTATION

CORE DAMAGE RECOGNITION

RADIOCHEMISTRY

CORE DAMAGE MITIGATING

EMERGENCY
PROCEDURES (EOP)

BWR/PWR SIMULATOR
PRACTICES

4 weeks (40 h of sim.)

SYMPTOMATIC EOP'S: BASICS,

PRECAUTIONS, LIMITS AND

PRIORITIES.

TECHNICAL STUDIES CALCULATIONS

SGTR, LOCA, PTS, BLACK-OUT

SEMINARIES

OPERATIVE EXPERIENCES

EOP'S USE IN SIMULATOR (40 H)

DURING EMERGENCIES AND SEVERE

ACCIDENTS.

SIMULATOR EVALUATION.

\J-t



FIGURE 3 - TYPICAL LICENSED PERSONNEL
INITIAL TRAINING PROGRAM - GENERAL OUTLINE (Cont.)

• • • • f f l ^ ^
\ SPECIFIC LICENSED PERSONNEL TRA1NLNG

F . 8

TRAINING CENTER
SRO

CERTIFICATE

PHASE XV

SPECIFIC

PLANT TRAINING

PHASE V

LICENSING
EXAMINATION
PREPARATION

ON-THE-JOB

TRAINING

48 weeks 16 weeks (60h of sim.) 12 week (RO)
8 weeks (SRO)

RO/SRO
PLANT LICENSE

BY C.S.N.

PLANT ORGANIZATION 6

PROCEDURES

PLANT LAY-OUT AND

STRUCTURES

PLANT SYSTEMS REVIEW

RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION

EMERGENCY PLANNING

PLANT WALK-THROUGH

PERFORMING

AUXILIARY OPERATOR

FUNCTIONS

WRITTEN EXAMINATION

TOPICS REVIEW

SIMULATOR PRACTICES

LICENSING EXAMINATION:

WRITTEN, SIMULATOR AND

PLANT WALK-THROUGH

- NORMAL RO/SRO DUTIES

SUPERVISED BY A LICENSED

SRO

- PLANT CONTROL ROOM

PRACTICES



FIGURE 4 - TYPICAL LICENSED PERSONNEL
RETRAINING PROGRAM - DETAILED PROGRAM
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RETRAINING
PROGRAM

2 YEARS CYCLES

PRACTICES
AT FUEL SCOPE
SIMULATOR

> 20 MRS/YEAR

- PLANT START-OP &
SHUTDOWN

- SG & FW MANUAL CONTROL

- REACTIVITY CHANGES
GREATER THAN 1O %

- LOSS OF CORE COOLING
FLOW NATURAL CIRCULATION

- LOSS OF ALL FEEDWATER

ADDITIONAL TRAINING UP TO
25 EXERCISES TO BE RUN
EVERY TWO YEARS

III
CLASS ROOM

> 100 HRS/YEAR

BASIC

KNOWLEDGES

> 25 HRS/YEAR

- REACTOR OPERATION
THEORY & PRINCIPLES

- PLANT DBSING &
OPERATION
CHARACTERISTIC

- PROTECTION & SAFETY
SYSTEM

- CORE PARAMETERS &
FUEL HANDLING (SRO'S
ONLY)

DESIGN
CHANGES &
OPERATION

OWN PLANT
OPERATING
EXPERIENCE

> 25 HRS/YEAR

- PLANT DBSING &
OPERATION CHANGES

- NORMAL AND EMERGENCY
PROCEDURES

- TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

- OPERATION
ADMINISTRATIVE
PROCEDURES

> 30 HRS/YEAR

VO

INDUSTRY - WIDE
OPERATING

EXPERIENCE

> 20 HRS/YEAR

- USING THE INTERACTIVE - USING THE INTERACTIVE
GRAPHIC SIMULATOR (SGI) GRAPHIC SIMULATOR <SGI)

- RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION

- RULES AND REGULATIONS
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STRESS CONTROL COURSE
PROGRAMME

1st day INTRODUCTION

STRESS
- History
- Definition

STRESSORS
- Stressor characteristics (Intensity/Newness)
- Stressor classification
- Learning theory

QUIZZES AND RELAXATION PRACTICES

2nd day ACTIVATION UNDER STRESS
- Yerkes-Dodson law
- Activation and individual differences

EFFECTS OF STRESS. SYMPTOMS
- Acute and chronic stress
- Short-term symptoms
- Long-term symptoms
- Stress diseases

QUIZZES AND RELAXATION PRACTICES

3rd day COPING STRATEGIES
- Life style
- Relaxation techniques

- Therapies

RELAXATION PR.4CTICES

CONCLUSIONS



COURSE ON HUMAN FACTORS
PROGRAMME

1st day INTRODUCTION

- Motivation
- General and specific objectives
- References
- Course development

CHAPTER I - LEADERSHIP AND TEAMWORK

- Leadership
• Supervision and leadership
• The leader
• Supervision styles
• Motivation and job enrichment
• Direction and reinforcement
• Leadership strategies
• Control room leadership

2nd day - Teamwork
• Team characteristics
• Team tasks
• Team building
• Team skills

- Roles and responsabilines
- Tests
- Videos
- Case studies
- Conclusions
- Evaluation Test I



COURSE O\' HUMAN FACTORS
PROGRAMME

3rd day CHAPTER II - COMMUNICATION

- Verbal communication
• Verbal communication fundamentals
• Verbal messages
• Communication methods
• Communication inhibitors
• Feedback mechanism

- Writing communication
• Shift turnover
• Procedures temporary changes
• Operation management
• Reports
• Guideline for writers

- Videos
- Case studies
- Communication exercises
- Simulator practices (optional)
- Conclusions
- Evaluation Test II

4rd day CHAPTER III - DIAGNOSTIC

- Control room team "in-tune" with the plant
• "In-tune" with the plant
• Attention to detail
• Plant optimum performance

- Diagnostic and problems resolution
• The diagnostic logical process
• Monitoring
• Interpretation
• Intervention

- Process computer for diagnostic
- Videos
- Case sstudies
- Diagnostic exercises
- Simulator practices (optional)
- Conclusions
- Evaluation Test III

Simulator Final Evaluation (Optional)



HIMAX ERROR COURSE
PROGRAMME

Is; day - Introduction

- Human reliability

- Man-machine system and interfaces

- Human behaviour

- Case studies
• Operation errors
• Los Rodeos" accident

2nd da\ • Human error

- Htjman error data base

Maintenance omisiors

Factors influencing human error (performance shaping factors i. E
• Environment features

- Case studies
• External PSF'a events
• TM1

3rd Jtr, - Factors influencing human error External PSF's -com.
• Tasks features
• instructions

. - Hurran error prevention and minimizations

- "SHERPA"

- Case studies
• External and internal PSF's events
• Chernobyl

Conclusion



Training of UK Nuclear Power Plant Personnel

Sizewell B PWR



Training of UK Nuclear Power Plant Personnel

1 Introduction

This short presenttion cannot encompass the whole of the training activity for the UK and
therefore concentrates on that for Sizeweil *& PWR as an examplle. There are a number of
differences between generic UK practice and other countries in the areas of recruitment,
training and qualification of personnel. The major points are worthy of mention as they apply
equally to the Sizeweil Plant.
• The control personnel are all graduate or approaching status.
• Operators are not externally licensed, but undergo authorisation procedures internal tothe

utility
• The competence of personnel is the responsibility of the Station Manager, however the

training process is split between a number of utility departments and in part therefore is
effectively sub contracted by the NPP to training centres and to other parts of the
organisation. The nuclear training manager, for example does not report in a direct sense to
a plant manager.

2 Background

When the then nationalised utility CEGB decided that a PWR was to be buih at Sizewell it
addressed the training requirements in a fundamental manner even before the outcome of the
Public Inquiry was known. This was done by the setting up of a small team of seven,
experienced gas cooled operators under the leadership of a person also experienced in operator
training.

The purpose of the team can be summarised as follows.

• Obtain Training in PWR Technology and Operations at existing facilities and if necessary
the licence or authorisation pertaining at that facility

• During the training period, investigate and report on the training techniques in use in the
facility

• Cany out additional projects which could be of benefit to Sizewell B in a geneeral sense or
for specific training aspects.

These objectives were met fully and resulted in a number of recommendations for the training
of Sizeweil personnel as well as very important feedback to the plant design process and
subsequent commissioning and operation.

The facilities used for the purpose of the work were:
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• Westinghouse, Pittsburgh, USA
• Calloway NPP, USA
• Wolf Creek NPP, US A
• Neckerwestheim NPP, W Germany
• KWS,W Germany
• Cruas NPP, France
• Bugey Training Center, France
• CEA Grenoble, France
• Sequoyah NPP USA
• TVA Training Centre, USA
• Ringhals NPP, Sweden
• KSU, Sweden
Those staff who were required to pass certification and licensing examinations were sucessful
and three of the original team now occupy senior positions at the NPP, an outcome of the work
which has ensured the continuing management committment to training at Sizewell.

3 Outcomes of the Work

This can be summarised as follows:

• the setting up of the Cliff Quay Training Centre, by in the first instance recruiting and
training a number of instructirs for the major NPP disciplines.

• making some of the instructor positions "designate" posts for the NPP
• setting up liason meetings with the regulator to discuss the means to comply with a licence

condition regarding simulator avilability one year in advance of fuel loading.
• the production of a detailed user specification for the fullscope replica simulator
• the production of a detailed user specification for the basic principles simulator
• the production of a detailed user specification for the Cliff Quay Training Centre
• the initiation of the training programmme development for all NPP disciplines
• the implementation of a specific course for design engineers

• THE APPLICATION OF SAT FOR ALL THE PROCESSES ABOVE

Other non training related activities were undertaken

4 Examples of the Training Programmes

These ar shown in the Appendix



Training of UK Nuclear Power Plant Personnel

Appendix A

Examples of Training Programmes

PWR Team
Purpose

Obtain Training in PWR Technology and Operations at
existing facilities and if necessary the licence or
authorisation pertaining at that facility

During the training period, investigate and report on
the training techniques in use in the facility.

Carry out additional projects which could be of benefit
to Sizewell B in a geneeral sense or for specific training
aspects.



Training of UK .Nuclear Power Plant Personnel

Facilities Used

• Westinghouse, Pittsburgh, USA

. Galloway NPP, USA

. Wolf Creek NPP, USA

• Neckerwestheim NPP, W Germany

• KWS,W Germany

• Cruas NPP, France

« Bugey Training Centre, France

• CEA Grenoble, France

• Sequoyah NPP USA

• TVA Training Centre, USA

Ringhals NPP, Sweden j
i

KSU, Sweden
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OUTCOMES of the WORK

the setting up of the Cliff Quay Training Centre, by in the first
instance recruiting and training a number of instructirs for the
major NPP disciplines.
making some of the instructor positions "designate" posts for
the NPP
setting up liason meetings with the regulator to discuss the
means to comply with a licence condition regarding simulator
avilability one year in advance of fuel loading.
the production of a detailed user specification for the fullscope
replica simulator
the production of a detailed user specification for the basic
principles simulator
the production of a detailed user specification for the Cliff
Quay Training Centre
the initiation of the training programmme development for all
NPP disciplines
the implementation of a specific course for design engineers

i
THE APPLICATION OF SAT FOR ALL THE PROCESSES
ABOVE



Production Operations Staff

Appointment

SAP (E&M)

Introduction to
Nuclear Plant

Theorv

Introduction to
Nuclear Plant
Technology

Design and
Technology

Systems and
Technology

SAP (E&M)
Training

'Xj-fc Authorisation

SAP (NR)

MTM 1

MTM 2

Control Room Supervisor

SCE
MTM 3

OP/OST 8

OP/OST 9

OP/OST 10

OP/OST 11

OP/OST 12

OP/OST 13

OP/OST 14

f

.i.

i*

^

^

---

\ ^

^

Production
Technology

Simulator
Module 1

Simulator
Module 2

Simulator
Module 3

Radiological
Safety

Nuclear
Safety

Simulator
Module 4

Simulator
Module 5

Continuing Training On and Off-Site

1
1. See Appendix A.

Examples of Training Programmes



Station, Production and Technical Support Managers

Appointment

Senior
Management

Module

Introduction to
Nuclear Plant

Theorv

Introduction to
Nuclear Plant

Technology

Design and
Technology

Maintenance
Foundation

Systems and
Technology

Plant
Familiarisation

(Simulated)

Nuclear
Safety

Continuing Training On and Off-Site



Administration/Clerical Staff

— Clerical Staff

Appointment

- Admin Staff

Admin
Section Heads

AC/OST l

AC/OST 2

AC/OST 3

Administration
Techniques

PWR Overview

Continuing Training On and Off-Site
(All Grades)



Training of U.S.
Nuclear Power Plant Personnel

•:• Presented by Thomas Mazour



Overview of U.S. NPP Training

* 48 Different Utilities (Companies) Own and
Operate NPPs in the U.S.

- 114 Units
- 72 Sites (Stations)

* Each Station has its own Training Staff and
Facilities

* Very Little Centralization of Training Among
Stations or Among Utilities



Overview of U.S. NPP Trawing

*One of the Main Lessons Learned from the Accident at
Three Mile Island was that U.S. NPP Training was
Inadequate

*Industry-wide Commitment was Made to SAT in 1981
*INPO Accreditation of Training Programs
*NRC Endorsement of SAT
*SAT Model used by NPPs was primarily derived from

U.S. Military Training
*Neither INPO nor NRC have specific requirements for

SAT approach; only general objectives and criteria



INPO Accreditation is for the
Following Jobs

*Shift Supervisor
*Senior (Control Room ) Operator
*Control Room Operator
*Non-Licensed Plant Operator
*Shift Technical Advisor
*Chemistry Technician
•'.•Radiation Protection Technician
*Instrument and Control Technician
*Electrician
*:»Mechanic
^Engineering Support

- o



Average Staff Size per Unit
US. vs. International Staffing

Average Staff per Unit

900

800

700

£ 600

% 500

£400
<D
55 300

200

100

0

International I I U.S.

International Averages Based on
Data from 11 Stations (21 units)

o

Admin Ops Main! Engr Train Secur Other Total



Nuclear Training Positions

As Percentage of All Nuclear Positions

1986 1988 199?



Growth in Training Facilities

Square Feet of Nuclear Training Space
4,000,000

1979 1984 1986 1988 1990 1992



Growth in Use of Simulators

Nuclear Training Simulators
80

60

40

20

73 75

12

Vo

1979 1984 1986 1988 1990 1992
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V
Allocation of Instructor Time

J

Instructor Activity Percent of Time

Preparing to Conduct Training 32%
(reviewing, modifying, or developing
new materials, tests, etc.)

Conducting Training 34%

Recordkeeping, Exam Grading, etc. 10%

Counseling Trainees, Remedial 4%
Instruction

Maintaining Skills, Qualifications and 14%
In-Plant Experience

Other 6%
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Hungarian model project on "Strengthening Training for Operational Safety at
Paks NPP"

Seminar on

ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF MANAGEMENT IN NPP PERSONNEL
TRAINING AND COMPETENCE

Paks NPP, 21-25 March 1994

Monday

Time

9.00-9.30

9.30-9.50

9.50-10.10

10.10-10.30

10.30-10.50

10.50-11.10

11.10-11.30

11.30-11.50

11.50-13.00

13.00-14.00

14.00-14.20

14.20-14.40

[4.40-15.00

15.00-15.20

15.20-15.40

15.40-16.00

16.00-16.20

16.20-16.40

Session I.
Chairman: Mr. Jeno Balogi,

SAT project manager

Opening Statements

Training of Canadian NPP personnel

Training of French NPP personnel

Training of German NPP personnel

Coffee break

Training of Spanish NPP personnel

Training of UK NPP personnel

Training of US NPP personnel

Discussion of presentations of Session I.

Lecturer

Jeno Balogi,
F. Mautner-Markhof

D.Tennant

RBillard

E.Exner

J.L. Mendizabal

S.Birnie

T.Mazour

Lunch

Session II.
Chairman: Mr. Jozsef Kovacs

SAT Working Group

IAEA role in the Training and Qualification of NPP personnel

Paks NPP; Role in NPP Personnel Training and Qualification and in
Hungarian Model Project

Hungarian Atomic Energy Commission; Role in NPP Personnel
Training and Qualification and in Hungarian Model Project

Institutes of Nuclear Techniques. Technical University of Budapest;
Role in NPP Personnel Education and Training in Hungarian Model
Project

Coffee break

Atomic Energy Research Institute, Hungarian Academy of Sciences;
Role in NPP Personnel Training in Hungarian Model Projeet

Department of Ergonomics and Psichology, Technical University of
Budapest; Role in NPP Personnel Training in Hungarian Model
Project
Institute of Electric Power Research (VEIK1); Role in NPP Personnel
Training in Hungarian Model Project

A.Boothroyd

Peter Trampus

Zoltan Szonyi

Zoltan Szathmary

Ivan Lux

Adam Havas

Lajos Voros



Hungarian model project on "Strengthening Training for Operational Safety at 3/21/94
Paks NPP"

Seminar on

ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF MANAGEMENT IN NPP PERSONNEL
TRAINING AND COMPETENCE

Paks .\PP, 21-25 March 1994

Tuesday

Time

9.00-9.30

9.30-9.50

9.50-10.10

10.10-10.30

10.30-10.50

10.50-11.10

11.10-13.00

13.00-14.00

14.00-14.20

14.20-14.40

14. 40-15.00

15.00-15.20

15.20-15.40

15.40-16.00

16.00-17.00

Session III.
Chairman: Mr. Peter Trampus
Head. Advisory Board of GD

Summary of presentations of Session 1. Presentation on aims and
program of Seminar and IAEA role in the Hungarian Model Project

Introduction of the Systematic Approach to Training (SAT) as the
international best practice in NPP personnel training: What is SAT.
why it is used and for whom

Management responsibility for recruiting and retaining qualified NPP
personnel, including career development

Management role and responsibility for training, qualification and
competence of N'PP personnel. Planning and use of SAT.

SAT as a management tool for achieving NPP quality assurance
objectives. QA of training programs and competence of NPP
personnel

Coffee break

Roundtable discussion of presentations of Session III.

Lecturer

F.Mautner-Markhof

E.Exner

P.Billard

J.L.Mendizabal

T.Mazour

P. Trampus

Lunch

Session IV.
Chairman: Mr. Jeno Balogi,

SAT project manager

Role of the regulator in NPP personnel training. Qualification and
competence requirements of laws and regulations

Use of SAT in close connection with the development of emergency
operating procedures (EOPs); incorporation of EOPs into SAT

Coffee break

Systematic mechanisms for feedback and control to ensure lessons
learned from SAT evaluation and from human-factor-related root
causes of events are introduced systematically and effectively into
training programs
Role of management in supporting training of all NPP personnel on
their responsibilities for maintaining and improving safety culture

Improving cooperation among all organizations involved in NPP
personnel training and qualification. Training and qualification of
trainers.

Roundtable discussion of presentations of Session IV.

D.Tennant

T.Mazour

P.Billard

D.Tennant

S.Bimie

T. Mazour

1 8.30-2 1 .OOJReception by GD of Paks NPP in the Sport Restaurant Dr. Petz Emo



3/21/94

Hungarian model project on "Strengthening Training for Operational Safety at
Paks NPP"

Seminar on

ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF MANAGEMENT IN NPP PERSONNEL
TRAINING AND COMPETENCE

Paks NPP, 21-25 March 1994

Wednesday

Time

9.00-9.30

9.30-10.00

10.00-10.30

10.30-11.00

11.00-12.30

12.30-13.30

13.30-14.30

14.30-15.00

15.00-15.20

15.20-16.00

16.00-17.00

Session V.
Chairman: Mr. Attila Szoke

SAT Working Group

Technical and human performance knowledge and skills needed for
NPP personnel.Training for enhancing safely, reliability and
economics of NPPs
Training for attaining and maintaining the qualifications and
competence of NPP personnel

SAT methodology: training program design, development,
implementation, evaluation and feedback

Coffee break

Roundtable discussion of presentations of Session V.

Lecturer

P.Billard

E.Exner

J.L. Mendizabal

D. Tennant

Lunch

Session VI.
Chairman: Mr. Pal Vincze

SAT Working Group

Overall evaluation of training programs and processes. Role of
evaluation in the Q A process

SAT for retraining and for continuing training. What are the needs of
continuing training?

Coffee break

Examples of the use of SAT for NPP training

Roundtable discussion of presentations of Session VI.

S.Birnie

T.Mazour

P.Billard
S.Bimie
E.Exner
J.L.Mendizabal
D. Tennant
S. Bimie



3/21/94

Hungarian model project on "Strengthening Training for Operational Safety at
Paks NPP"

Seminar on

ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF NLANAGEMENT IN NPP PERSONNEL
TRAINING AND COMPETENCE

Paks NPP, 21-25 March 1994

Thursday

rime

S.30-10.30

10.30-11.00

11.00-11.30

11.30-12.00

12.00-13.00

13.00-13.40

13.40-14.20

14.20-15.00

15.00-15.15

15.15-15.45

15.45-17.00

Visit to NPP Paks and to Training Center

Session Vn.

Chairman: Mr. Istvan Kiss
Head, SAT Working Group

Introducing SAT into the training process: optimal use of existing
training capabilities

SAT and the use of simulators for training

Implementation of SAT: roles of and cooperation among relevant
organizations: NPP, regulatory body, nuclear research institutes, etc.

Guide

Pal Toth
Istvan Jambrich

Lecturer

J.L. Mendizabal

S.Bimie

P.Billard

Lunch

Session VHI.
Chairman: Mr. Kalman Babos

SAT Working Group

Training of trainers in the use of SAT. Simulator trainers, trainers of
maintenance personnel. Evaluation of trainers' on-the-job
performance

Computer-based training

On-the-job training with special emphasis on maintenance personnel
training

Coffee break

Special requirements for the training and qualification of maintenance
personnel

Roundtable discussion of presentations of Session VII. and VIII.

E.Exner

E.Exner

T.Mazour

D.Tennam

P. Billard



3/21/94

Hungarian model project on "Strengthening Training for Operational Safety at
Paks NPP"

Seminar on
ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF MANAGEMENT IN NPP PERSONNEL

TRAINING AND COMPETENCE

Paks NPP, 21-25 March 1994

Friday

Time

9.00-9.20

9.20-9.40

9.40-10.00

10.10-10.15

10.15-11.00

11.00-12.30

12.30-13.30

Session DC.
Chairman: Mr. Peter Trampus
Head, Advisory Board of GD

Special requirements for the

Special requirements for the
personnel

Special requirements for the

training of technical support personnel

training of QC and materials testing

training of safety personnel

Coffee break

SAT and the regulator. Fostering quality, competence and public
acceptance through the use of SAT

General discussion on the seminar. Summary remarks. Closing of
seminar

Lecturer

E.Exner

P.Billard

J.L. Mendizabal

D.Tennant

Jeno Balogi
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